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By Sandy Griffis, Executive Director

T
he construction industry is perched on 
or near the top of the “super-male-domi-
nated industry” spectrum. Locally, female 
on-site construction workers are scarce. 

However, we have some fabulous women who 
work in different kinds of trenches by managing 
the office, controlling the work schedules, organiz-
ing the jobs and estimating jobs. They are not the 
secretaries or assistants just because they are young 
women. And then we have the female business 
owners, and women who manage jurisdictional 
components for local development, planning & 
zoning, permitting and inspection staff. 

Many of the women you will read about on the 
next pages agree that they are held to the same 
standards as their male counterparts, which I know 
they appreciate.

In project management, “you will be surround-
ed by a typically all-male, experienced team of 
on-site men and be expected to manage them 
effectively. The field labor staff is almost 100 per-
cent male, so often when I’m directing field work 
I find myself making decisions and directing men 
who could be 20 years younger than me or 20 
years older than me,” said Kathy Wright, Project 
Coordinator for Haley Construction. 

“Learning how to be comfortable in a field 
position was a challenge, and I started out with 
absolutely no idea how to approach it,” said Cory 
Pearson, Operator/GPS Assistant Technician and 
echoed by Brandi Pfohl, Traffic Control Assistant 
Superintendent both of Earth Resources Corpora-
tion. “I realized that the more you’re willing to ask 
questions and show you’re willing to learn from 
the men who have so much more experience than 
I had when starting out, the more they become 
comfortable with me being a woman involved 
with the work and giving them direction. Once 
you start building that relationship of familiar-
ity and trust, working together becomes second 
nature.” Said Debbie Shivers, Traffic Control 
Foreman/Supervisor with Fann Contracting.

These sentiments were confirmed by other 
women, and in particular the business owners Kim 
Gagnon of The Plumbing Store and Lori Lewis 
of Prescott Window and Door. These ladies both 
manage construction projects from small residen-
tial remodels to ground-up homes. When I asked 
what it was like being a woman in the industry 
early on in her career, Lori said “uncomfortable” 
didn’t even begin to describe how she felt.

“Uncomfortable…you better believe it,” she 

said. “There were very few women doing what I 
did and I would get the same look every time I 
met a new crew of men. They just stood there star-
ing for a few minutes, not sure how to act. Since I 
was in charge it took them awhile to adjust, since 
this was not standard in their industry. I always 
treated them with respect, but was clear about who 
called the shots.”

Bryn Stotler is Community Development 
Director for the City of Prescott. “My approach is 
that most men I work with don’t really care what 
gender a leader is, as long as he or she is compe-
tent,” Bryn said. “Creating a synergistic team that 
is empowered to do its best work has always been 
the priority for me, and the rest will follow. Is it 
easy? No. Is it worthwhile? Most definitely yes.”

While all of our women in construction empha-
sized that skill and competence are most import-
ant, women in construction today still absolutely 
need to go the extra mile to prove themselves.

“I do feel a sort of inherent need to prove to 
everyone else that I can keep up with the demands 
of the job,” said Alyson Ayers of Vulcan Materials. 
“It’s a macho industry where everybody works 
long hours and nobody wants to admit any 
weaknesses.”

This article and interviews with our local ladies 
from the industry aim to be vocal about their suc-
cesses in order to get the recognition they deserve. 
It is time to flaunt the females in construction. 

Ultimately though, after years in project man-

agement, owning construction companies, man-
aging jobs and operating equipment, each woman 
is optimistic about the future for young women 
in the industry. Although they’re in the minority 
and they all admit it takes some extra work, they 
are charting the course and setting the tone for 
younger women who will follow.

“I think the time will come in another gener-
ation when women will not have to go this extra 
mile, but I chose this field knowing that I was 
stepping into a man’s field,” said Brenda Gnerre, 
Foreman Pipefitter with Yavapai Mechanical. 

All of the ladies agreed that they bring a new 
approach and attitude to construction, and I 
totally agree. We have the advantage of being a 
woman when working with homeowners during 
construction projects, or dealing with developers, 
or answering that phone with an irate male on the 
other end. We show compassion and understand-
ing about what they are going through, and we 
understand the upheavals inherent to construction. 
“I find that many people are more comfortable 
confiding in a woman when it comes to project 
hiccups,” said Anessa Andrews, Development/
Construction Manager with Fain Signature Group, 
“and that helps because I can offer solutions to 
ease the process.”

Advice for the next generation of women in 

construction from our local ladies:

• Be aware that you may have to work hard-

er than the guy next to you for the same pay�

• Know that you are well suited for your job, 

based on your natural abilities to multitask 

and negotiate� 

• Working in construction is a position of 

power, and you need to be ready to carry the 

load and enjoy being in charge�

• If you do not like pressure or heavy re-

sponsibility, construction is not the job for you�

• The rewards are great when you compile 

and manage a successful team and project�

If anyone had asked me 15 years ago if I 
thought I would be Executive Director of a con-
struction industry organization, I probably would 
have said, “Are you kidding?” Now it is 2019 and 
after 14 years as the proud Executive Director 
of YCCA, I am still energized and thrilled to 
continue growing the promise of the construction 
industry. And just like the women you will read 
about in this publication, we will continue to love 
our work, be the best, and remain optimistic about 
tomorrow, next week, next year and all the years 
beyond. We’re honored to work in the industry 
that built America.

letter from the puBlisher

— Sandy
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Alyson Ayres
Account Manager at Vulcan Materials

Why did you choose the construction industry?
It is one of the most challenging and exciting industries.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction?
It’s how respectful people have been. I was told early in my career by 
a very powerful man in the industry, “You have to work twice as hard 
for half the respect.” This advice pushed me to learn everything I 
could in my field, so that I would be treated as an equal, and 
I have been treated that way by all levels of construction 
workers.

What is your favorite part of your career?
It’s interacting with so many different companies and 
people, while building Arizona. I love being in the 
field and surprising people with the knowledge I can 
provide on their job sites.

What is one of your most memorable moments in the 
construction industry?
Building the activity court at the VA hospital with JSC 
Contracting in Prescott, to provide additional rehabilitation 
activities for our returning veterans.

What is the biggest challenge of being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
Sometimes people don’t hear you the first time, so you have to rule with 
an iron fist. :-)

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
Comin’ in hot! (I switched from the concrete industry to asphalt). Hee 
hee

What would surprise us about you?
Elk hunting with my family is one of my favorite things to do.

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in the construction 
industry?
My relationships have all been based off of each individual’s character. 
Whether that be a man or woman, it comes down to that. So no, just be 
real. And always smile.

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter into the 
construction workforce?
Stay true to yourself. Speak up if something makes you uneasy. Always 
support other females, because you’re going to learn from their 
strengths as well as your own.

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
Operate a crane at Intel, run a paving roller on Connect 202, and 
number one, get a bill through the Arizona Legislature supporting new 
construction road maintenance.

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
Asphalt test tracks for race cars.
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Anessa Andrews
Development/Construction Manager 

at Fain Signature Group

Why did you choose the construction industry?
I love the opportunity to help create beautiful projects for my 
community. There is so much satisfaction in driving by a development, a 
building, or a home years after its completion, and knowing I had a part 
in building/creating it.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction?
It’s not surprising, but when you work in a male-dominant field, I believe 
you tend to have a more diverse outlook on your life and you tend to 
become more pragmatic. 

What is your favorite part of your career?
I take great pride in all my projects, and watching the process of 
something go from a vacant piece of land to a finished project 
benefitting the community is very satisfying to me. I’m especially 
fortunate that I get to be involved throughout the entire process. 

What is one of your most memorable moments working in the 
construction industry?
I love when it’s the girl who comes up with the solution – whatever and 
whenever it may be. It’s not that it is surprising to the men; however, it 
always brings me satisfaction knowing that I deserve to be at the table.

What is the biggest challenge of being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
Every career or path has its challenges; it’s all in how we handle them. 

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
#GirlPower #BossLady

What would surprise us about you?
Absolutely nothing! :- )

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in the construction 
industry?
Not really, in fact I would discourage it. I would never personally want 
to be “one of the boys.” However, I do feel that attitude is everything and 
there is a need for women to be competent, firm, and not embarrassed 
to admit their mistakes or admit it when they’re not knowledgeable on a 
topic. Like any other career, trust should be earned and not demanded, 
because you are trying to break through in a male-dominated industry.

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce?
Be knowledgeable in your field. Don’t try to overcompensate because 
you feel like a minority. Show your worth and kick butt! :- )

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
A heavy crane operator. The precision those guys must have!

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
I’d love to work on a project that combines our older adult 
community that needs a little bit of assistance or company with our 
developmentally disabled community that needs a little extra help. 
What an innovate project that would be, giving the older community an 
opportunity to help the developmentally disabled community and vice 
versa. Allowing each to continue with their independence. Let’s make it 
happen!



Brenda Gnerre
Foreman Pipefitter 

for Yavapai Mechanical 

Why did you choose the construction industry?  
Well, my father had four girls and I was the one who loved going to work 
with him. I was the tomboy. He was a plumber and welder. I had chance 
to sign up for pipefitting school and at the time I did not even know 
what a pipefitter did, but I knew I did not want a sit-down job right out 
of high school.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction?
That I have stuck with it for 38 years and actually enjoy most of my 
workdays. 

What is your favorite part of your career?
When I do a design-build or a layout, or huge shutdown where you 
have the whole building down. It could be a 17-story structure without 
heating or cooling and you do your piping work, open the system back 
online, fill back up, and have no leaks and no issues. Your customer is 
very happy. All went well. 

What is one of your most memorable moments in the construction 
industry?
My father and I were working at the same company and we were on the 
same job site. It was his last job before he retired. We got to have breaks 
and lunch together. That was very special for me, something I will never 
forget.

What is the biggest challenge being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
I would say body mechanics. Sometimes you’re not tall enough, and it 
makes pulling or pushing hard. Some hand tools don’t fit your hand grip 
well.

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
Fight like a girl.

What would surprise us about you?
That I was a paid on-call firefighter for 18 years while still working full-
time in construction, I love competing in CrossFit, and I participated in 
powerlifting competitions.

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in the construction 
industry?
Never, but one thing I don’t enjoy is using the guys’ porta potty.... 

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce?
You need to pull your weight, be willing to learn and work hard. Getting 
dirty is a part of construction as well. But you get to build things that 
most people can’t. 

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
I have been very fortunate, I have done everything I ever wanted to do 
in the field! So I would say a parts runner, more of a laid-back job at this 
time in my life. 

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
I love design-build jobs doing my own projects, installing and doing 
layouts for mechanical rooms. All the piping, boilers, pumps, chillers…
you get to do it all.
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Brandi Pfohl
Chip Seal Traffic Control and 

General Labor at Earth Resources Corp�

Why did you choose the construction industry?
I was working for a temp agency as a flagger and l was sent to Flagstaff 
for ERC’s chip crew. After a couple of days, I knew this is where I belong.

What is your favorite part of your career?
Knowing that when I am on grade, I am doing everything possible to 
keep my crew safe and the crew trusts me to do just that.

What is one of your most memorable moments working 
in the construction industry?
Just knowing I came from a temporary job working for the chip crew, 
to being hired by the chip crew superintendent as a flagger, to being 
a flagger supervisor, to now playing a part in the total traffic control 
planning and taking over as traffic control supervisor, all in just 2.5 years.

What is the biggest challenge of being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
I joined ERC not knowing anything about construction other than 
flagging. I have had to learn skills so new to me that I didn’t even know 
enough to ask what I didn’t know. Also, just my own limitations that 
there are just some things I can’t do because of physical limitations, 
simply because I am a female.

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
No matter the negative, there is always a positive. Find it.

What would surprise us about you?
I hold a Bachelor of Business Administration degree in Management and 
Computer Information. I managed a city government office for almost 
20 years, and I am a caregiver.

Is there ever a need to act like “one of the boys” in the construction 
industry? 
In the two years I’ve been with ERC, I have never been treated as 
anything except “one of the boys.”

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce?
Construction is very rewarding. It can also be physically/mentally 
demanding. But when I drive by a completed project, I take pride in 
knowing I had a part in that project. It is a very satisfying feeling.

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
I would love to learn how to operate some of the equipment.

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
My dream project would be to open an animal rescue combined with 
adult/senior living. Not just for domesticated animals, but for any that 
need help. Combining it with an adult/senior living facility would be 
beneficial for both the animals and people.

Building Yavapai 2019 13
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Bryn Stotler
Director of Community Development at 

The City of Prescott

Why did you choose the construction/development industry?  
I spent the earliest years of my career as a paralegal. When I moved 
to Prescott, that legal background helped me land a position with 
Yavapai County’s [then known as] Planning & Building Department as an 
administrator who oversaw quasi-judicial county boards and supported 
the Zoning/Land Use Division, among other assignments. During my 
initial eight years with the county, my scope widened to see the full 
dynamics of the development and construction fields in action. While I 
guess you could say development chose me, I have been hooked ever 
since. That opener ultimately brought me into the planning discipline, 
and I later ran projects for private development, the M3 Companies, 
LLC (Prescott Lakes, American Ranch, etc.), and also had stints in federal 
grants management and regional transportation planning. It has 
all pointed me toward my current leadership role at the city, where 
I am grateful to utilize my two-plus decades of experience in land 
development in the region, and specifically in the City of Prescott where 
I have been a downtown resident for more than 20 years. 

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction and development?
I actually think the development and/or construction industries 
potentially provide more opportunity for women than for men. We have 
the chance to set ourselves apart pretty readily. 

What is your favorite part of your career?
No two days are alike, as well as meeting the many wonderful people 
who do business with our department and the city. Contribution to 
community also ranks very high on my list.

What is one of your most memorable moments working in the 
construction/development industry?
Being offered this opportunity with the City of Prescott certainly ranks 
very high on my list. Still pinching myself, and very intent on doing 
good things and making the community stronger!   

What is the biggest challenge of being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
Changing the “We’ve always done it this way” mindset. It’s a challenge 
whether it’s in this field or otherwise, but people get comfortable. 
One has to inspire change, and that means a lot of different things to 
different people. 

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
Ha! Probably something like, “It’s better than hat hair, so it’s staying on.”

What would surprise us about you?
I’m actually a pretty sensitive person…like an M&M, with a hard shell 
and soft interior. And if something is bothering me, you’ll know it. I have 
to get it off my chest, like pronto.

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in your industry?
No, I act like me. It seems to work OK. 

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter into the 
construction/development workforce?
C’mon in, the water’s fine! Lol! To be honest, there’s a ton of opportunity 
so don’t see roadblocks where there are simply detours. It’s all part of 
the journey. 

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
Wow, great question. If resources were unlimited and I had decided 
on an alternate path within this business, I might want to be a raw 
land owner, a master developer who demonstrates some of the great 
visioning for well-developed communities and great spaces I’ve been 
privileged to be a part of creating. It’s not lost on me that I’ve been 
fortunate to work with some very talented people in my career, both 
inside and outside of government. I still aspire to be some of my favorite 
colleagues and cohorts! 

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
A community that incorporates well-thought-out mixed uses 
(residential and commercial), with some communal aspects (gardens, 
wellness-centered spaces) and appeal across the generations. I think 
we’re missing the value in mixing the generations with their different 
priorities, and losing the opportunity to learn from one another as a 
result. And I love the concept of multi-generational housing. A return, 
culturally, to a model that has stood the test of time across the globe.
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Corey Pearson
Grade Checker, Equipment Operator 

and Laborer at Earth Resources 

Corporation 

Why did you choose the construction industry?  
I didn’t; it chose me. I ended up falling in love with the trade and 
everyone I work with, and now I can’t imagine myself anywhere else.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction?
The fact that this is my life now; I’m just one of the guys, and I enjoy 
going to work every morning. Construction is my future. Two-and-a-half 
years ago when I started in this industry, I never thought I’d be where I 
am with the company, let alone still in this industry.

What is your favorite part of your career?
Knowing that what I’m doing every day is making a difference, and that 
I’m helping build our future.

What is one of your most memorable moments working 
in the construction industry? 
When ERC owner Will Orr shook my hand and said they couldn’t be 
more proud of having me as one of their employees and a part of their 
work family. And how proud they are of who I’ve become and how 
far I’ve come in this company. That’s something I will never forget; his 
words have stuck with me. I couldn’t be more proud of who I work for, 
and the woman I have become thanks to this company.

What is the biggest challenge being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
The belief that women are new to this industry. We’ve always been in 
this industry. The construction industry couldn’t just stop while all the 
men were away fighting for our country/ freedom. It’s definitely not the 
easiest of jobs but it’s definitely worth all the blood, sweat and tears. 

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
“Don’t let my gender fool you!”

What would surprise us about you?
Growing up, I hated the sight of construction. The only thing I knew 
about it was that it was about to make me five minutes late to my 
destination. Now I work in the industry that I once hated to see. After 
two-and-a-half years with Earth Resources, I can’t see my life any other 
way.

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in this industry?
No, it might just come natural to me I guess. I don’t even think about 
it, but these guys are like my brothers. They don’t make me feel out of 
place one bit. We all work together as a team and have each other’s 
backs. We’re family and that’s how we treat each other. I wouldn’t have it 
any other way. 

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce?
Do it! It’s not going be easy and you’ll probably ask yourself “Why?” all 
the time, but the humility and pride makes it all worth it. 

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
A GPS grade checker. I’m currently in training for that now. I’d like to be 
a master at my craft, to know all the ins and outs of what I’m doing on a 
daily basis. As a grade checker, you understand the entire job from the 
bottom up. And in this industry, a grade checker will always be needed. 

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
Build from start to finish a chain of domesticated animal shelters 
throughout the U.S. where stray animal populations are the largest.
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planning. There are a few key moments in the process when you 
see the smile come across a client’s face as they realize their hard 
work and dream is becoming a reality. Usually you see that smile 
when construction starts, the land is being cleared and it is actually 
happening; then again about the time the building comes out of 
the ground and walls go up. From here there is a lot more planning, 
decision-making, scheduling, and details to take care of, but 
eventually the paint goes on the walls and the picture your clients 
have been imagining, sometimes for years, is tangible. The day we 
hand over the keys and our clients take occupancy, there is a sense 
of excitement and accomplishment for everyone, and trust me 
everyone is smiling when we get that COO.

What is the biggest challenge being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field?
As I mentioned above, many times when I am open to asking 

questions and listening to men, they in turn begin to open up. But this 
is not always the case, and typically that approach takes patience and 
time. There are two main challenges I have found. 
Challenge #1: I can’t tell you how many times my ideas, opinion, or 
suggestions have been overlooked or blatantly ignored. Many times 
men assume I don’t have the experience or knowledge to be involved 
in the problem-solving or the planning of a project. Quite frankly 
sometimes they are 100-percent correct, but other times, they are too 
involved in their own opinion to listen to others. I believe this can be 
true for anyone, men or women, but having been the only woman in 
the room on many occasions, I have experienced this often with men. 
I don’t think it is intentional, this is just a difference in behavior in men 
and women. I find that if you stay true to what you know and what 
you do have to offer to a situation, rather than letting yourself become 
offended or letting your own ego dictate your actions, you will be heard. 
It may take the patience of a saint at times to wait until others are ready 
to hear you, but I would say to women in this industry: be confident in 
what you have to offer. Don’t begin your sentence with “I’m sorry, but…” 
– you’re not sorry and you don’t have any reason to be. It has taken me 
years to understand that I don’t have to be sorry for my opinion or my 
ideas (which doesn’t always mean I’m correct). Men certainly are not 
sorry when they contradict one another as they throw around their 
ideas; they are just working. Ladies, your ideas are relevant and valuable. 
Share them confidently, not arrogantly, and you’ll be surprised how 
you begin to command respect without even knowing it. Then follow 
through with what you suggest. And if you’re still not being heard, tell 
your ideas to a man you trust and let him bring it to the table. Who cares 
if you get the credit if you accomplish what you set out to do? Besides, 
working as a team accomplishes far more. 
Challenge #2: Unfortunately, women are required by gender 
stereotyping to stay infinitely more “under control” and “unemotional” 
than men will ever have to be in this industry, and most industries I 
imagine. I’ve watched men literally explode on jobsites into fits of anger 
and frustration. I’ve even been the target of that on occasion (although 
construction workers on jobsites are extremely respectful to woman in 

Why did you choose the construction industry?
I was brought into construction because Haley Construction is a family 
business. I never expected to find myself in construction, but after 
getting a Master’s in Real Estate & Land Development it was a natural 
transition into the family construction company. I have since expanded 
into working in both Development and Interior Design, which 
complement construction.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction?
It’s how willing men are to work with you and teach you about the many 
trades that I did not have any experience in. I find that if you are willing 
to ask questions, be honest about what you know and don’t know, and 
listen, men (or really people in general) are more than willing to teach 
you and share their knowledge. They typically enjoy it, too. I have found 
that this approach tends to open men up to the idea that maybe they 
have something to learn from me as well, and I have developed many 
successful professional relationships in the construction industry based 
on a mutual trust and respect for what each party has to offer. 

What is your favorite part of your career?
The best part of my career is creating something new, watching a 
client’s project come to life. This is not what it looks like on HGTV. It 
takes time, dedication, collaboration, planning, planning, and more 

Gillian 
Haley-Meierbachtol
Vice President/Co-Owner of 

Haley Construction Company



my experience, contrary to the reputation 
of cat-calling and disrespect they have been 
given). Their explosion typically blows over 
with a few ruffled egos being the biggest 
casualty, and it gets chalked up to a mistake 
on the job. As a woman, this display is taken 
very differently, and typically rumors of it 
will follow you. Stay calm, thicken your skin, 
and don’t take things personally; on most 
occasions comments probably aren’t meant 
personally. If you feel your emotions rising, 
take a break and talk it over with someone 
you trust, man or woman.

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, 
what would it say?
You can’t hear me when your mouth keeps 
moving.

What would surprise us about you?
I actually do know how to use a hammer 
and power tools…watch out.

What is it like to be an owner of a 
construction company? 
It’s extremely challenging, but not because I 
am a woman, even though that does create 
a unique set of challenges. It’s challenging 
because like any owner of a construction 
industry business, we are constantly 
balancing the ebbs and flows of a 
constantly changing industry climate. When 
it’s good, it’s so busy we are struggling 
for skilled labor and competitively priced 
materials. When it’s slow, we are left awake 
at night thinking of our employees and 
where the next job will come from. I think 
all owners feel this way, but it manifests 
differently for men and women.
As for challenges unique to being a female 
owner…when people first meet me, 
sometimes they don’t realize that I am the 
company owner. That may also be because 
of my age. They may assume I’m there to 
take meeting minutes and be sure everyone 
is comfortable. Typically I do both of these 
things. I used to be offended, but now I’m 
more confident in the value I bring to our 
company. So it doesn’t matter if a man 
wants me to get his coffee. I’m terrible at 
making coffee anyway.

Why did you choose the construction?
Because it was something I had never tried 
before and I wanted a new career challenge 
that peaked my interest. There are not many 
women in the Construction field.

What has been the most surprising part of 
being a woman working in construction?
The acceptance by the men in the field and 
the support that they have given me.

What is your favorite part of your career?
Working with my crews because they are to-
tally awesome. Operating the road equipment 
is another favorite.

What is one of your most memorable mo-
ments in the construction industry?
Everyday is memorable as we work together 
like one big happy family.

What is the biggest challenge of being 
a woman working in what is typically a 
man’s field?
Nothing. I’ve been given the chance to 
prove myself and have.

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker 
what would it say?
Construction Rocks!

What would surprise us about you?
I’m hope everything.

Is there a need to act like “one of the 
boys” in the construction industry?
No not at all. Just be yourself always.

What is one top tip you would give to 
women wanting to enter into the con-
struction workforce?
Go in and show em what you are made of and 
work hard.

If you could do anything or be anything in 
the industry for a day what would it be?
Excavator operator.

What is your dream project to manage/
develop?
To run a branch or division within Earth Re-
sources Corporation.
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Lead Ground Technician
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Hannah Morgan
Contract Administrator at 

Earth Resources Corporation

Why did you choose the construction industry?  
My family owned a small construction company while I was growing up 
in Bullhead City, so it’s kind of in my blood. I have always had an interest 
in building/construction. I knew from a young age that I wanted to be a 
part of the development process and see projects come to life.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction?
Nothing surprises me anymore; it’s construction. But I am encouraged 
and excited to see more women in our field. 

What is your favorite part of your career?
It’s the talented people I am fortunate to work with, all of the personal 
relationships I have made in this tight construction community, and 
the pride in knowing that I helped created something long-lasting to 
enhance our community. 

What is one of your most memorable moments working in the 
construction industry?
Finally learning, after 12 years of being afraid to ask, what post tension 
slabs are and how they’re used. (Thanks Stacey Hickman.) I’m from a 
river community and we never had to work with them until I moved up 
here 6 years ago. 

What is the biggest challenge being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
Finding other women in the same field who we can relate to with 
the everyday construction drama! I used to be intimidated 15 years 
ago, walking into a pre-construction meeting with my pink fuzzy pen 
and bright purple clipboard, knowing I would be the only woman 
in the room. It was extremely uncomfortable walking into a room of 
experienced men and wondering if any of these good ol’ boys would 
take me seriously. Nowadays it is so inspiring to have the opportunity to 
work with some highly intelligent women, and to know these men are 
comfortable with us women knowing our stuff. 

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
“Breath Easy” for my daughter, with a purple Cystic Fibrosis Support 
ribbon.

What would surprise us about you?
I love to color, I paint my nails late at night for therapy, and I can stand 
on my head for hours. I dream of retiring and traveling around in a small 
converted school bus with a pellet stove. 

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in the construction 
industry?
Never. Always just act like yourself. “The boys” will gain a lot more 
respect if you don’t put on a show…and not just in construction! LOL 

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce?
Grow thick skin, NEVER wear your best outfit to the jobsite, be ready for 
raunchy jokes, and have fun with it! It’s not work if you love what you do 
every day. 

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
Heavy equipment operator. I have always loved to watch the 
earthmoving process, like digging in a giant Zen garden.

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
I can’t wait to develop my own island oasis, including a golf course, 
amusement park, sandy beaches and hotel/spa. I also will be working 
on my cattle ranch, ranch house and rodeo facility in the states for my 
daughter. So to manage my constantly evolving metropolises, I will have 
to be at the island six months and the ranch six months a year. It’s all 
about balance! 
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Kathy Wright 
Project Engineer and Safety Coordinator 

at Haley Construction Company

Why did you choose the construction industry? 
I like being a part of a team and building things. It’s pretty cool to be 
able to say, “See that facility/building? I was on the team that built that.” 
For women, it’s a treasure trove of opportunity with competitive pay. 

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction? 
The respect for women that has built over the years, and the teamwork 
it takes to have a successful project. 

What is your favorite part of your career? 
The people I have met along the way. 

What is one of your most memorable moments working in the 
construction industry? 
The people and the fun times we all had working onsite for years at a 
time. It’s always bittersweet when you move on to another job. Also 
learning, learning and still learning, and the knowledgeable people I 
have had the honor of working with.  

What is the biggest challenge of being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
You do meet some people along the way who are not used to working 
with women, but that is changing. It hasn’t been a massive hurdle for 
me. Knowledge and hard work go a long way. 

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say? 
“Think Safety” and “Women in Construction Rock.”

What would surprise us about you?
I have been in the construction industry 37 years. I know I look younger 
LOL. And I don’t really like heights. 

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in the construction 
industry? 
No, be yourself and work smart. 

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce? 
Knowledge is power; be humble and work as a team. Remember the 
pay is higher for women who work in construction than most industries. 
Women on average make 93 percent as much as men in construction. 
It’s much less in other fields. 

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be? 
Architect.

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
A sports arena. I would say the world’s tallest building, but I don’t like 
those elevators you have to ride on the outside of the building.  
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Kim Gagnon
Office Manager and Co-Owner at The 

Plumbing Store

Why did you choose the construction/plumbing industry?  
My husband became a third-generation plumber and we purchased his 
father’s plumbing company. I would not say I chose to get into the trade, 
but the opportunity presented itself to our family and it’s been a great 
experience for all of us. 

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction and plumbing?
I greatly appreciated all the help I received along my journey through 
the plumbing world. I learned more about plumbing and this trade then 
I ever imagined possible through hard work and knowledge, and with 
that I felt that I had earned respect from fellow contractors and people 
in our industry.

What is your favorite part of your career?
It’s all the great people I work with on a daily basis, and they are 
predominantly men. Also, the many different hats I have worn over the 
past 24 years running this business makes for an exciting career that 
never gets dull.

What is one of your most memorable moments in your industry?
All the great letters, phone calls and one-on-one’s we get from our 
customers. When people take the time to let us know we’re taking care 
of their plumbing needs as well as providing a great service experience, 
it makes all the hard work and effort worth it all. This is why we do what 
we do.

What is the biggest challenge being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
Some people assume that because I am a woman, I don’t have 
plumbing knowledge. I can usually clear up that misconception when 
I start talking plumbing. People generally understand from good 
conversation that I know a lot about plumbing and the trade.

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
I don’t have to wear a hardhat, but if I did it would say, “She’s the man.”

What would surprise us about you?
I bought a pontoon boat last spring, and being out on the water on a 
warm sunny day with family and friends is one of my greatest joys.

What is it like to be an owner of a plumbing company?
It has been all-consuming in a good way, like having children. My 
husband and I are passionate about what we do, and we try very hard 

to run a five-star, full-service plumbing and repair business. While I can 
honestly say that if not for my husband, I would not have gone into 
plumbing, it has been very rewarding. If I had to do it all over again, I 
would not change the career that picked me.

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in your industry?
No, I think most men like and appreciate good women in the trades.

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction/plumbing workforce?
l would recommend learning all you can about the trade. That means 
working hard, asking for help, and finding great mentors to help you on 
your journey. Also, don’t forget that we are strong women with different 
strengths than our male co-workers. We have unique attributes, and this 
is needed in the trades.

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
A full-service plumber working out in the field with my guys.

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
A small modern eco-housing development with intentional 
communities. It would have front porches where people can sit and see 
great walkable green space, no cars in front, and community gardens. 
All age groups would be welcome, with everyone wanting to help and 
share in this utopia-like place. 



Krista Smith
Office Manager at 

Earth Resources Corporation

Why did you choose the construction industry?
Actually I chose the people more than the construction field. I believe a 
good fit of personalities is more important than the type of field I work 
in. Mr. Wilson Orr and Mr. Wyatt Orr are the type of men who are willing 
to teach and work with others to grow our company into something we 
can all be proud of.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction?
The way everyone in the field has been willing to teach me the ins and 
outs of what’s happening on the jobsite, and how it relates to what I do 
here in the office. 

What is your favorite part of your career?
The people I work with on a daily basis. Our supervisors, employees, 
vendors, and customers have all made my job enjoyable.

What is the biggest challenge of being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
Learning to communicate with those who have understood this field of 
work for a lot longer than I. Gaining the respect of the men in the field 
takes work, and building trust was a big key to that success.

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
Ha-ha! We’ve actually had this discussion in the office before. “Wear your 
hard hat if you interrupt while I’m typing.”

What would surprise us about you?
That nothing surprises me. :) I don’t get worked up about much, even if 
it’s something I was not expecting.

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in the construction 
industry? 
Never. The perfect combination of working in this field is the difference 
in personalities and opinions. How I handle issues as a woman is just a 
different take on the situation at hand. It’s always good to have several 
avenues to work with, in order to come to a conclusion that is best for all 
involved.

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce? 
Don’t take things personally, and don’t overthink the words that are 
spoken to you.

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be? 
Heavy machine operator. I’ve always been impressed by how the 
operators are able to maneuver large equipment on jobs that have so 
much going on around them. 
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Lori Lewis
Co-Owner of Prescott Window and Door 

Llc, with my husband Rick

Why did you choose the construction industry?
My dad built his own house and could fix anything. He also owned his 
own business. Plus, Rick and I have been avid remodelers for 42 years. I 
think construction found me.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction?
The assumption that I must be the bookkeeper. Believe me, you don’t 
want me doing the books!

What is your favorite part of your career?
Blueprint takeoffs. Most plans are emailed to me in pdf format, but we 
do get nice big paper blueprints for ‘wow’ houses that I can use my 
colored markers on. When I ‘walk’ through a blueprint, it is just like being 
in the finished house for me. I can feel what works and what doesn’t.

What is one of your most memorable moments working in the 
construction industry?
I still remember the thrill as a young newbie selling flooring products for 
my first Parade Home, generating $50,000 in sales my first month! The 
light bulb went off that I might finally be on the right path. That led to 
working for a builder, which ultimately led to being a project manager 
for a luxury custom home developer.
Each job simply laid the foundation for the next.

What is the biggest challenge being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field?
Initially, leaving your personality at the door and just doing good work. 
I had eight male field supervisors of varying ages who reported to 
me, and it was a dynamic working relationship with mutual respect. 
Everyone brought something to the table.

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
“WARNING! 95 MPH MULTI-TASKER AHEAD”

What would surprise us about you?
My college background is art and philosophy. They both have served 
me well in the construction business countless times.

What is it like to be an owner of a construction company?
As trite as the phrase has become, it really is 24/7. It’s in today’s details 
and tomorrow’s long view. Percolating ideas and then producing 
them. Rolling with setbacks. Keeping up with new product technology. 
Learning new software programs. It helps to be a very early riser and 
forget about taking vacations!

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in the construction 
industry?
If a woman is already working in construction, she is probably suited 
for it. I was a wild tomboy as a kid with a dad that I watched work with 
tools every day. That may have something to do with ‘fitting in.’ Think of 
the pioneer women of the West who didn’t fixate on what men (or other 
women for that matter) thought. They just plowed ahead and did the 
work and were respected for it.

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce?
Know what you have an inherent talent for. Like to be outdoors? Work 
with numbers? Help a structure be built? Are you a planner? Work well 
with people and help them meet their goals? Make it a natural fit. Love 
what you do!

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
A draftsperson living in the Land of Blueprints.

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
A transformational compound for people struggling to manage loss in 
their lives from a death, illness, divorce, job or house loss, and needing 
to recharge before re-entering society. Short-term living in brilliantly 
designed, simple casitas on a restful property with a woodshop, art 
studio, massage/exercise/yoga rooms, and a garden. Not rehab – 
regroup.



Mandy Shelley
Vacuum Truck Foreman at 

Earth Resources Corporation

Why did you choose the construction industry?
Honestly, my job kind of fell into my lap. I took the opportunity and ran 
with it. My thought was, “If my husband can do it, then so can I.”

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman in 
construction?
When I first started at ERC, I was the only female working in the field. 
It was a surprise how fast most of the men accepted the fact that a 
woman was on their team. As time passed, they became protective and 
always had my back.

What is your favorite part of your career?
Working hard, getting dirty, and the best part is being out there working 
with some of the guys.

What is one of your most memorable moments working in the 
construction industry? 
This one’s tough to answer because there are so many. When I first 
started chip seal, I was selected to run a 9-wheel roller. I basically had 
to teach myself, which was quite interesting and comical. Anyway, I was 
blessed to roll with the greatest partner, Teddy. We called him Fossil. 
Every time I stepped off my roller for any reason, I would come back to 
treats on my seat. Usually a See’s chocolate lollipop. Man do I miss him, 
our long talks, and the many laugh sessions.

What is the biggest challenge being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
The question says it all. I am a woman working in a man’s field. I can’t tell 
you how many embarrassing moments I’ve had or struggles I’ve faced. I 
can say I go to work, give it my all and make the best of every day.

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
I have two. The first one would be “Hot Mess.” That’s me on a daily basis. 
The second would be “Not Brandi.” I guess for some of the guys at ERC, 
its a struggle to remember which lady they’re speaking to. I get called 
Brandi, and Brandi gets called Mandy. We just go with it.

What would surprise us about you?
I went from cosmetology to construction and I wouldn’t change it for 
anything. I’m also an Aflac agent and a landscaper. 

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in the construction 
industry?
I guess I could speak for all the ladies, as we do have our moments. We 
spend 40-50 hours a week with them, and they do tend to wear on us. 

At the end of the day though, I still have my acrylic nails and my Bath & 
Body Works lotion in my work vest pocket. 

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce?
Always respect and believe in yourself. We are only human and we make 
mistakes, but don’t let those mistakes define you. Learn from them and 
move on and live each day as it comes. 

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
I’ve already had the privilege to help some of our local 
schools with the Safe Routes to School 
program for kids. That was pretty 
awesome. My dream is to simply 
continue to help Earth Resources 
build our future. I’m truly 
grateful to work with a 
company that has so much 
passion and consideration for 
our local communities.  
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Rachel Little
Corporate Manager at 

Chino Heating & Cooling Inc�

Why did you choose the construction/HVAC industry? 
We didn’t at first. My husband Brady left his father’s business, Chino 
Heating & Cooling, to follow his dreams and become a police officer. 
He did that for 10 years. It was getting to be a burden on our family. We 
soon realized that God had different plans for us. The opportunity to 
go back to work for his dad came along, and it was something that we 
could not pass up. I was able to go to work after staying home with kids 
for 14 years. I loved every minute being home, but it was time to get 
back to work! It has been a blessing beyond measure.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction/HVAC?
The respect from contractors. I have never felt inadequate. Always 
welcomed. 

What is your favorite part of your career?
It is always changing. Never a dual moment! 

What is the biggest challenge being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field?
Probably speaking their language. Communication can sometimes 
cause issues! 

What would surprise us about you?
My husband and I have known each other since 2nd grade. We dated off 
and on and the summer before our senior year, he proposed. We have 
been married since 1999, 20 years this year. God is Good!

What is it like to be an owner of a construction/HVAC company?
Brady and I are in the process of taking over for his dad Mike Little and 
wife Denisa Little. We are working hard every day to make sure that we 
are able to continue the family business. That involves a lot of learning! 
So not only are we doing the day-to-day business stuff, we also are 
digging deep so we can make them proud when the time comes for it to 
be our turn. Being in business for yourself is a true blessing that comes 
with a ton of responsibility to your employees and your community. It 
can be very stressful at times, but with God all things are possible.    

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys?”
NO! :)

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction/HVAC workforce?
Go for it! There so many opportunities in the field and in the office. It 
truly is an amazing group of people. 

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
I think it would be very interesting to sit in with an engineer for a day. I 
know my brain would never work that way, so it would be cool to see.
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Deb Shivers
Traffic Control Supervisor at 

Fann Contracting

Why did you choose the construction industry?  
I started in the field blasting with my husband for Jim Fann in 1982.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction?
After all these years, the most surprising part was being respectful of my 
fellow employees and earning their respect.

What is your favorite part of your career?
How far I’ve come, all the hardworking people I’ve met, and all the 
excellent equipment operators I’ve crossed paths with.

What is one of your most memorable moments in the construction 
industry?
Blasting out at Arrowhead Pit in Chino (McMahons). Nobody was ever 
around except Mike and me. We had some excellent shots for material. 
Those were some good blasts. We made a video and sent it to our son 
who was in the Navy at the time.

What is the biggest challenge being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
The challenge on any job is to take pride in what you’re 
doing. Work hard and they will work with you.

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it 
say?
I (heart) explosives.

What would surprise us about you?
I’m 62 and still out in the field – though I’m not as fast as 
I once was!

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in the 
construction industry?
No! If you go thinking that you’re in the wrong field, I’ve seen 
them come and go.

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce?
Find something you enjoy and enjoy it, because chances are you’ll be 
doing it a long time. Be yourself!

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
I’d like to run a track hoe, they always looked fun.
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Stevie Vawter
Office Manager at 

Fann Contracting, Inc�

Why did you choose the construction industry?  
I didn’t choose construction, construction chose me. Construction has 
been a part of my family my entire life. I grew up around equipment 
and visiting my dad on jobs. I got into the construction industry as 
a part-time job while I was in high school. I’ve made a career in the 
industry because I am fascinated with watching a group of people 
come together and build something out of nothing. I fell in love 
with the industry by watching the amazing men and women at Fann 
building Arizona.

Jamie Price
Fleet and Maintenance Administrator 

at Fann Contracting, Inc�
 
Why did you choose the construction industry?
My father and sister have worked at Fann Contracting for a combined 
42 years. I grew up around this industry and around this company. 
So, I wanted to be a part of it and started working there at 19 years of 
age.

What has been the most surprising part of being a woman 
working in construction?
It’s the willingness of others to teach new positions, and grow within 
the company.

What is your favorite part of your career?
The company and people I work with.

What is one of your most memorable 
moments working in the construction 
industry?
Getting the opportunity to take the 
lead on the new technology that Fann 
is using in our trucking department.

What would surprise us about 
you?
I also am a Personal Fitness 
Trainer.

Is there a need to act 
like “one of the boys” 
in the construction 
industry?
No, not at Fann.

What tip would 
you give to women 
wanting to enter 
into the construction 
workforce?
Be confident, and know 
you are capable if you put in 
the work.

If you could do anything or 
be anything in the industry 
for a day, what would it be?
Project manager.

26 Building Yavapai 2019
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What has been the most surprising part of being a woman working 
in construction?
The willingness of the male counterparts to share their knowledge. I 
feel like because I share a similar passion, the men in our company want 
to share everything about what they are building. I show up on the job 
with enthusiasm and a genuine interest to learn about what is going on, 
and everyone wants to share their stories and experiences with me. I’ve 
been really blessed. 

What is your favorite part of your career?
I thoroughly enjoy coming to work each and every day, but getting out 
in the field and talking to different crew members makes me feel full of 
pride and appreciation to be part of an incredible team. At Fann, we are 
not just paving roads. We are making travel safer for all of us and our 
families. We are rehabilitating airports that will in turn boost the local 
economy. We are making once dangerous and rough parts of the state 
easily accessible to all who are enchanted by its beauty. We are building 
and improving infrastructure throughout rural Arizona. We are laying 
the groundwork for subdivisions that will house our friends and families. 
We are bringing communities together. We are improving a way of life 
for many people. 

What is one of your most memorable moments working 
in the construction industry? 
Although I cannot choose one specific moment, I have to say that being 
recognized by the people that I most admire, look up to and regard as 
experts in our industry has to be at the top of my list. 

What is the biggest challenge being a woman working in what is 
typically a man’s field? 
For me, it’s been proving to the guys that I can keep up with them. A 
lot of the time the guys want to take it easy on me or try to make sure 
I don’t get dirty when I’m out in the field. I simply don’t need or want 
them to do that. I fully understand the conditions of fieldwork and never 
want exceptions to be made for me when I visit the job. However, I 
respect them for trying to accommodate! 

If you had a favorite hardhat sticker, what would it say?
My favorite so far is, “Skilled labor isn’t cheap & cheap labor isn’t skilled.”

What would surprise us about you? 
I have been with Fann for 13 years; this is the only company I have ever 
worked for. My father has worked for Fann for 29 years, and one of my 
younger sisters has been with the company for nine years.

Is there a need to act like “one of the boys” in the construction 
industry? 
No! I truly believe that women have a place in the construction industry, 
and it’s working right next to the men. I feel like women can bring a 
unique and interesting perspective to the industry that can provide a 
well-rounded vision to every aspect. My favorite quote is, “Be authentic, 
find your passion, celebrate your strengths, and bring them to the table 
because you can and will make a difference.”  – Jamie Schindelbecker

What tip would you give to women wanting to enter the 
construction workforce?
Ask LOTS of questions! The more you ask, the more you will learn, and 
in turn the more people will recognize and respect your willingness to 
learn. 

If you could do anything or be anything in the industry for a day, 
what would it be?
I would LOVE to be a construction photographer and drone pilot 
traveling across the state to document all of the amazing projects we 
have going on. 

What is your dream project to manage/develop?
A significant part of what I do at Fann is working on the team that 
procures alternative delivery projects. However, once we are awarded 
a project I am not involved with the working operations. One of my 
dreams is to play an active role on such a project from bid time to final 
completion. 
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A 
mentor of mine told me that you can learn a lot about the caliber 
of a healthcare organization by looking at its programs and services. 
A hospital with a Heart Program, he said, is a good indicator of the 
overall quality of the hospital.

Why? Because building a Heart Program – like the James Family Heart 
Center at Yavapai Regional Medical Center (YRMC) West – challenges a 
healthcare system to fortify and enhance the elements fundamental to every 
healthcare system.

Here’s a look at those elements and how they apply to YRMC’s Heart 
Center.

Exceptional providers. YRMC’s Heart Center includes heart specialists 
from top programs worldwide. Outstanding cardiologists, cardiothoracic 
surgeons, electrophysiologists, interventional cardiologists, interventional 
radiologists, structural heart specialists and more work together at our Heart 
Center. This, in turn, attracts the finest nurses, advanced clinical practitioners 
and more to YRMC.

Leading-edge technology. One example of YRMC’s commitment to top 
technology is our Hybrid Operating Room, regarded as among the finest in 
the nation. In our Hybrid Operating Room, physicians diagnose patients’ 
heart and other conditions using permanently integrated imaging equipment. 
Patients can then immediately undergo a procedure to correct their condition 
in the same state-of-the-art operating room. 

The Heart Center’s Hybrid Operating Room – combined with YRMC’s 
team of heart specialists – is technology at its best.

Constant advances. YRMC’s 
Heart Center is never stagnant. For 
example, in 2018, YRMC’s Heart 
Center launched its Structural 
Heart Program and introduced five 
new heart services over approxi-
mately 18 months. This requires 
discipline and teamwork—charac-
teristics common to all members of YRMC’s Heart Center team.

A strong provider-community partnership. At the core of YRMC’s Heart 
Center are the people, including you, who we engage in myriad ways as a 
not-for-profit, community-based provider. 

Our community focus continues in this section of Building Yavapai, where 
you’ll find seven Heart Healthy Hints developed by the James Family Heart 
Center for you.

On behalf of YRMC, welcome to Yavapai County. You’ve joined a commu-
nity with lots of heart!

Warm Regards,

John Amos 

JOHN AMOS, President and 
CEO, YRMC, is pictured outside 
of the Cardiac Catheterization 
Laboratory during its 
construction. Read more about 
the amazing new Cath Lab in 
Building Yavapai.

A Message from John Amos
President and CEO of Yavapai Regional Medical Center
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YRMC’s Heart Services At-A-Glance

Need an OB-GYN?
YRMC’s Physician Listing Service

(928) 771-5106

YRMC.org          YRMCHealthConnect.org

Generations  
of Memories

 The Family 
Birthing Center
at YRMC EAST

2019_YCA_Generations_hp.indd   1 3/21/19   9:30 AM

•  PREVENTION, Wellness Services and 
Support Groups

•  CARDIAC Diagnostic Imaging in Prescott and 
Prescott Valley

• INTERVENTIONAL Cardiology and Radiology 
• STRUCTURAL Heart Disease Program
 • Mitral Valve Repair with MitraClip
 • Paravalvular Leak Closure (PVL)
 •  WATCHMAN™/Left Atrial Appendage 

Closure (LAAC)
 •  Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement 

(TAVR)
• ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY Program
 • Arrhythmia
 • Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (CRT)
 • Cardiac Ablation
• ADULT Cardiothoracic Surgery
 • Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery
 • Valvular Surgery
 • Off-Pump Coronary Artery Bypass
 • Maze Surgical Procedure
 • Patient Blood Management

YRMC’S HYBRID OPERATING ROOM – 
considered to be one of America’s finest – 
allows for diagnostic, interventional and open 
heart surgery without moving the patient or 
scheduling multiple procedures.

YAVAPAI REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 2019

HEALTHY HEART HINT #1
Fruits and veggies 
keep us healthy. But 
to prevent heart 
disease, plants that 
are deep shades 
of red, purple or 
blue are the real 
superfoods. For 
ideas on how to 
add these fruits 
and veggies to your plate, visit YRMC’s 
Your Healthy Kitchen on Facebook or YRMC 
HealthConnect (YRMCHealthConnect.org).

A Message from the 
James Family 
Heart Center 
at YRMC
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State-of-the-Art for the State of YOUR Heart
The James Family Heart Center 

at YRMC West – led by renowned 
Cardiothoracic Surgeon Pierre Tibi, 
MD, FACS – brings together a 
team of world-class providers who 
care for patients at YRMC West and 
in the community at YRMC PhysicianCare Cardiology offices. 

Our team of heart specialists includes:
• Cardiologists
• Cardiothoracic surgeons
• Interventional cardiologists
• Interventional radiologists
• Structural heart specialists
YRMC’s comprehensive heart care begins with our cardiologists. Their 

role? To help people manage, reduce or eliminate risk factors for heart disease 
such as hypertension and high cholesterol. 

Our cardiologists:
• Evaluate heart health
• Diagnose heart conditions
• Prescribe and monitor medications
• Develop and manage individualized care plans
• Work in partnership with each patient’s primary care physician
• Coordinate all aspects of the heart care plan, which may include diag-

nostic imaging, electrophysiology, interventional cardiology, interventional 
radiology, cardiovascular surgery and cardiac rehabilitation.

Collaborating with these providers and their patients are exceptional 
advanced clinical practitioners, registered nurses, physical rehabilitation 
therapists, registered dietitians and more. 

Together, this team provides comprehensive cardiac care throughout our 
community.

YAVAPAI REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 2019

PIERRE TIBI, MD, FACS, 
Cardiothoracic Surgeon and 
Medical Director of the James 
Family Heart Center at YRMC 
West.

HEALTHY HEART HINT #2
Look for ways to add a few extra 
steps to your day. How many times 
have you circled the parking lot 
to find a prime spot? Park as far 
away as you can and walk to your 
destination. It’s an easy way to get 
your heart pumping.

A Message 
from the 
James Family Heart Center at YRMC
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Need a Cardiologist? 
Call YRMC’s Physician Listing Service at (928) 771-5106.

YRMC PhysicianCare Cardiology
802 Ainsworth Drive, Prescott • (928) 445-6025
811 Ainsworth Drive, Prescott • (928) 771-5256 
726 Gail Gardner Way, Prescott • (928) 778-0309
7700 E. Florentine Road, Prescott Valley • (928) 442-8117

 A nationally recognized Heart Center 
and your destination for exceptional, 
comprehensive cardiac care with a 
personal touch.

 World class heart specialists based at 
our Heart Center and throughout the 
community.

 Advanced diagnostic tools and 
top technology.

 Sophisticated surgical suites featuring a 
state-of-the-art Hybrid Operating Suite.

 Leading-edge surgical and minimally 
invasive procedures.

 Inspirational wellness programs and 
valuable support groups.

State-of-the-Art for 
the State of YOUR Heart
The James Family Heart Center at YRMC

2019_YCA_JFHC_fp.indd   1 3/20/19   9:29 AM
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Two acute care hospitals … a 
leading Heart Center … a network 
of 26 YRMC PhysicianCare pri-
mary and specialty clinics … two 
comprehensive Imaging Centers … 
Outpatient Laboratory Services and 
more: YRMC is ready to serve your healthcare needs and the healthcare needs 
of your entire family.

YRMC’s Physician Listing Service is available at no charge to help you 
identify providers in our community who are accepting new patients. The 
Physician Listing Service can help you connect to hundreds of local providers 
in many different specialties. Contact us at (928) 771-5106.

WELLBY THE YAVABEAR, 
YRMC’s wellness mascot, helped 
start the YRMC Kids’ Fun Ride at 
the 2018 Whiskey Off-Road.

STUDENTS and teachers love GoNoodle!

HEALTHY HEART HINT #3
Did you know that women experience the 
symptoms of a heart attack differently than 
men? Nausea, indigestion, cold sweats and 
upper back pain are signs often dismissed 
as the flu or a pulled muscle, rather than 

warning signs of a 
heart attack. Learn how to recognize the signs 
of heart attack at YRMCHealthConnect.org. 

A Message from the James Family Heart 
Center at YRMC

YAVAPAI REGIONAL Medical Center West in Prescott.

YRMC: In the of Our Community
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YAVAPAI REGIONAL Medical Center East in Prescott Valley.

HEALTHY HEART HINT #4
From wearable trackers to 
mobile apps, technology 
has lots of options to keep 
your health on track. You can 
count your steps, track your 
heart rate and monitor your 
quality of sleep. There are lots 
of great ways to keep tabs on 
your health and fitness. So 
find the app that helps you 
maximize your heart health. 

Because, 
there’s 
an app for that and more.

A Message from the James Family Heart 
Center at YRMC

HEALTHY HEART 
HINT #5 
Keeping your heart 
healthy means 
getting your blood 
pressure checked 
regularly. High 
blood pressure can 
lead to heart disease 
if left unmonitored. 
Talk to your doctor 
about what is 
normal blood 
pressure for you.

A Message from the 
James Family Heart 
Center at YRMC

We’re also here to serve you in other ways. Our community-based 
healthcare services and wellness programs help you Live Healthy. Live 
Actively. Live Well. Here are a few examples of how we do that:

•  Providing an exceptional medically supervised exercise program to get 
hearts pumping for better health. 

•  Motivating area school children to stay active with GoNoodle, an interac-
tive online program that leads them through desk-side movement and 
other activities throughout the school-day. 

•  Bringing people together through the Reversing Heart Disease Support 
Group to learn about heart-healthy living from each other and YRMC 
heart experts.

•  Hosting the online cooking show, YRMC’s Your Healthy Kitchen, to help 

you bring healthy, delicious and affordable meals to your table. 
•  Partnering with other like-minded organizations to bring you fun, 

fitness-focused activities, like the YRMC Kids’ Fun Ride at the Whiskey 
Off-Road and the Whiskey Row Marathon. 

•  Offering a diverse menu of speakers throughout the community who 
discuss topics like the Mediterranean Diet, Age Proofing Your Brain, the 
Benefits of Meditation and more (YRMCHealthConnect.org). 
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YRMC is on track to open a new Cardiac Cath-
eterization Laboratory in 2019 that will feature 
technology so advanced it’s currently only available 
in a few hospitals nationwide. This technology will 
also make YRMC’s new Cath Lab the first of its 
kind in Arizona.

“The Cath Lab technology is called both world-
class technology and world-first technology,” said 
Lauren Weedon, RN, MSN, Director of Cardio-
vascular Services at YRMC. “The Cath Lab will be 
an excellent addition to the Heart Center and the 
people we care for throughout our region.”

When it opens, the Heart Center Cath Lab will 
join two other outstanding Cath Labs at YRMC. 
The new Cath Lab is a planned addition to 
serve patients of YRMC’s growing Heart Center, 
including its recently launched Structural Heart 
Program. 

TWO INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

YRMC’s Cath Labs are equipped with excep-
tional diagnostic imaging equipment. Interven-
tional cardiologists – specialists who perform 
non-surgical heart procedures – use that technol-

ogy to visualize the heart’s arteries, vessels and 
chambers in order to pinpoint disorders. These 
physicians then treat their patients’ conditions 
using imaging equipment to guide and place heart 
stents, for example.

The Heart Center’s new Cath Lab will include 
these two imaging innovations: 

• The Azurion Angiography Operating 
System – Patients who have undergone past Cath 
Lab procedures will recognize the angiography 
operating system as the table they lie on while a 
C-shaped arm glides around them taking x-ray 
images. The Heart Center’s Azurion operating sys-
tem will not only take x-ray images but it also will 
gather ultrasound images. All of these images will 
be combined into a single, three-dimensional view 
of patients’ hearts. Approximately 100 of these 
Philips operating systems are currently available in 
the United States.

• The EchoNavigator – This technology 
introduces “road mapping,” which combines the 
Azurion’s three-dimensional images into a clear 
and detailed “map” of a patient’s heart. For the 
first time, physicians will see three-dimensional 

images of the heart: vessels, valves, leaflets and 
more in real-time. 

At the same time, this technology gives 
interventional cardiologists a sharp view of the 
catheter or heart implant they are guiding during 
an angiography procedure. Only three hospitals 
in the United States are using this breakthrough 
technology. 

“Road mapping allows our interventional cardi-
ologists to overlay all of the heart’s structures and 
compare them on a single screen,” Weedon said. 
“This is new technology that I’m confident will 
one day become the standard of care.”

TECHNOLOGY AND TALENT

Offering the latest technology is critical to 
YRMC’s Heart Center, but there’s more to the 
equation, according to Weedon.

“It’s about the technology and the talent,” she 
said. “The Heart Center has an incredible team 
of physicians, nurses and radiologic technologists. 
These professionals are constantly learning and 
striving to do their very best. And they do this for 
our patients.”

YRMC’s CATH LAB: Building 
“World-First” Technology in Prescott
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Do you have a health topic that’s of special 
interest to you? Want to learn about community 
events that YRMC sponsors, like the YRMC 
Kids’ Fun Ride at the Whiskey Off-Road? Are 
you interested in easy-to-understand and usable 
information on health, wellness and fitness? 

You’ll find all of that and more in these 
YRMC social media communities:

• YRMC HealthConnect 
(YRMCHealthConnect.org) – Visit YRMC’s 
healthcare blog and calendar to keep current on 
healthcare happenings in our community. You’ll 
get tips on how to stay healthy and learn what’s 
new on the medical horizon.

To “subscribe,” simply click the bar at the top 
of the page and select from our menu of support 
groups and special interests. Choose the “Health-
Connect digest” to have YRMC HealthConnect 
articles delivered to your e-mail.

• HealthConnect Digest
• PBM - Patient Blood Management Services
• Living Well with Diabetes Support Group
• Reversing Heart Disease Support Group
• BreastCare Center Support Group
• Better Breathers Club Support Group

• A YRMC Community for Everyone – You’ll 
find YRMC by searching for “Yavapai Regional 
Medical Center” on Facebook, Twitter and 
YouTube. If you have young ones or grandkids, 
connect to Wellby the Yavabear – YRMC’s 
wellness mascot – on Facebook and 
checkout the Ponderosa Pediatrics Facebook 
page, too. 

• YRMC’s Your Healthy Kitchen 
– Want to learn more about preparing 
nutritional meals? Check out our online 
cooking show, YRMC’s Your Healthy 
Kitchen, with Rita Carey Rubin, MS, RD, CDE, 
a YRMC Registered Dietitian and Certified 
Diabetes Educator. You’ll find Rita – and lots of 

delicious, healthy recipes and cooking tips – on 
Facebook at YRMC’s Your Healthy Kitchen or 
YRMCHealthConnect.org.

7700 EAST FLORENTINE ROAD 
PRESCOTT VALLEY, ARIZONA 86314  •  (928) 442-8900

YRMC.org          YRMCHealthConnect.org

Pinky swear that you’ll do it.
Friends Ask Friends
to Get Mammograms

2019_YCA_PinkySwear_hp.indd   1 3/20/19   9:11 AM

YAVAPAI REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 2019

HEALTHY 
HEART HINT #6
Lack of sleep 
can cause more 
than dark circles 
under your eyes. 
Sleeping less 
than seven to 
eight hours a 
night puts you 
at higher risk for 
heart disease, 
regardless of your age or other lifestyle 
habits. So, put your phone on silent and 

tuck in for some quality 
sleep.

A Message from the 
James Family Heart 
Center at YRMC

Get Social with YRMC
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White Bean Salad with Vegetables 

and Lemon Mustard Vinaigrette
Makes 3 one-cup servings

Welcome YRMC’s 
Your Healthy Kitchen 

into Your 
Home

INGREDIENTS

SALAD:
1 1/2 cups cooked white 
beans (rinse well if canned)
1 1/2 cups mixed finely 
chopped vegetables, such as 
bell peppers, jicama, carrots, 
or celery
1/3 cup finely chopped red 
onion
1/2 cup loosely packed 
chopped fresh parsley or basil
Toasted walnuts, optional

VINAIGRETTE:
3 tablespoons olive oil
2 - 3 tablespoons lemon juice
Pinch of salt
1/4 - 1/2 teaspoon Dijon 
mustard

DIRECTIONS

Mix the beans, vegetables and 
herbs together. Mix vinaigrette 
ingredients together. Adjust 
seasoning with more lemon, salt 
or mustard, if desired. Toss with 
salad. Top with walnuts, if using, 
just before serving.

NUTRITION INFORMATION 

Per One Cup Serving:
Calories 282
Protein 9 g
Carbohydrates 30 g
Fiber 11 g
Fat 14 g
Sodium 205 mg 
Potassium 664 mg

COST PER SERVING: 
Approximately $1

Yavapai County is known for its four mild 
seasons and year-round active lifestyle. Turn 
to YRMC’s online cooking show, Your Healthy 
Kitchen to keep you and your family energized 
throughout the year. 

YRMC’s Your Healthy Kitchen is hosted by 
Rita Carey Rubin, MS, RD, CDE, a YRMC 
Registered Dietitian and Certified Diabetes Edu-
cator, who understands the local food landscape. 
Here are two examples of great recipes from Rita available in YRMC’s Your 
Healthy Kitchen “pantry.” 

For more delicious, healthy and cost-conscious recipes, visit YRMC’s Your 
Healthy Kitchen on Facebook (YRMC’s Your Healthy Kitchen) or on YRMC’s 
Health Blog (YRMCHealthConnect.org).
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Key YRMC Contacts

YAVAPAI REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 2019

!

YAVAPAI REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER 
WEST
YRMC West (928) 445-2700
1003 Willow Creek Road
Prescott, Arizona 86301

Health Information 
Management at YRMC 
(Medical Records)
(928) 771-5657

Laboratory Services Draw 
Centers at YRMC PhysicianCare
(928) 771-3704, ext. 115 and 
(928) 717-5234

Medication Disposal Directory 
YRMC.org

Patient Financial Services 
(928) 771-5151

Physician Listing Service 
(928) 771-5106

Prescott Medical Imaging 
(928) 771-7577

Volunteer Services 
(928) 771-5678

YAVAPAI REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER 
EAST
YRMC East (928) 445-2700 
7700 East Florentine Road
Prescott Valley, Arizona 86314

BreastCare Center
(928) 442-8900 

Family Birthing Center 
(928) 442-8800

Health Information 
Management (Medical Records) 
(928) 442-8657

Medication Disposal Directory 
YRMC.org

Outpatient Building Laboratory 
Services Draw Center 
(928) 759-5800

Patient Financial Services 
(928) 771-5151

Physician Listing Service 
(928) 771-5106

Prescott Valley Medical Imaging 
(928) 771-7577

Volunteer Services 
(928) 442-8678

INGREDIENTS

TOMATO SAUCE:
1 28-ounce can of fire-roasted 
crushed tomatoes
1 tablespoon olive oil
3 cloves garlic, minced

RISOTTO:
2 tablespoons olive oil
Zest from one lemon
1 medium onion, chopped 
(about 2 cups)
1 1/2 cups farro, uncooked
2 1/2 cups tomato sauce (recipe 
above)
1 1/2 cups water
1 bunch Swiss chard, stems 
removed and roughly chopped
1 1/4 cups freshly grated 
Parmesan or Romano cheese 
Fresh basil, chopped

DIRECTIONS:

Preheat oven to 400° F. In a large ovenproof pan, heat the olive 
oil and then add the chopped onion and a pinch of salt. Sauté until 
the onion is translucent, 5-10 minutes. Add the farro and lemon zest 
and cook, stirring, for another few minutes. Stir in the chard, tomato 
sauce and water. Bring to a simmer, add ¾ of the grated Parmesan or 
Romano cheese, then cover with foil and place in the oven. 

Bake the risotto for about 45 minutes, or until the grains are 
tender. When done, top with the remaining cheese and chopped basil 
before serving.

NUTRITIONAL INFORMATION 

Per Half Cup Serving:
Calories 208
Total Fat 7 g
Saturated Fat 2 g
Carbohydrates 28 g
Fiber 4 g
Sodium 227 mg
Protein 8 g 
Potassium 304 mg

Also a good source of Vitamin 
A, beta-carotene, magnesium, 
calcium and B vitamins

COST PER SERVING: 
$1.20

Baked Farro Risotto with Tomato Sauce and Herbs
Adapted from 101Cookbooks.com 
Makes 4 cups (8 servings)

HEALTHY HEART HINT #7
Exercise not only strengthens 
your heart muscle but also keeps 
you trim and flexible. YRMC’s 
Cardiac Rehabilitation team 
recommends shaking up your 
routine by alternating resistance 
and aerobic training for at least 
2.5 hours a week. Don’t forget to 
stretch!

A Message 
from the 
James Family 
Heart Center 
at YRMC
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I was raised in a North Phoenix 
neighborhood surrounded by 
irrigated farmland that was being 
redeveloped for housing, churches 
and golf courses.  My neighbors 
were carpenters, masons and other 
tradesmen.

My father was an accountant but enjoyed largescale construction projects.  
He knew one of the engineers of the Bay Bridge in San Francisco and he 
walked the main suspension cables out to the center anchorage before the 
span was in place.  That experience created a lifetime interest in construction, 
so we watched a lot of projects go up.

My parents were friends with some local architects.  We would visit 
them in their design studios.  By high school, I was designing small room 
additions, carport enclosures, etc.  I was fortunate to be accepted into the 
freshman class in the College of Architecture at Arizona State University in 
1969, graduating from the five- year program in 1973.

I moved to Prescott in 1974 to work for George Allan, the only architect 
in town.  I established my own practice in 1979.

— Bill Otwell, FAIA*

Professional Q&A:

What led you to become an architect?
OTWELL ASSOCIATES 
ARCHITECTS
121 East Goodwin, 
Prescott, AZ 86303
Phone 928-445-495
Fax 928-778-6120

*An architect can be elevated to Fellowship by the American Institute of Architects for significant contributions to the profession of Architecture. 
Only 3% of AIA members are Fellows nationwide. It is a lifetime designation.
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I grew, over many years, into an architect. My path is a perfect illustration 
of the depth of the architectural field. It started in primary and secondary 
school where my first love was art. When I attended the University of New 
Mexico, I took courses in the School of Architecture and was drawn to the 
field. I learned construction drafting at the Albuquerque Technical-Vocational 
Institute. After years of drafting I became a project manager. This opened the 
world of management and construction management to me. After being a 
project manager for a few years, I decided to become a licensed architect and 
I did.

The field of architecture is broad and diverse. It includes drafting, 
computer-generated 3D renderings, and all types of construction from small 
residences to skyscrapers. It involves management and project management. 
It requires that we use our imaginations, our knowledge of structures and 
construction, and our many means of communicating our ideas to our 
clients. It provides an opportunity to help people realize their dreams or fulfill 
their needs.

My joy extends into the architectural world of designing homes for fami-
lies and creating expansion opportunities for business owners. Every building 

is a blossoming and budding design 
concept, and it is important for me 
to understand my clients’ design 
ideas and concepts. There is no 
black and white. The most import-
ant goals are to design something 
that works as intended, is energy 
efficient and is affordable. I can certainly design the crown of all palaces, but 
if it doesn’t work for my clients, then my architect heart is not happy. What 
we do as architects makes a difference in our clients’ lives. It also impacts the 
community in general, and I really want to leave something good in this great 
community that I love. 

I love helping people achieve their joy. My architectural heart believes it is 
not just about earning a living; it is so much more than that. 

And yes, I have drawers filled with colored pencils and pads of paper. I 
love this field.

— Claire Clark

CLAIRE S. CLARK, ARCHITECT
ARIZONA NATURAL 
DESIGN, PLLC
Office 928-277-1046
Cell 928-899-0963
claireclark.and@gmail.com

Professional Q&A: What led you to become an architect?

“I love helping people 

achieve their joy.”
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My interest in architecture began at a young 
age. Playing with Legos, tinker toys, Lincoln Logs 
and the like, I found I had interest and skills with 
spatial relationships. Later, my father influenced 
me by showing me the importance of detailed 
planning, order and esthetics. I was hooked. I took 
all the drafting classes I could in high school, not 

really knowing where that would ultimately take 
me.

I moved to Prescott in 1980 and began my 
professional career working for Gellhaus Engineer-
ing (now ETC). Shortly after starting work there I 
was offered a position at Otwell Associates where 
I commenced my apprentice work and ultimately, 

became registered in 1990. A partnership with two 
other architects followed and in 1996 I opened 
Taylor Architects.

My favorite thing about being an architect is 
taking people’s ideas from a blank sheet of paper to 
a physical manifestation as a building, and seeing 
that building serve its desired purpose.

I am an architect to be engaged in this 
community and to give back through service and 
commitment. My entire career has been here in 
Prescott. I love this town and the entire area and 
want to make a positive impact on it.

— Michael Taylor

Professional Q&A:

What led you to become an architect?

Decorative Rock • Top Soil • Sand
ABC • Planters Mix •  Fill Dirt

Pavers  •  Flagstone
 Prescott

(928) 636-5844
3215 Willow Creek Rd. (Behind Affinity RV)

Prescott Valley
(928) 775-9030
7563 E SR 69 (Next to NAPA)

MICHAEL TAYLOR, AIA, ARCHITECT
MICHAEL TAYLOR ARCHITECTS, INC.
118 South Pleasant Street, 
Prescott, AZ 86303
928-445-0626, 102 (P)
michael@mtai.net | www.mtai.net
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Ever since I won a national art contest at the 
age of 13, I just knew that I wanted to be an 
architect. Winning that contest taught me that 
I had artistic freedom. The contest theme was 
“population explosion” and my pencil drawing was 
the Statute of Liberty, our recognized symbol of 
freedom and democracy. 

Even though my father was a successful archi-
tect, he never once asked me to follow in his foot-
steps and become an architect. Because he never 
pushed me to become “him,” I secretly wanted to 
become “him.” So with my blue ribbon from the 
national art contest and my father walking beside 
me, I became an architect.

Dad was a great influence. He taught me that 
being an architect is a great way to use my creative 
talents. I loved working with my classmates to de-
sign rocket ships and go-karts and make buildings 
out of milk cartons. I loved puzzles and angles 
and building blocks and from all this, I began to 
help neighbors build their ideas for projects such 
as workbenches and closets. I had a knack for 
creating and designing.

Through the years, I have come to realize how 
much I enjoy helping clients visualize their new 
spaces by providing them with multiple illustra-
tions. The ability to perceive drawings in three 
dimensions is rare, and this comes easy to me.

My wife Kelli and I developed our slogan: 
Building Great Relationships Builds Great 
Projects. We are all about our clients’ wants and 
needs. A successful project isn’t evidence of a great 
architect; it’s evidence of great teamwork between 
a contractor, owner and architect. We are proud of 
the work we do and the team that makes us great.

Being an architect is not a job. It is being 
creative, being innovative, and understanding and 
loving architectural technology. 

— Todd Marolf

H EADWATERS ARCHITECTURE
220 W. Goodwin St., Prescott, AZ 86303

928-776-7180 
www headwatersarch.com

Professional Q&A: What led you to become an architect?

With NEW LIFE CPR
Dan & Lesa West, Owners

(928) 445-5024
Training For Arizona Since 1989
Lesa@NewLifeCPR.org

Remember, a life that is saved 
can be a LOVED ONE.

LEARN HOW TO SAVE A LIFE

Building Great 

Relationships 

Builds Great 

Projects.
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Professional Q&A:

What led you to become an architect?

Initially I was going to study Oceanography 
and began with that major out of High School. 
Well that changed for a variety of reasons and 
having been raised in the home improvement 
industry working for my Dad, I stayed in 
construction as I pursued a degree in Business 
Administration. Working on a particularly cool 
looking building, I marveled at its beauty and the 

space it captured. I met the architect and he talked 
to me about what it meant to be an architect. I 
never looked back. I finished school with a 5-year 
degree in Architecture and apprenticed with 
several local (Long Island NY), architects and 
decided to travel. I completed my apprenticeship 
with Paolo Soleri. I moved to Prescott and was 
given a start by Bill Otwell. The rest is history. 

I love creating and rearraigning space. I 
love creating an environment where people feel 
rejuvenated every time they enter it. Be that a 
living room, ballroom or a piece of history that is 
too cool to be forgotten. 

— Tom Reilly

TOM REILLY, ARCHITECT 
OWNER, RENOVATIONS
142 South Alarcon Street, 

Prescott, AZ 86303
928-445-8506

tom@renovationsaz.com 
www.renovationsaz.com

Serving The Tri-City and Surrounding Areas Est in 1980
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Sales • Installation • Service • Replacements
New Construction • Maintenance Programs

Heal Load Calculation • Duct Drawings
APS Qualified Contractor • YCA Members

Chamber Members

Residential #064533
Commercial #073425

24 HOUR
EMERGENCY

SERVICE

LICENSED • BONDED
INSURED

38 Years in Business
3rd Generation Company

Email: web@airconditionerprescott.com

928-636-2955
550 N Hwy 89 • Chino Valley, AZ 86323

www.chinoheating.com

All Major Credit Cards Welcome
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Professional Q&A: What led you to become an architect?

My father was the superintendent of Millard 
Public Schools in Omaha, Nebraska for 34 years. 
During his tenure, the district was growing 
rapidly and he oversaw the construction of 26 
new schools. He really enjoyed walking through 
the buildings with the contractor and architect 
during construction to discuss the progress he 
saw. From the time I was about 8 years old until 
I graduated from high school, my father would 
take me along with him. I was intrigued not only 
with the construction activities, but also with 
the collaboration of the owner, contractor and 
architect team.

By the time I was in middle school I had 
determined that I was going to be an architect. I 
chose that major when I started at the University 
of Nebraska in 1971.

Fast forward to 1992 when my family moved 
to Prescott and I opened my own architectural 
practice. The Prescott community has been 
exceptional for my family and the growth of my 
business. 

Stroh Architecture has designed a significant 
number of public and public projects. We also 
are well known throughout the Southwest for 
designing more than 150 projects for Native 
American communities.

The firm has won numerous design awards, 
including four Governor’s Heritage Preservation 
Honor Awards for our restoration work on historic 
structures.

Thank you again to the great Prescott 
community!

— Doug Stroh, NCARB

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF ARCHITECTURAL 
REGISTRATION BOARDS

STROH ARCHITECTURE, INC.
1577 Plaza West Drive, Suite B, 

Prescott, AZ 86303
928-771-0548

doug@stroharchitectureinc.com
www.stroharchitectureinc.com

“Thank you 

again to 

the Prescott 

community!”
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A
rizona’s mild climate and abundant 
sunshine set homeowners’ eyes on their 
outdoor landscaping, inspiring notions 
to make their exteriors as intriguing as 

their interiors.
One step into Earthworks Landscaping and 

Garden Supply in Chino Valley promises to stir 
the imagination for sprucing up yards and patios 
and, yes, even unattractive chain link fences. 
At first glance, one might wonder, “Where do I 
start?”

For homeowners who just want to augment 
their outdoor decor, they will find an impressive 
display of yard art pieces from which to choose. 
For those who are starting their landscaping from 
scratch, Earthworks owner Susie Burgin can help 
them set the stage to create the vision they have for 
their yards. 

If they want grass in the background, Burgin 
will ask where they live, do they have wells or do 

they get their water from a municipal source. And 
she will ask about their lifestyles and whether they 
enjoy yard work - mowing, pulling weeds and the 
necessary watering.

If people shun grass for whatever reason, Burgin 
offers decorative rock as a solution. “Decorative 
rock can be expensive,” Burgin said, “but it is low 
maintenance.” There are different varieties and 
hues of decorative rock along with various price 
ranges. No matter the choice, decorative rock is 
“clean and gives the yard color,” Burgin said.

ONCE THE GRASS VERSUS DECORATIVE 

ROCK QUESTION IS SETTLED, IT’S 

TIME TO WANDER THE YARD ART 

POSSIBILITIES�

One particular star among the assortment of 
yard art that Earthworks sells is the big line of 
Talavera pottery, a standout because of its bright 

and colorful Mexican-themed designs, Burgin said. 
From the dark blue, orange, lime green to bright 
yellow, the colors lend Talavera its eye-catching 
quality.

This selection is far more than just all sizes of 
pots for plants, because customers can peruse this 
pottery in the shapes of animals, for instance, 
along with bird baths and fountains, Burgin said. 
Talavera also makes lead-free tableware and deco-
rative items to add special touches to patio tables.

Burgin can advise customers on the care of Ta-
lavera pieces, such as bringing them inside during 
cold weather. Beyond this brand, Burgin carries an 
assortment of heavy-duty pottery that stands up 
well all year long, without fear of cracking.

Even more tempting items for outdoor decor 
at Earthworks are recycled painted metal pieces 
that come in different colors. This recycled metal 
is welded into animals, flowers, trellises and large 
and small animals. Even more of this “whimsical” 

YARD
ART
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Crystal Creek Builders
Building Throughout Prescott For Over 30 Years!

Prescott’s Hometown Builder

(928) 445-3200
255 E. Sheldon St., Ste. 3
Prescott, AZ 86301
Licensed/Bonded ROC# 291474

www.CrystalCreekBuilders.net

Thoughtfully Planned...Carefully Crafted

• Elegant, functional floor plans
• Energy efficient designs
• Designer/Architectural services

• “Health Smart” Features
• Build on your lot or ours
• Assistance with financing

YARD ART

yard art includes metal signs, with words such as 
“Margaritaville” and “Welcome,” birdhouses and 
bird cages, watering cans, sunflowers, peacocks 
and much more. This yard art decor comes in all 
sizes, from small to extra large, and a must see 

when visiting Susie and her fabulous team at the 
garden center.  

Yard art has extended into patio wall art as 
well, and is now being hung on house walls inside 
and out.  For those who want art for fencing, 

both chain link and wood, Burgin can lead them 
through Earthworks’ metal items that would both 
please the eye and be easily attached in order to 
create a gallery on the landscape’s perimeter.

Among the yard art collection are things that 
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represent our flora and fauna, such as deer, javeli-
na, bird and ladybugs, Other items that are true to 
this environment are images of the sun and cactus. 
The nice thing about yard art is that you don’t 
have to water it, and animals won’t eat it.

David G. Tinsley, owner of Statue-Esque locat-
ed in Chino Valley has been selling and “plant-
ing” his beautiful aluminum pieces of yard art in 
courtyards, backyards, on patios and back garden 
for homeowners throughout Yavapai County. 
Dave has shipped his art nationwide. Dave has 
more than 200+ cast aluminum statues in bronze 
and natural tones displayed on site. Each piece is 
exquisitely designed with attention to every detail 
and meticulously proportioned to actual anatomy 

scaling. Our statues not only capture the true 
beauty of nature, but are skillfully crafted to be 
durable for all sorts of weather conditions.

Life-size statuary includes moose, elk, buffalo, 
rams, bear, deer and more, and horses in a selec-
tion of types. Statue-Esque also offers a variety of 
farm animals, plus turtles and tortoises, in a range 
of sizes. In a matter of 30 minutes on site you can 
travel from safari to swampland with flamingos 
and cranes, alligators to crocodiles. 

“Some of our Southwest favorites include 
coyotes, wolves and wild hogs, cougars, iguanas 
and burros.” said Dave. And “our saguaro cactus 
and prickly pear cactus are always a landscaper’s 
favorite.”

The beauty of each statue is evident and when 
you visit you will see that the yard art animals and 

plants resemble expensive bronze works of art, yet 
are somewhat lighter, and a fraction of the cost of 
artworks in bronze.

“We have something for everyone.” “We also 
strive to bring in a variety of family dog statues 
that customers love to display, as well as honor 
their pets and even memorialize them after they 
have crossed the Rainbow Bridge.” His buyers 
come from different states as the business is a 
unique one, shipping all over the country.

Just remember you can create a gallery in your 
garden using whimsical, eye-catching metal yard 
art, ranging from life size to oversize animals, to 
solar balls and beautiful pottery and so much 
more. After incorporating a few art pieces into the 
yard, you are sure to discover a garden accent that 
suits your style. Enjoy your yard art!

YARD ART
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RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
Affordable • Honest • Reliable

Tankless Water Heater • Water Heater Repair & Replacement
Sewer/Drain Cleaning • Garbage Disposals & Water Softeners

Mobile Home Repairs & Re-Pipe • Water/Gas Line Repair & Installation 
Sewer (locating & camera inspection)
Toilet/Faucet Repair & Replacement

Licensed, Bonded & Insured ROC308192

Member of Green Plumbers, USA

®

ARIZONA ALL SERVICE 
PLUMBING LLC

Call Steve 
“The Green Plumber”

WHY YOU SHOULD 
CONSIDER A TANKLESS 

WATER HEATER

Tankless water heaters operate on 
demand and are 98% efficient. For 
every dollar you spend on hot water 
heating, you receive 96% back in hot 
water. Save energy and money!

928-775-6550
Family Owned & Operated

40 Years Experience
azallserviceplumbing.com

Take a walk straight into a walk-in bathtub
WALK-IN BATHTUBS

A 
walk-in bathtub provides numerous advantages over the tradi-
tional bathtub, as it is the perfect solution for people with limited 
mobility. It is particularly useful for seniors or disabled people, as it 
enables easier accessibility, and safety. With a walk-in tub, the need 

for stepping over the high thick edge of a traditional bathtub is eliminated. 
Thus, a walk-in tub prevents the risk of a possible fall and injury and enables 
accessibility to some senior citizens and disabled people that would otherwise 
not be possible. 

A walk-in bathtub also makes daily personal hygiene safe and easy, and 
most importantly, enables independence and privacy that are often lost with 
seniors or disabled people needing to bathe in a traditional tub or shower. 

Walk-in tubs are significantly taller than a traditional bath tub. Howev-
er, they are designed with a water- tight sealed door mounted on the side 
of them to enable easy walk-in entry into the tub. Also, a walk-in tub has 
a built-in seating area to allow the occupant to sit down comfortably and 
safely in the tub. And unlike the traditional bathtub, a walk-in tub allows the 
occupant to sit at a comfortable and safe height, rather than effectively on the 
floor, which is the case with a traditional tub. Thus, the occupant of a walk-in 
tub can benefit from the hydrotherapy of a warm bath.

Most walk-in tubs also come with hydrotherapy water jets. So, tub occu-
pants can get the same feel and benefits of a hot tub, but instead in their own 
bath and bathroom, and without the maintenance needs that come with the 
traditional hot tub or spa. Moreover, unlike the typical hot tub, a walk-in 

tub will also fit in the place of a traditional bathtub, and thus can be used 
daily. On the contrary, hot tubs are often located outside of the home and for 
seasonal use only.

So, if you have an elderly parent, or you’re getting up in age yourself, look 
into walk-in tubs if you are contemplating a bathroom remodel or are design-
ing yourself a new home. You might find that they are just the ticket for your 
future new bathroom.

AMERICAN TUBS can be seen at Hughes Supply/Prescott.
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What’s Your Design Style? 
Take this quiz and learn to trust your taste!

Consistency and Continuity are key 

to a successful design. Before any design 

project can begin you need to determine 

your design style. Maybe you already know 

exactly what inspires you but if not it may 

feel paralyzing knowing where to start.

Here is what to do. Look at each photo 

and quickly pick the one that draws your eye 

first. Don’t over think it, just pick one and 

move on. Record your answers and find out 

what your design style is!

A

B

C

D

EXTERIOR

o A o B 

o C o D
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WHAT’S YOUR DESIGN STYLE?

A A A

KITCHEN

o A o B o C o D

BEDROOM

o A o B o C o D

BATHROOM

o A o B (C & D choices, page 50)

B B

BC C

D D
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WHAT’S YOUR DESIGN STYLE?

A

BATHROOM

o C o D

B

C C

D D

LIVING ROOM

o A o B o C o D
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WHAT’S YOUR DESIGN STYLE?

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT PATTERNS?

o A o B o C o D

HOW DO YOU WANT YOUR HOME TO FEEL?

o A o B o C o D

o A 

Bold and Bright

o B 

Soft and subtle

o C 

Keep it to a minimum

o D 

Classic coordinating pieces

o A

Upbeat & Vibrant

o B 

Calm and Cozy

o C 

Clean and Open

o D 

Classic & Timeless

MOSTLY A’s

ECLECTIC AND CASUAL. You collect a variety of pieces that speak to 
you through color, emotion, and texture, both from the past and the present.

Culture, people, and travel are big influencers in your décor. When 
putting together an eclectic design, be sure to bring in balance with a variety 
of unique pieces. While you have the desire to create your own aesthetic, 
remember that scale and proportion are critical to an overall pleasing space. 
Stay away from glossy wood finishes. Adding vintage rugs, architectural 
pieces, and textured fibers creates interest in your finished décor. While a 
true eclectic style is actually very intentional, it is also one of the hardest to 
successfully pull off. If done well it can also be one of the most charming.
MOSTLY B’s

TRANSITIONAL. You love the classics but also gravitate to what is new 
and current. You create cozy spaces by layering pillows, throws and personal 
pieces with furniture that has clean and sophisticated lines, while mixing 
in treasured antiques and family heirlooms. Transitional is really the new 
traditional. The perfect mix of traditional and contemporary. Clean lines that 
bring a feeling of warmth and comfort. Add interesting lighting, mix metal, 
and use wood finishes both painted and stained for that extra pop. Keep 
cabinetry and tile choices simple and neutral. That way you can easily change 
your décor items for a new and updated look any time you like.
MOSTLY C’s 

CONTEMPORARY. You are drawn to clean lines, and sleek surfaces. 
You are not a person who likes clutter. Let your art make a bold statement. 

Furniture, lighting, cabinetry should all reflect the geometric shapes, glossy 
finishes and bold colors that are iconic with contemporary design. If you are 
sourcing vintage items look for pieces that have stood the test of time and 
would have been very modern for their day. Because contemporary design is 
simple in its presentation make sure the details of your fixtures, cabinets, and 
furniture are clean and crisp. Don’t be afraid to spend a little more to achieve 
your favorite look. An investment in quality pieces will pay off because they 
will receive a lot of attention.
MOSTLY D’s 

TRADITIONAL. You find serenity in a tried and true design with 
classic lines and a balance in architectural details that bring you happiness. 
You enjoy embracing history that has stood the test of time while adding a 
sense of coziness with family heirlooms, warm woods, and layered textiles. 
Traditional design is about richness of texture and color. Add deep dark colors 
like blues, reds, and greens in your accessories and accents. You can soften 
your traditional style with classic choices that are not overly fussy. Crown 
molding and ornate shapes add to your classic style. Consider subway tile, 
polished nickel fixtures and furniture pieces with pops of metallic accent for a 
little bit of glam.

Now that you know what you like, get going. It’s vitally important to con-
sider the architectural style of your home’s interior and exterior and how it 
will blend with your furnishings and finishes as you create your dream home 
and space. Staying consistent with your design style throughout the house is 
critical to a finished home you will love. If you still feel unsure, seek the help 
of a professional designer. It can go a long way towards achieving your goal as 
well as saving you money by preventing costly mistakes.

Results!3
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Mon.-Fri. 8- 4 Sat 9-12 401 W. Goodwin, Downtown Prescott
(928 445-2544 www.PrescottFlooringBrokers.com

WE ALSO HAVE A HUGE SELECTION OF HARDWOOD, CARPET, TILE, CORK, LAMINATE, SHEET VINYL & MORE

•  800 Samples of Rigid Core Vinyl Waterproof Hybrids in Wood, 
Stone & tile looks • Highly Scratch resistant

• Not cold like tile • Quieter than Tile or Laminate

• Will not expand or contract

• Can be installed directly on top of most floor types* 

•  Option can vary in length, width, formal to rustic, subtle to 
high variation, Enhanced bevels to micro bevels

•  Textures line up exactly with the visual on many options

•  We also have a huge seletion in our 3,000 SQ. FT. showroom 
of  lg. samples of Hardwod, Carpet, Tile, Laminate Sheet Vinyl 
& more

*Exludes carpet

Always Professional Installation & Free measures
We are selection assistance & here to help you

— SERVING THE QUAD CITY SINCE 1973 —

Visit our 3,000 
square foot 
showroom!

FURNITURE
By Sue Marceau

Tiny homes and other smaller residences continue to capture the imagina-
tions of downsizing consumers and spark increased demand for furnishings 
which are both space-saving and functional. 

Diverse and intriguing fusions of form and function fortunately are created 
by furniture and décor companies which manufacture and/or sell beds, tables, 
couches, mirrors, floor lamps and other furnishings conveniently hiding 
nooks, crannies, sliding shelves, and beverage or laptop surfaces. 

Not only do such furnishings cast a smaller yet voguish footprint, their de-
sign demands clever and utilitarian purpose. Whether gracing an apartment, 
dorm room, trending tiny house, in-law quarters, granny flat or other domain 

limited in square footage, multipurpose furnishings enable homeowners or 
renters to reduce clutter and create a tidy impression. 

Logic supports the contention that if one has cubbies in which to hide and 
later seek for later use the belongings of daily living, the distracting items will 
stay off countertops, bookcases, tables, and any other flat surface screaming 
“there’s a place for that here.” 

That scenario applies equally to unused or underutilized exercise equip-
ment unwittingly transformed into a coat rack, laundry bin or clothes line by 
sheer force of being in the right place at the inopportune time. The treadmill 
or rowing machine resurfaces once new storage areas are located for the of-
fending items. The equipment can thus be repurposed for the exercise intend-
ed, or even sold off or donated so that it can be replaced with a furnishing 
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more intentionally multifunctional.
Furnishings designed to optimize valuable room space while addressing 

more than one utilitarian need are known by many names, such as multi-
purpose, multifunctional, transformable, and convertible. While each label 
lends a slight twist to exactly how the specific item impacts overall usefulness 
in everyday living, they essentially remain fixtures which serve more than one 
purpose or task. Here’s a quick rundown:

Multifunctional pieces are designed to meld uses with home design, much 
as a person would seek to move seamlessly from one task to another. Think of 
a murphy (wall) bed which can be pulled down at night; 

Multipurpose or modular furnishings shrink or expand as needed, simulta-
neously serving dual purposes, or transforming seamlessly from one function 
to another. This could be cubed storage walls with fabric or wicker baskets 
added or deleted as needed; 

Pieces defined as transformable convert into something else. Picture a 
deep box coffee table which turns into a dining table by pulling out hinged 
sections from the box and extending upward; 

Convertible furniture involves even more clever applications and can incor-
porate expertise from handypersons or purchased in a kit for a woman with 
tools to set up. Imagine a desk with top hutch and lower side drawer which 
slides out to reveal a perpendicular desk extension with filing drawer beneath. 

There’s no real need to sweat about the definitions, however, since most 
vendors are rather lax with the terminology. Going to a local store and asking 
for any of those types of furnishings will lead you to the same options, as will 
an online search. 

Common furnishings demonstrating functionality, versatility, and style 
include sofa sleeper loveseats; bunk beds, captain beds (floor to mattress 
drawers in frame), wall beds anchored by bookcases; coffee tables, dining 
tables and end tables with storage or conversion capabilities; and floor lamps 
with book or knickknack shelves. 

One innovative coffee table design, for example, presents an elongated 
Scandinavian-style flat surface with chairs and a side table stored beneath to 
use when needed. The side table also provides chest of drawers storage for 
napkins and utensils.

For a few other standout selections, consider:
•  A FUTON with storage underneath converts into a bed. Tray style 

arms extend out to serve as end tables for snacks, beverages, reading 
materials or cell phones; 

•  A WARDROBE option’s full-length mirror opens to reveal nine storage 
drawers about eight inches deep. A dining room table is pulled down 
from a wall mirror. A folding ironing board stores behind a wall mirror; 

•  AN S-SHAPED horizontal end table has built-in side magazine racks, 
and when turned on its vertical side, becomes a laptop computer 
stand or small tray-table-like dining surface; 

•  A LIFT TOP coffee table can be adjusted to become a computer or 
writing desk; and 

•  A PANTRY DOORS which showcases built-in blackboards or cork 
boards. 

The solutions are many; the shopping can be fun and rewarding. Local 
stores such as Ashley Furniture in Prescott and Pruitt’s Fine Furniture in 
Prescott Valley are good places to start the right-sizing journey. 

Familiar brands such as Pottery Barn and Ikea also offer selections, al-
though they do not have stores locally. Online sites such as Wayfair round out 
the choices and provide ideas for what to look for and buy here in the area.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL FURNITURE

928.708.0292 
www.njbuildersinc.com 

B  S  C  H  S  2002 

ROC176810 

Design Build Contractor  Offering 

Architectural &  Interior Design Services  

as Part of an All Inclusive Package 

  CUSTOM HOMES    *   ADDITIONS    *   KITCHEN & BATH REMODELS 
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Why are contracts required? Granddad never used a written contract 
because “a man’s word was his bond.” However, today’s business and legal 
environment are completely different than when your grandfather gave his 
word. Disputes - and lawsuits - are unfortunately a fact of modern life. When 
disputes occur the Registrar of Contractors’ investigator, the trial judge, or 
the arbitrator is asked to determine the actual terms of the agreement. They 
don’t automatically believe the homeowner. And they don’t automatically 
believe the contractor. It is sometimes very difficult to figure out who is the 
most honest and believable party, and what was the parties’ actual agreement 
when it is not in writing. 

Construction projects require flexibility. Flexibility means changes, changes 
which will have to be made to the initial written contract. These changes are 
made by written “change orders.” Unfortunately, a large number of disputes 
arise out of such changes: unfortunate because change orders are so simple 
to create and thus avoid the dispute. A change order must be in writing, 
state the date the change was made, the amount the change will increase or 
decrease the original written contract amount, and the number of days that 
the change will expedite or delay the estimated date of completion. Most 
importantly, the change order must be signed by both the contractor and the 
owner.

If it becomes necessary to make a complaint with the Arizona Registrar 
of Contractors, investigators now require the written construction contract, 
written change orders, and copies of payment checks. Payment should always 
be made by check made payable to the licensed company/contractor and nev-
er to an individual who is not the named contractor on the business invoice 
or letterhead. Avoid paying by cash, but if you must do so get signed and 
dated receipts from the contractor on a letterhead or invoice clearly display-
ing the contractor’s name.

Be wary of any contractor who is unable or unwilling to provide you with 
a written contract: it’s the law. Be wary of any contractor who is unwilling to 
give you a written change order: it’s safe business.

Know ARS§32-1158, which requires 
any contract in an amount of more 
than $1,000 with a property owner 
to be in writing and contain all of the 
following as listed below.

X
REQUIRED ELEMENTS TO BE IN A CONTRACT MORE THAN 

$1,000:

•  The name of the contractor and the contractor’s business 
address and license number.

•  The name and mailing address of the owner and the job site 
address or legal description.

•  The date the parties entered into the contract.
•  The estimated date of completion of all work to be 

performed under the contract.

The contract must be signed by property owner and 
contractor or contractor’s designated representative. Failure 
to comply with this statute constitutes grounds to suspend 
or revoke the contractors license and the ROC can issue a 
Citation.

The total dollar amount to be paid to the contractor by 
the owner for all work to be performed under the contract, 
including all applicable taxes.

The dollar amount of any progress payment and the stage of 
construction at which the contractor will be entitled to collect 
progress payments during the course of construction under 
the contract.

THE FOLLOWING VERBIAGE IN 10PT FONT ALSO 

REQUIRED TO BE IN A CONTRACT:

The property owner has the right to file a written 

complaint with the registrar for an alleged violation 

of Section 32-1154, subsection A. Complaints must 

be made within the applicable time period as set 

forth in Section 32-1155, subsection A. ROC contact 

information: ROC (602) 542-1525, www.azroc.gov.

Get it in 
 Writing!
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We Deliver Solutions!
Make Builders FirstSource Your First Source For... 

Remodel, Residential Builder &  
Commercial/Multi-Family Projects!

Summer:  
Mon - Fri: 6am to 4pm 

Winter:  
Mon - Fri 7am to 4pm

Doors & Windows

Composite Decking/Siding & Trim

Full Line Simpson Hardware
Building Materials • Pneumatic Tool Repair

EWP Floor Estimates (Engineered Wood Products)
Roof Trusses • Glulam Beams & Timbers
Material Package Take-Offs • Jobsite Delivery

REMODEL
We are focused on delivering bottom-line value to our customers. No remodeling  

project is too big and no detail is too small. Let our knowledgeable and  
experienced team help you every step of the way.

RESIDENTIAL BUILDER
Whether you are a national, regional, custom, or local builder, we understand your  

needs and deliver value to your project. We provide quality and efficiency  
with our prefabricated structural components:

Roof/Floor Trusses • Engineered Wood Floors • Composite Decking • Specialty Railings 
Interior/Exterior Doors & Windows • Trim Boards • Moulding • Exterior Siding 

COMMERCIAL & MULTI-FAMILY
With our superior truss and engineered wood product services, turn-key solutions,  

precise estimation, high-quality products, and knowledgeable and  
experienced team, we deliver on-time and on-budget results.

FORMERLY

Prescott Valley
6601 E 2nd Street
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-1221

Get it in 
 Writing!
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Book today at www.united.com
Operated by SkyWest Airlines

Prescott Regional Airport
Jet Service to Denver and Los Angeles
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Are youre youre youre youre youe youe you

WaterSmart?

The City of Prescott offers many ways 
for you to be efficient with water 
supplies at your house or business!

Drop by Drop is the City’s community education initiative. 
This is an interactive educational series addressing water supply 
and water conservation. In 2019, on the 3rd Wednesday of each month at 
noon, a presentation will be offered at the Prescott Public Library 
including a factsheet followed by participant questions.
Visit: www.prescottwater.com

During the summer months water use increases significantly due 
to outdoor water use. Practicing a low-water use lifestyle
ensures a long-term, sufficient water supply. 

eases significantly due 

WATER
E D U C AT I O N

by
D R O P

D R O P

WATER
E D U C AT I O N

bbyy
D R O P

Water
Smart TM

Public Works
443 N. Virgina Street | Prescott, AZ 86301 | (928) 777-1130

Education

Water Conservation Rebate Program

Outdoor Conservation - Landscaping

Beautiful front and back yard landscapes, have 
native and low-water plants that work best 
for our climate. See the local Low Water 
Use/Drought Tolerant Plant List.
Visit: www.prescottwater.com

d landscapes, have d landscapes, have 
native and low-water plants that work best 
for our climate. See the local Low Water Water W

The City of Prescott has a rebate program for its water utility 
customers, see how you can save money and water today! 
Applications and rules are available online. 
Visit: www.prescottwater.com

eases significantly due 
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TREE 
SELECTION 
AND 
PLACEMENT

U
nderstand important issues in selecting a tree for planting, such as 
the tree’s intended function, location, common pests, geographic 
regions and hardiness zones, and considerations for best placement 
alternatives.

Tree selection and placement are two of the most important decisions a 
homeowner makes when landscaping a new home or replacing a tree. Many 
trees have the potential to outlive those who plant them, so the impact of this 
decision can last a lifetime. 

Matching the tree to the site benefits both the tree and the homeowner.

One of the most common tree care questions is: “Which kind of tree 
should I plant?” Before this question can be answered, a number of 
factors need to be considered:
•  WHY is the tree being planted? 

What functions will it serve?
•  IS A SMALL, medium, or large tree 

best suited for the location and 
available space? Do overhead or 
below ground utilities preclude 
planting a large, growing tree or any 
tree at all? What clearance is needed 
for sidewalks, patios, or driveways? 

•  WHAT ARE THE soil conditions? Is 
enough soil available of sufficient 
quality to support mature tree 
growth?

•  HOW WILL necessary maintenance be provided? Will someone water, 
fertilize, and prune the tree as needed after planting?

Answering these and other questions can help you choose the “right tree 
for the right place.” 

TREE FUNCTION

Large, healthy trees increase property values and make outdoor surround-
ings more pleasant. 

A deciduous shade tree that loses leaves in fall provides cooling relief from 
summer’s heat while allowing the winter sun to warm a home. An ornamental 
tree displays beautiful flowers, leaves, bark, or fruit. Evergreens with dense, 
persistent foliage can provide a windbreak or a screen for privacy. 

Street trees decrease the glare from pavement, reduce runoff, filter out 
pollutants, and add oxygen to the air we breathe. Street trees also improve the 
overall appearance and quality of life in a city or neighborhood.

FORM AND SIZE

A basic principle of modern architecture is “form follows function.” Se-
lecting the right form (shape) to complement the desired function (what you 
want the tree to do) can significantly reduce maintenance costs and increase 
the tree’s value in the landscape. In addition, mature tree size determines the 
level of benefits received. Larger trees typically provide the greatest economic 
and environmental return.

Depending on site restrictions, you can choose from hundreds of form 
and size combinations. A low, spreading tree may be planted under overhead 
utility lines. A narrow, columnar evergreen may provide a screen between two 
buildings. Large, vase-shaped trees can create an arbor over a driveway or city 
street. 
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SITE CONDITIONS

Selecting a tree that will thrive in a given set of 
site conditions is the key to long-term tree survival 
and reduced maintenance. Consider the following 
when selecting a tree:
• SOIL conditions 
• EXPOSURE (sun and wind) 
• DRAINAGE 
• SPACE constraints 
• HARDINESS zone 
• HUMAN activity 
• INSECT and disease susceptibility

SOIL CONDITIONS

In dense urban areas and new subdivisions, 
soil is often disturbed, shallow, compacted, and 
subject to drought. Most trees will suffer in these 
conditions without additional care. An arborist 
can take soil samples from your yard to test for 
texture, fertility, salinity, and pH. These tests can 
be used to determine which trees are suited for 
your property and may include recommendations 
for improving poor soil conditions.

EXPOSURE

The amount of sunlight available will affect 
tree and shrub species selection for a particular 

location. Most woody plants require full sunlight 
for proper growth and flowering. Some do well in, 
or even prefer, light shade; however, few species 
perform well in dense shade. Wind exposure is also 
a consideration. Wind can dry out soils, damage 
tree crowns, and uproot newly planted trees. Spe-

cial maintenance, such as staking or more frequent 
watering, may be necessary to establish young trees 
on windy sites.

DRAINAGE

Tree roots require oxygen to develop and thrive. 
Poor drainage limits oxygen availability to the 

TREE SELECTION AND PLACEMENT

ROC 294607

YAVAPAI COUNTY’S SEPTIC PROFESSIONALS 
SINCE 1994

COMPLIMENTARY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR HOA’S, REALTOR MEETINGS AND HOMEOWNERS.

“EDUCATION TODAY FOR A GREENER TOMORROW”

• Residential & Commercial Pumping • Repair Service • Emergency Service 
• Inspections• Residential service includes full system assessment

928-632-7077 jtseptic.com • email: jt@jtseptic.com • Join us on

ROC 294607
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TREE SELECTION AND PLACEMENT

roots and may ultimately kill the tree. If drainage 
is an issue on your property, ask a local arborist 
about what can be done to correct the problem.

HARDINESS

Hardiness is the plant’s ability to survive in the 
extreme temperatures of the particular geographic 
region in which you are planting the tree. Plants 
can be cold hardy, heat tolerant, or both. Most 
plant reference books provide a map of hardiness 
zone ranges. Check with your local garden center 
for the hardiness information for your region.

SPACE CONSTRAINTS

Many different factors can limit the planting 
space available to the tree: overhead or under-

ground utilities, pavement, buildings, other trees, 
visibility. The list goes on and on. Make sure there 
is adequate room for the tree you select to grow to 
maturity, both above and below ground.

HUMAN ACTIVITY

Often an overlooked aspect of tree selection, 
the reality is that the top five causes of tree death 
are the results from humans: soil compaction, 
under-watering, over-wa-
tering, vandalism, 
and the number 
one cause 

of tree death is planting the wrong tree. These five 
things account for more tree deaths than all insect- 
and disease-related tree deaths combined.

PEST PROBLEMS

Every plant has its particular pest problems, and 
the severity varies geographically. These pests may 
or may not be life threatening to the plant, but 
selecting trees resistant to pest problems specific to 
your area is the best choice. 

SPECIES SELECTION

Personal preferences and site constraints play 
major roles in the selection process. Taking into 
consideration the factors listed above, you can 
help ensure the tree you plant grows and func-
tions as desired. Remember, the beautiful, mature 
specimen trees you see in historic neighborhoods 
and in landscape photography would never have 
reached their full potential if planted in improper-
ly matched sites.
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Serving the Southwest Since 1901
430 N 6TH ST    |   PRESCOTT   |   (928) 445-2525   |   WWW.FOXGAL.COM

Join Build Rewards & Start Saving Today!
WWW.FOXGAL.COM/BUILD-REWARDS

COMPONENT MANUFACTURING

ROOFING SUPPLY

GO WHERE THE PROS GO!®

FOXWORTH-GALBRAITH

DRYWALL SUPPLY

HOME IMPROVEMENT
• LUMBER AND BUILDING MATERIALS 
• PAINT AND STAIN
• POWER AND HAND TOOLS
• PLUMBING
• FLOORING 
• LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL
• CABINETS AND COUNTERTOPS

• ROOF TRUSSES
• FLOOR TRUSSES
• WALL PANELS
• SHEAR PANELS
• CERTIFIED ENGINEERING
• FIELD MEASURING & FIELD REPAIR
• JOB SITE DELIVERY

• DRYWALL
• FIRE RATED DRYWALL
• WATER/MOLD RESISTANT WALLBOARD
• ACOUSTICAL CEILING SYSTEMS 
• CORNER BEAD AND EDGING
• LIGHT GAUGE FRAMING
• INSULATION

• COMPOSITE SHINGLES
• METAL PANELS
• TILE/CLAY 
• SYNTHETIC SHINGLES 
• LOW SLOPE – BUILT-UP/MODIFIED/EPDM
• ROLLED ROOFING
• UNDERLAYMENTS
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Western 
Technologies

Geotechnical Engineering 
Environmental Consulting 

Materials Testing 

wt-us.com   •   928.443.5010

Mold testing is a popular question 
when considering a real estate 
purchase, and it is one that sends my 
phone ringing as a microbiologist/
consultant in the quad city area. The 
other frequent question I get asked is 
if I can come test the mold that was 
just discovered in someone’s home or 
office.

We all know that mold is everywhere and, as the Center for Disease, 
Control and Prevention (CDC) also advocates, testing for visible mold is not 
necessarily helpful. If mold is growing inside structures, regardless of the type 
of mold, the focus should be on determining why it is present and what can 
be done to resolve it. I try to assure building buyers/owners that finding mold 
does not need to be panic-causing. But understanding what it is, what causes 
it, how to address it and how to prevent it can provide the solution to fixing 
or avoiding the problem. So let’s take a look at those questions instead.

It does seem like mold is more prevalent these days; but, perhaps we are 
just more aware of it. Of course, newer “green” building techniques may 
not be helping since energy-efficient structures tend to be more airtight, 

MOLD
By Kathleen Frost
PRINCIPAL, WESTERN TECHNOLOGIES 

INC�, ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

MOLD under a microscope.
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MOLD

restricting air exchange and structure breathability. Mold, or technically 
fungi, are microorganisms that are distinct from plants and animals. They 
are an essential decomposer that have recycling down to a fine art and they 
include mushrooms, yeasts and rusts in their over 144,000-species kingdom. 
Most grow and spread by hyphae (similar to plant roots) on organic mate-
rial, including building materials, and they produce spores to spread their 
seed. These spores are not only a source of allergic irritation and potential 
infection, they are amazingly resilient and can wait out harsh inhospitable 
environments. We all know that their favorite environments are commonly 
moist, warm, dark and organic, so that is where we should start if we want to 
discourage their establishment.

It is those roof leaks, drainage issues, and plumbing breaks that make mold 
feel welcome. Drying up the wet materials or ponded water is your first line 
of defense but sometimes it is discovered after it has already made itself at 
home. Then addressing or remediating mold-impacted building materials is 
the obvious focus. Any building materials that have established mold growth, 
and cannot be reliably cleaned, should be disposed. Other considerations for 
tackling the clean-up include direct surfaces where mold is visible, inacces-
sible wall or floor cavity spaces and exterior walls with poor air barriers and 
penetrations. Commonly, what is visible on a wall surface is only a fraction 
of the problem so surface cleaning (with the exception of non-absorptive 
surfaces such as health care facilities) may not get to the big beast hiding 
in the walls. Most professional guidelines, including EPA, the CDC and 
the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) advocate isolation to 
prevent the spread of mold spores outside the clean-up area. Also advocated 
is the use of scrubbing and sanding to dislodge those mold hyphae that have 
penetrated into wood framing. Biocides have their place as a top coat but if 
the surfaces have not been adequately cleaned, the disinfecting agent can only 
do so much, and will not, as a stand-alone, resolve the problem.

If you are facing a significant microbial clean-up, I cannot over emphasize 
the importance of using professionals who are trained for this type of work, 
have worker and site protection practices in place and have third party clear-
ance testing to document the resolution. When you sell your building, that 
paper trail can make or break the best sale of your investment.

If all this strikes you as not much fun, being attentive and proactive could 
save you the mold clean-up experience. Some of my personal favorites, and 
some AIHA guidelines, can help ensure that mold does not feel welcome in 
your building: clean and repair roof gutters regularly; make sure the ground 
slopes away from the building foundation; keep air-conditioning drip pans 
clean and drain lines unobstructed and flowing properly; keep indoor hu-

midity below 60 percent 
(ideally between 30 and 
50 percent) relative 
humidity; dry 
condensation or 
moisture collect-
ing on win-
dows, walls or 
pipes; increase 
ventilation or 
air movement 
by opening doors 
and windows when 
practical, and turn 
the heat or cooling 
off and just run the fan 
in the HVAC system; cover 
cold surfaces, such as cold water 
pipes, with insulation; keep up on roof 
and building envelope maintenance; increase ventilation by running a fan or 
opening a window (and cleaning frequently) in rooms that are often damp, 
such as bathrooms; and check those washing machine and refrigerator hoses 
and connections regularly (especially if you are leaving town)

There are many situations where mold is a welcome and vital part of our 
world, but let’s reduce the opportunity for it to move in to our structures 
and just appreciate the cheese, beer, composting, antibiotics and mushroom 
delicacies that they can provide.

Geotechnical Engineering, 
Environmental Consulting, 

Construction Materials 
Testing & Engineering, 

Nondestructive Testing & 
Welding Inspection, 
& Special Inspection 

Services
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To “fly your own flag” is to proudly proclaim 
your ideals to the world. 

A flag is one of the clearest and most succinct 
ways to declare one’s priorities and allegiance. Em-
blazoned with symbols representing a place, event, 
club, political stance or personal ethos, flags are 
statements expressing what matters most to those 
who display them. 

Old Glory is a perennial top seller as the stars 
and stripes continue to inspire courage and unity 
in Americans.

“There’s a lot of heart and soul about the flag,” 
says Robert Newman, co-owner with wife Melissa 
of Prescott’s Flags Galore N More. “It’s patriotism 
as much as anything – God and country.”

State and military flags also are popular, re-
flecting a deep respect for our community and its 

heroes. “We get a ton of veterans here. And boy, 
do you get some stories,” Robert says. “You can 
have some teary moments in here now and again 
with what folks have gone through in the military 
and in their service.” 

Football and baseball team flags and banners are 
another big sell. Flags Galore N More also carries 
fun stuff such as windsocks and whirligigs.

Solar lights are increasingly popular since 
flag-flying guidelines have evolved. Etiquette once 

required people to take down the flag at night, 
but “they kind of changed the rules,” Robert said. 
“There is no mandate. It’s just a matter of respect 
and how you hold it in your heart.” Now that flags 
are staying up 24/7, owners want to illuminate 
them at night. “It shows respect,” Melissa says, 
adding that the lights shine down instead of up in 
order help keep Prescott a dark-sky community.

Many hold the flag in such high esteem that it 
can be a real estate selling point. Flags Galore N 
More has heard about previous customers who 
planned to take their flagpoles with them when 
they moved, but then left them behind at the 
buyers’ request. 

Flags Galore N More sends a number of smaller 
interior flags to state and county agencies such as 
the VA, Arizona Pioneers Home, U.S. Forest Ser-
vice, fire departments and courtrooms. About half 
of Flags Galore N More’s business is commercial, 
including advertising banners and custom flags. 

“Our goal is to have every flag in this town have 
our name on it, and we are pretty close,” Robert 
laughs. “If you can fly it, we try to have it.”

SALUTING THE FLAG
Community pride 
flies high with 
banners and flags

Flags Galore & More
1701 N. Emerald Dr. H 928-708-9283

PRESCOTT, AZ H CORNER OF HWY 69 & DIAMOND DR
M-F 10am-5pm H Sat 10am-2pm H www.betterflags.com

FLAGS & FLAGPOLES H CUSTOM FLAGS 
MILITARY FLAGS H GARDEN FLAGS H ADVERTISING FLAGS

LOCALLY 
OWNED & OPERATED 

SERVING YAVAPAI COUNTY

We carry a variety of Windsocks and Wind Spinners 
We have solar lights for proper flag lighting

We Install and Repair

H H H H H H H H H HH H H H H H H H
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A
rborists specialize in the care of individual trees. They 
are knowledgeable about the needs of trees and are 
trained and equipped to provide proper care. Hiring an 
arborist is a decision that should not be taken lightly. 

Proper tree care is an investment that can lead to substantial 
returns. 

Well cared-for trees are attractive and can add considerable value to your 
property. Poorly maintained trees can be a significant liability. Pruning or re-
moving trees, especially large trees, can be dangerous work. Tree work should 
be done only by those trained and equipped to work safely in trees.

Services That Arborists Can Provide

PRUNING

An arborist can determine the type of pruning necessary to maintain or 
improve the health, appearance, and safety of trees. Pruning techniques 
include removing limbs that:
• INTERFERE with utilities or structures
• OBSTRUCT streets or sidewalks 
• ARE DEAD, weak, or decayed and pose unacceptable risk 
• ARE DISEASED or insect-infested 
• HAVE BEEN DAMAGED by storms 
•  WILL INCREASE LIGHT penetration and reduce wind resistance 

within the canopy upon removal (thinning)
Other pruning techniques are used to maintain proper structure in young 

trees, improve tree shape or form, and reduce the likelihood of future damage 
during storm events.

Why 
Hire an 
Arborist?

SOLUTIONS

 PLANT HEALTH CARE PROGRAMS 

Arizona Community
Tree Council ,Inc. 

www.RRSPlantHealthCare.com

PLANT HEALTH
 CARE

INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT

IRRIGATION       LIQUID SOIL INJECTION 

IMPROVE SOIL FERTILITY AND PLANT HEALTH 

ROC# 239804
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Energy Star 
Certified Homes

NAHB Certified Green 
Professional (CGP)

928-776-0301 | office@prescottbuilder.com

"We're so glad we found RES! ank you 
for creating our dream home."

-John & Maggie, 2018

ROC201198

www.PrescottBuilder.com 

30 years building 
custom homes in Prescott.

WHY HIRE AN ARBORIST?

TREE REMOVAL

Although tree removal is a last resort, there are circumstances when it is 
necessary. An arborist can help decide whether a tree should be removed. 
Removal is recommended when the tree is:
• DEAD or dying 
• CONSIDERED an unacceptable risk 
• CAUSING an obstruction that is impossible to correct through pruning

EMERGENCY TREE CARE

• CROWDING and causing harm to other, more desirable trees
• TO BE REPLACED by a more suitable specimen 
• LOCATED IN AN AREA where new construction requires removal

Storms may cause limbs or entire trees to fall, often landing on other trees, 
structures, or cars. The weight of storm-damaged trees is great, and they can 
be dangerous to remove or trim. An arborist can assist in performing the job 
in a safe manner, while reducing further risk of damage to property.

PLANTING

Some arborists plant trees, and most can recommend species that are ap-
propriate for a particular location. The wrong tree in the wrong location will 
lead to future problems as a result of limited growing space, insects, diseases, 
or poor growth. 

OTHER SERVICES

Many arborists also provide a variety of other tree care services, including:
•  PLANT HEALTH CARE or preventive maintenance to keep trees in 

good health while reducing any insect, disease, or site problems

• FERTILIZATION and soil modification for improved tree health
• CABLING or bracing for added support to branches 
• SOIL AERATION to improve root growth 
• INSTALLATION of lightning protection systems 
• APPLICATIONS to manage certain insect and disease problems 

What Is a Certified Arborist?
An arborist by definition is an individual who is trained in the art and 

science of planting, caring for, and maintaining individual trees. ISA arborist 
certification is a nongovernmental, voluntary process by which individuals 
can document their base of knowledge. It operates without mandate of law 
and is an internal, self-regulating device administered by the International 
Society of Arboriculture. Certification provides a measurable assessment of an 
individual’s knowledge and competence required to provide proper tree care. 

Certification is not a measure of standards of practice. Certification can 
attest to the tree knowledge of an individual but cannot guarantee or ensure 
quality performance.

Certified Arborists are individuals who have achieved a level of knowledge 
in the art and science of tree care through experience and by passing a com-
prehensive examination developed by some of the nation’s leading experts on 
tree care. Certified Arborists must also continue their education to maintain 
their certification. Therefore, they are more likely to be up-to-date on the 
latest techniques in arboriculture. 

Developed by the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA), a non-prof-
it organization supporting tree care research around the world and dedicated 
to the care and preservation of shade and ornamental trees. For further infor-
mation, contact: ISA, P.O. Box 3129, Champaign, IL 61826-3129, USA.
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By Lisa Watters-Lain 
ARIZONA’S GARDEN GAL

T
he front yard of 
your house makes 
that important first 
impression. Most 

of us lean heavily on the 
shrub border and a couple 
trees to bring the land-
scape’s design all together. 
Interestingly, the front yard 
is often the sunniest spot in 
a landscape, and although 
vegetable gardens thrive in 
lots of sun we rarely install 
what is basically a working 
farm for all to see. With 
careful planning, edible 
plants can become part of a 
striking landscape.

“Hide them in plain sight” is the secret to a great-looking landscape that 
also adds to your harvest. Artichoke plants are the superstars of the front yard 
edibles. These attention-grabbing plants make a bold statement with their 
softball-sized purple flowers shown off against dramatic downy blue foliage. 

Eat Your YardApples • Apricot • Cherry • Nectarine 
Nuts • Peach • Pear • Plums

WattersGardenCenter.com
1815 Iron Springs Rd. Prescott, AZ • 928.445.4159

WARNING! 
Wildly Addictive!

Fruit Trees are so easy 
to grow locally if you 
know which varieties 
are best. At Watters we 

offer only hardy varieties 
that produce bushels of 
fruit right off the tree. 
Instantaneous mature 
specimens abound.

Voted BEST Garden 
Center 7 Years Straight!

Ken Lain
‘The Mountain 

Gardener’
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The designer in me likes the architectural structure 
of the whole plant, and as a perennial it comes 
back every year. If you like to eat artichokes, 
harvest the fruits before the color shows on the 
flower. Allow the artichokes to mature and bloom, 
and you provide family, friends and yourself an 
exuberant show!

Maximize the landscape impact by companion 
planting edible and non-edible plants in these 
showy combinations:

Sage & Succulents show well together. Rosy 
Afterglow Chicks and Hen look great when 
surrounded by sage, Salvia officinalis. This tricolor 
variety has a mouth-watering culinary flavor with 
year- round appeal as a contrast plant against 
succulents.

Thyme & New Zealand flax planted for 
impact. A mound of blue-green culinary thyme, 
Thymus vulgaris, softens the upright foliage of the 
stiffer New Zealand flax, Phormium. Thyme also 
works well when planted with yucca, agave, and 
upright native grasses. 

Purple Basil & Golden Thyme combine for a 
landscaper’s WOW! Golden lemon thyme is low 
growing with bright yellow leaves. When planted 
with ‘Red Rubin’ or ‘Siam’ basil the effect yells, 
“We know style!” Both bring great flavors to the 
kitchen. Although they look good in container 
gardens, try planting them directly into a driveway 
border.

EAT YOUR YARD
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EAT YOUR YARD

Tomatoes in the front yard? Yes! I like to 
use small-fruited tomatoes, especially the sweet 
100, yellow pears and golden sweet varieties. The 
clusters are extremely ornamental and their foliage 
doesn’t deteriorate at the end of the season like 
others. Plant tomatoes at the edge of raised beds 
and let them tumble over . . . very pretty. Plant to-

matoes in a large cobalt blue pot, growing through 
a solar yellow cage with pink wave petunias spill-
ing over the edges and you have a container garden 
that exhibits great taste, which tastes great. The 
style will be so stunning you can show it off right 
at the front door.

Many culinary herbs are direct descendants of 
our native plants and make for hardy landscape 

edibles. Low growing oregano, sage and creep-
ing rosemary knit the landscape together for a 
cultivated garden style. Most herbs are perennial 
and spread each year, so encourage them to grow 
throughout the landscape.

Mint makes a superior container plant, but I 
prefer planting it by the driveway, especially at the 
low side where rain naturally runs. Mint flourishes 
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under the extra moisture and its dense roots help 
prevent erosion. Chocolate mint can take over lush 
garden settings so if it gets too aggressive, run it 
over with the SUV. Go ahead, abuse that mint; it 
will still produce those wonderful chocolaty leaves 
perfect for summer party teas!

Watters 7-4-4 All Purpose Plant Food is the 
secret to great tasting edibles. Bring out the best 

flavors in the gardens with an application of this 
all natural food at six-week intervals starting in 
spring. Herbs and vegetables thrive under the care 
of this locally produced plant food.

Insects – do not care for the taste of herbal 
landscapes. In fact, herbs are companion plants in 
the vegetable garden to repel bugs. If you happen 
to spot huge green caterpillars on the tomatoes in 
mid-summer there is an easy organic solution that 
any sensible homeowners can use. Watters Thuri-
cide bug control knocks down summer insects, but 
is safe enough to use on all edible plants. It really 
works and is much safer to use around pets and 
people.

Trees can be your greatest source of food. Not 
only do fruit trees bloom in the spring, provide 
shade in summer, and deliver great fall colors, they 
deliver an abundance of food in the landscape. 
Friends, along with the local food bank, will 
welcome the leftover harvest you simply cannot 
use. Or, dust off the canning supplies and use the 
entire bounty.

Some edibles develop better flavor with a 
bit of shade, so take advantage of the irrigation 

already plumbed to tree wells. Crops like lettuces, 
kale, peas, nasturtiums, radishes, and cabbages 
thrive under shaded conditions and look great in 
contrast to a stark tree well.

Landscaping with ed-
ible plants is easy with a 
little help. Bring a photo, 
iPad or smartphone to 
Watters Garden Center 
and let one of the many 
horticulturalists help in 
the planning. They can 
also provide extra resourc-
es like the best planting 
techniques for the area, 
how to grow better toma-
toes, grapes and more. 

Until next issue, I’ll be helping local gardeners 
plant more edible plants here at Watters Garden 
Center.

LISA WATTERS-LAIN can be found 
throughout the week at Watters Garden 
Center, 1815 W. Iron Springs Rd. in Prescott, or 
contacted through WattersGardenCenter.com 
or FB.com/WattersGardenCenter. 
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Achieving the Best 
Ownership Experience

The Rise of Salt Water Hot Tubs and Spas
Almost all of us can say we have owned a hot tub, 

know someone who has a hot tub, or at the very 
least, have been in one at some point in time.  Any-
one who has experienced a hot tub for recreation, 
fitness, relaxation, or pain relief can certainly speak 
to the feelings of physical and mental wellness it can 
produce.  

With all the good that can come of a ritualistic 
and daily soak, what is the number one thing that 
holds people back from enjoying their personal oasis 
more often?

THE ANSWER IS SIMPLE, IT’S WATER�

If you are on the fence about getting a hot tub, 
or you haven’t been using yours as often as you’d 
like to, oftentimes it comes down to the somewhat 
daunting, but easily mastered issue of ongoing 
maintenance.

New and seasoned hot tubbers alike are now 
turning to one of the newer technologies to on the 
market to not only lessen their maintenance, but 
also enhance the hot tubbing experience: salt water 
hot tubs.

Just the sound of salt water is more appealing 
than manual dosing of bromine or chlorine.  The 
real question is: “How does salt water affect you 
differently than the fresh water used in standard hot 
tubs?”

Let’s start with the senses.  Saltwater has different 
properties than freshwater.  Salt helps to act as a 
natural sanitizer because it is a natural inhibitor to 
bacteria.  This unique property of saltwater means 
fewer additional chemicals needed in the water, 
such as stabilized chlorine or bromine.  With less 

chemical off-gassing from the tub, there is no harsh 
chemical smell that could cause irritated noses and 
eyes.  In fact, the smell is just plain pleasant to 
breathe in!

People also love the way saltwater feels on their 
skin.  You can feel the softness of the water.  Salt 
is actually a fairly common ingredient in many 
skincare products because of its ability to soften the 
skin, similar to a home water softener.

With saltwater clearly being the preferred choice 
for our senses, what about the actual maintenance?  
Since saltwater is generating naturally occurring 
sanitizer (chlorine) from the salt put in the water 
automatically, the amount of manual dosing is cut 
dramatically.  Which means less time maintaining, 
and more time soaking.

Finally, water changes become much less frequent.  
Due to regenerating sanitizer from what is in the wa-
ter, combined with not manually dosing that often, 
salt water hot tubs only need to be drained once a 
year.  This saves you not only time and money, but 
it also makes sure that we are good stewards of the 
world’s most precious natural resource, water.

Saltwater hot tubs are in a lot of ways viewed as 
the future of hot tub water care, similar to electric, 
self-driving vehicles.  There really is very little 
reason not to go with a saltwater hot tub outside 
of wanting a hot tub not capable of using this 
technology.  Whether you decide a saltwater water 
system is for you or not, you can most likely find a 
system that suits your needs and sensitivities best to 
make sure you get the most out of your hot tubbing 
experience!
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Wet winter could produce bumper crop of 
weeds without use of pre-emergent herbicides
By Sue Marceau

Surveying the landscape of your domain in the early spring could trigger 
remorse if you have not been applying pre-emergent herbicide biannually. 
By then, the precocious weeds common to the area probably will have begun 
popping up across your otherwise pristine yard. That would be when neigh-
bors might overhear a few choice words, as you fully realize the scope of the 
all-out weed pulling and root zapping ahead. 

You could avoid this rude awakening, and spend your free time enjoying 
your patio or deck over a favorite beverage, by simply calling a landscape 
professional early on. 

Typically, pre-emergent herbicide is applied once during the winter to 
prevent a spring weed bloom and again in summer prior to the monsoons, 
according to Josh Crothers, owner of Prescott Landscape Professionals. 

“Pre-emergent prevents unwanted weed growth in the formal landscape,” 
Crothers explained. “With the use of pre-emergent, we can focus on plant 
health, irrigation, fertilization, and proper horticultural practices versus just 
pulling weeds. Pre-treatment also helps to keep the formal landscape provid-
ing a neat and tidy appearance versus full of weeds and looking unkempt.” 

Spring often brings a bumper crop of weeds, but significant extra snow 
during the winter of 2018-2019 signals a potentially worse-than-usual mara-
thon ahead, experts anticipate. 

“With our wetter than normal winter, it is important to get your pre-emer-
gent down to stop weed growth,” advised Chris Welborn, owner of Prescott 
Tree and Weed Spray. “When applied properly, pre-emergent will eliminate 
the growth of weeds by preventing their germination. It should be applied 
twice a year in trouble areas. We recommend once in the February timeframe 
and another in summer, June or early July, as the monsoon starts.” 

Marc Vetere, president of Manzanita Landscaping, Inc., also predicts 
bumper crops of weeds and bugs because of the higher-than-average winter 
moisture. “Applying pre-emergent at the right times will really suppress the 
influx of weeds we will see. The main benefit will be less labor to control 
noxious weeds and keeping properties looking good year round.”

Welborn described the two most common types of pre-emergent: a granu-
lar product using a broadcast spreader, or a liquid sprayed through an applica-
tor tank, which could be handheld or larger. Crothers advised people to skip 
the organic versions, because he believes they have not yet shown success. 
Identify which types of weeds you are trying to control, Welborn said, so that 
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you can choose the correct pre-emergent product.
Timing of pre-emergent herbicide application 

also is important.
“Pre-emergent is most effective when it is wa-

tered into the soil,” Welborn said. “Thus, it is ben-
eficial to install the pre-emergent prior to a rain 
or snowstorm. It does not affect plants or weeds 
that have already germinated and started growing.” 
Pre-emergent needs about an inch of water after 
application to properly activate, Vetere said. 

While treatments can be completed by a home-
owner or other non-professional, area landscapers 
suggest that having an expert on hand might be 
more advantageous in working with chemicals, 
dodging damage to other plants, and optimizing 
the timing and precision of applications. 

Hire a licensed contractor who employs some-
one with the proper State of Arizona herbicide 
applicator’s license, Crothers recommended. “This 
way you are using professionals who follow ap-
propriate practices and safety procedures.” Vetere 
agreed.

Homeowners who prefer applying chemicals 
themselves should follow product instructions. 
Never spray on windy days. Don’t apply herbicides 
anywhere near any plant with flowers, even clover 
and dandelion, because it will then kill pollinators 

such as bees and butterflies that feed on those 
flowers, and pollinator populations already are 
struggling. The average gardener should use the 
granular product because it can be washed off 
easier than the spray, Vetere said. 

Be especially careful when applying pre-emer-
gent herbicides near lawn or garden areas where 
you want to grow other plants by seed, Wellborn 
warned. “Pre-emergent prevents germination of 
seeds,” he said. “It does not identify weeds versus 
desirable seeds.” 

Are pre-emergent herbicides safe around pets 
and people?

“It has not been proved or shown to be harmful 
to pets, so we truly advocate for its 
use,” Crothers said. “With regular 
applications, pre-emergent is a 
handy tool in the landscaper’s tool 
box.” However, Vetere cautioned, 
“As with any chemical, it’s good 
practice to keep humans and pets 
off the area until either the rain has 
soaked it in or it is hand-watered to 
get (the chemical) off the surface.” 
Be sure to ask for the names of the 
herbicides that your contractor is 
using, so you can research tempo-

rary precautions you might need to take with your 
family or pets. University of Maryland researchers 
found that herbicides rubbed off on pets and peo-
ple for as long as three days after application.

If you haven’t used pre-emergent on a regular 
basis and your property has lots of weeds, don’t 
expect instant results.

“Pre-emergent is most effective when used 
regularly over time,” Welborn said. “If a proper-
ty is infested with weeds, pre-emergent will not 
immediately eliminate them all. It takes regular 
applications to reach its ultimate benefit. Don’t 
expect all of your weeds to disappear after the first 
use.” 

MCK Woodworks
“Your Complete Design Center”

CUSTOM CABINETRY • APPLIANCES • COUNTERTOPS • FLOORING

928-445-0177
725 Sixth Street, Prescott, AZ 86301 • mckwoodworks.com
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SUMMIT JEEP 
COMPANY CAN 
CREATE YOUR 
DREAM JEEP

Jeeps just might be the most 
customizable vehicles in history; 
that’s one reason why so many Jeep 
lovers have been flocking to Summit 
Jeep Company in Prescott for Jeep 
modifications.

But that’s not the only reason. Summit Jeep Company Owner Jesse Wasil 
and his employees are passionate about their Jeeps, and they truly believe that 
Jeeps represent a lifestyle.

“There’s a sense of freedom in a Jeep – top off, doors off,” Jesse related. 
“It’s an escape…that can get us out in this beautiful country and get us enjoy-
ing the moment.”

Summit Jeep offers custom builds, repairs and maintenance for Jeeps, 
and it sells parts and accessories. Summit specializes in creating the Jeeps of 
customers’ dreams.
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SHOP

PRESCOTT
start here.

“We do pretty much bumper to bumper,” Jesse 
said.

Adding to the lifestyle mindset, his busi-
ness even organized the Summit 4x4 Club that 
conducts monthly back-road excursions, plus 
quarterly training seminars about how to properly 
use everything from a winch to a high-lift jack. 

All types of off-road vehicles are welcome to 
join the club, although you’ll always find Jesse in 
a Jeep.

“It’s like a community inside a community,” 
Jesse explained. “You’re like-minded, you have a 
sense of adventure.”

Jesse’s love of Jeeps goes way back to his Dad’s 

CJ5. His Dad also had other makes – Jesse learned 
to drive in an old blue Highboy F-250 – but Jesse 
gravitated to the Jeep.

“We never drove stock vehicles,” Jesse said. 
“And the Jeep just had that extra level of cool.” 
Growing up in Prescott, he loved the frequent 
backcountry adventures with his family, and he 
loved getting a ride to school in the CJ5 because it 
was super loud and lifted. 

“There’s a lot of things on Jeeps you can 
customize,” Jesse said, whether you own a “Mall 
Crawler” that frequents pavement more than dirt 
or a “Rock Crawler” that spends more time on the 
dirt. 

DREAM JEEPS

“Jeeps are 

really, really 

good at off-

roading.”
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“Jeeps are really, really good at off-roading,” Jes-
se said. People into that kind of ride generally cus-
tomize with a lift kit, larger wheels and tires, and a 
rugged bumper with a winch, at the minimum.

“The winch is like having a buddy with you,” 
he noted. Back-up cameras also are common 

requests because lifted wheels can obstruct views.
Many of his customers customize much, much 

more. For example, a retired military customer 
modified his 2008 Jeep JK 2-door with a 4-inch 
lift kit, custom wheels, 37-inch mud terrain tires, 
custom bumpers, tow winch, door and mirror 

skins, Fab Fours front and rear fenders, soft top, 
roof rack, four light bars, 10 light pods and col-
or-changing rock lights.

Jesse started selling Jeep parts about a decade 
ago, and soon his brother Colton joined in. 

“I’m passionate about the outdoors and 
off-roading,” Colton said. His sales background 
was another huge plus.

People started asking the Wasil brothers to 
install what they sold, so they opened a shop. Now 
they’re looking for a second location to add more 
room for lifts, but they’re keeping their current 
highly visible spot at the corner of Sheldon and 
North Pleasant in Prescott. Clearly, there is a 
strong demand for their services.

“There are so many trails everywhere,” Colton 
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DREAM JEEPS

observed. “I think that’s why Prescott is such a 
great town for the off-road community.” 

Colton has no doubt that Jeeps are the most 
customizable vehicles out there.

“It’s so endless with Jeeps,” he said. “You can 
make it into your personality.”

Jeeps were invented back in WWII for the U.S. 
military and its allies, and with the end of the war 
the CJ (Civilian Jeep) was born. A new model 
comes out about every decade. The brand new 
Gladiator model is generating excitement because 
it’s the first Jeep pickup since 1993. It features 

removable doors and a fold-flat windshield.
Jesse drives a 1995 Wrangler YJ with an 8-inch 

lift, 37-inch tires, lockers in the front and rear, 
LED light bars, winch, aftermarket bumpers and 
roof rack. Colton has a 2013 Wrangler Rubicon 
2-door with a 3.5-inch lift kit, 37-inch tires, cus-
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tom bumpers, winch and LED lighting.
Their Summit 4x4 Club treks all over Arizona 

and beyond, including a Colorado trip on Aug. 
30-Sept. 6, 2019. Recent monthly trips ranged 
from the Sedona Red Rocks to the challenging 
back road that runs from Lake Pleasant to Crown 
King.

Their friend George McClenahan generally or-
ganizes the monthly trail rides. One of his favorite 
routes runs along Turkey Creek south of Cleator. 
These experienced off-roaders enjoy helping new 
enthusiasts and always have their backs on the 
rides. They carry communication equipment 
alongside extra water, tire repair kits and spare 
parts.

“When we go out with the group, if you don’t 
have it, somebody else does,” Jesse said. Recently, 
for example, they noticed smoke coming off 
someone’s Jeep and discovered a strut was rubbing 
on a tire. They used ratchet straps to re-center the 
axle. 

The Wasils also enjoy participating in charity 
events, such as Jeep’s “Go Topless Day” on May 
18, 2019, to benefit local Jeep clubs’ non-profits 
of choice. The topless vehicles paraded around 
Prescott and then toured the Thumb Butte Loop 
before concluding with games and a barbecue. 

You’ll also see Summit Jeeps in the Prescott Fron-
tier Days parade.

Jesse and his high school sweetheart wife have 
three daughters who often join the rides, too. As 
you can guess, “All my daughters are learning how 

to drive a stick shift.”
For a list of upcoming Summit 4x4 Club events, 

go to the club’s Facebook page or SummitJeep-
Company.com, or send an email to Summit4x-
4Club@gmail.com.
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T
he lyrics from the classic 1945 melody, “Let it snow! Let it snow! Let 
it snow!” romanticize the magic of soft, white flakes that glisten as 
they fall across the landscape.

The beauty of this snowy blanket fades, however, when people 
must confront the white accumulation on driveways and sidewalks. These 
surfaces quickly become slick, posing slip-and-fall risks. Soon enough it’s time 
head for the snowblowers, plows, shovels and deicing products to clear the 
slippery areas, until the sun breaks through the clouds and naturally melts the 
piles of snow and ice.

One person with expertise in dealing with icy concrete driveways and 
sidewalks is Brian Peterson, owner of Diversified Concrete Crafter’s Inc. in 
Prescott Valley. He is ready with advice about the use of deicers and he has 
valuable information about concrete sealers, which act as barriers to harmful 
moisture on exterior concrete areas. 

Despite its overall stamina, concrete can be adversely affected by moisture. 
To avoid ice and snow damage to concrete surfaces, sealing the concrete is an 
“insurance policy, so to speak,” Peterson said. As the recommendation to seal 
concrete on Diversified Concrete Crafter’s website says, “Don’t be a victim of 
winter moisture/freeze/thaw cycles.”

When people contemplate sealers for their driveways and sidewalks, it is 
important to figure out what they want to achieve, Peterson said. “Sealers 
have more qualities than just protection,” he said. “Some protect better than 
others. Some are permanent, and some are not permanent.”

Unlike permanent sealers, non-permanent sealers have aesthetic and en-
hancement features such as a surface sheen, he said. And color can be added 

to non-permanent sealers. This might appeal to people who are interested 
in the look of their concrete, accepting the fact that non-permanent sealers 
have a life span of just one to 10 years. Permanent sealers have much longer 
durability, making them less costly in the long run, Peterson said. 

Grey concrete will still look gray under permanent sealers, but both types 
can be used over concrete that has been stained. While a do-it-yourselfer 
might want to tackle a sealing project, it may be wiser to consult a profession-
al to do the work, he added. 

Once the driveway and walkways are protected with a sealer, Peterson 
offers tips on the use of deicers on both sealed and unsealed concrete. Bear in 
mind, however, that sealed concrete has that built-in protection.

Peterson advised against using sodium chloride (rock salt) as a deicer be-
cause it can erode concrete. Other commercial deicers are readily available in 
home improvement stores and other retailers. These products are safe to use, 
he said, but he offers some precautions. They can be corrosive to concrete 
too, he said, so be careful when applying them to unsealed concrete. Before 
using, read the manufacturers’ directions about how much to use; the less the 
better. Wear gloves when spreading deicers.

Beyond this basic advice, “Deicers should be used only to facilitate the 
removal of ice,” he said. Don’t just dump the deicer on the snowy concrete 
areas and leave. That’s asking for corrosive damage. “Remove the snow prior 
to ice developing. Get it completely off the concrete,” he advised. 

Tips on using deicers & protecting concrete

New Homes • Remodeling/Additions
Decks & Repairs and much more

Branson and Branson is one of Yavapai County’s foremost home builders and 
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When you think of ironworkers, 
you might picture the iconic 1932 
“Lunch atop a Skyscraper” photo of 
11 ironworkers eating lunch while 
sitting relaxed on a steel beam 69 
floors up the 30 Rockefeller Plaza in 
Manhattan.

You might now be curious about whether Yavapai County, completely de-
void of skyscrapers, even needs ironworkers. The answer is a resounding yes. 
Yavapai County and Arizona are home to some super qualified, specialized 
and safe ironworkers who walk the beams and construct both commercial 
and residential projects. 

The construction industry trades have always been among the backbones 
of building America, and the ironworkers are an integral part of those trades. 
A structural/ornamental ironworker fabricates and erects (and dismantles) 
the structural steel framework of pre-engineered metal buildings, single and 
multi-story buildings, towers, wind turbines and bridges. 

The local industry includes Steel Erection and Maintenance, Inc. a 
family-owned company in the Prescott region since 2004. Jim Crawford is 
the operations manager. He basically grew up in the construction industry, 

STEEL ERECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
helps keep ironworker demand high
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prompting him to start building towering toy 
structures at the tender age of 2. Since Jim started 
working for his mother and father 25 years ago, 
he and his team have helped the region grow by 
constructing numerous structures’ frames from the 
foundation up to the steel crowns.

Jim’s father, Steel Erection and Maintenance 
President Jack Speer, now age 76, is still working 
every day from the corporate offices in Kingman. 
Jack started his career in California in 1961 with 
Prefab Erectors, Inc., which was founded by his 
then father-in-law Harry Schlitz and is still in op-
eration today by a third generation of family. Har-
ry opened an office in Phoenix in 1971 which Jack 
operated. In 1977 Prefab moved out of Arizona 
and Jack remained and founded Steel Erection & 
Maintenance in 1977. Jack’s wife Nora is believed 
to be the first female steel erector in Arizona’s his-

tory. Nora is now semi-retired, however she does 
go into the office each day. When the company 
started, Nora was working in the field alongside 
the men, moving and erecting steel. If the office is 
slow and a bundle of steel needs to be moved, you 
can still find Nora on the forklift. Jack’s brother 
Jim Speer, who is currently retired but worked as a 
foreman for 42 years, was also fundamental in cre-
ating the business from scratch and growing Steel 
Erection and Maintenance into the large company 
that it is today. 

“Dad will retire eventually, and my sister Tawny 
Charlesworth and I look forward to assuming the 
responsibility and continuing the family bond 
and tradition of being a steel-loving company,” 
Jim said with pride about his family’s heritage of 
steel erectors and builders. “Almost everyone in 
the family is involved in one way or another. My 

sister Tawny runs the main office her husband Jeff 
is a foreman and crane operator, and Cousin Don 
Crawford, Lead Foreman, has been with us for 
37 years and Tawny’s brother mike Tippett is the 
welder. From sons to grandsons and nephews the 
company is held steadfast by family. “It’s a business 
with strong family ties.” Steel Erection and Main-
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tenance has employees 
that have become 
family by their loyalty 
and decades of service. 
Frank Knippenberg and 
Danny Christensen both 
are 20-plus years with 
the company and Duke Gerdes, an employee from 
1979 to 2010, to this day is deeply missed.

The crew works all over Arizona with offices 
in Phoenix, Prescott and Kingman. The compa-
ny has several thousand buildings under its belt, 
averaging around 100 per year. In Yavapai County 
some of those achievements include the Arizona 
Agribusiness and Equine Center charter school in 
Prescott Valley, Wolfe Publishing near the Prescott 
airport, Kohl’s in Prescott Valley and Prescott 

Honda dealership. The 
fact that Steel Erection 
and Maintenance was 
contracted to enlarge 
the 40,000-square-foot 
Printpack in Prescott 
Valley further shows it is 
a trusted company. The 
company’s website high-
lights some of its achievements including homes, 
churches, warehouses, industrial and commercial 
structures, bridges, hangers, agricultural buildings 
and roofing. Steel erection is the core of heavy-du-
ty construction and is one of the most demanded 
and growing trades in the industry.

“We build from the surface up,” said David 
Tomas, one of the lead work foremans of the 

organization. “We do 
everything from the 
framework to the sheet-
ing to the insulation; you 
name it, we do it.” 

Steel Erection and 
Maintenance’s largest 
project to date was a 500,000-square-foot insula-
tion plant in Phoenix, which the crew managed 
to erect and construct completely in 30 days – 
no small feat, especially during the dog days of 
Phoenix’s blistering summer heat. It was so hot 
that workers had to wear welding gloves to prevent 
burns from the hot steel.

“Realistically, the paperwork takes much longer 
than the erection of the buildings since it can 
take around six months before we even start,” Jim 
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related. “I work at the office. My focus is on the 
needs and wants of the customer, talking about 
the end result. The process of obtaining permits, 
adjusting to each city’s requirements, transporting 
materials from one site to another, and scheduling 
equipment and on-site special inspectors is critical 
to ensure a smooth project. The design phase is my 
favorite part of the project, because we can help 
the customer start from the ground up and see the 
end result.”

Overall employment of ironworkers is project-
ed to grow 13 percent from now through 2026, 
faster than the average for all U.S. occupations, 
according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
Companies in the U.S. currently employ more 
than 90,000 ironworkers. It’s a trade in demand, 
which means Steel Erection and Maintenance is 
currently hiring.

“We train from scratch,” said Donald Crawford, 
who has been a foreman for 35 years. “It doesn’t 
matter who you are, your size or where you come 
from. If you want to work hard and stay long 
term, we can train you. We need people with 
ambition; we need go power! You want to work, 
you’ve got a job.” His enthusiasm is contagious be-
cause he enjoys teaching and training new people. 
“The more they learn, the less I’ve got to do!” Don 

said with a grin. 
“The work is never boring; traveling and daily 

learning keeps them on their toes,” Jim said of 
ironworkers. Steel Erection and Maintenance takes 
pride in taking good care of its workers, he added, 
and one of its main focuses is to give employees 
at least 40 hours of work per week, maybe more 
depending on deadlines, as long as climate condi-
tions such as rain and snow stay at bay. 

“We have lots of fun at job sites,” Foreman Nick 
Tippet said. “I started in carpentry and moved 
into steel, which I had zero knowledge about 
at the time when I moved from Minnesota, so 
definitely anyone can learn. These guys have pretty 
much seen everything!”

Steel Erection and Maintenance strives to keep 
on top of industry standards by investing in new 
machinery and continual employee safety training, 
Jim said, and by using the latest technologies in 
safety gear and equipment. The company also has 
a reputation for quality and timeliness, he added. 

When asked about their top objective for the 
future, the unanimous one-word answer is “Ex-
pansion.”

“We want to open new branches in Arizona, 
while also increasing our fleet of equipment to 
reach more potential clients and increasing our 
profitability in all areas,” Jim said. With no sign 
of the industry slowing down any time soon, it’s 
likely the company’s goal will come true.

STEEL ERECTION AND MAINTENANCE
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New Construction Remodeling Landscape Cleanup

Dumpster Services
10-yard, 20-yard, 30-yard dumpsters available

Call for custom pricing.
928-779-6050
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Outdoor security systems 
have advanced in recent years

W
hen you think about how much your phone’s technology has 
changed in the last 5-10 years, you can pretty well imagine that 
outdoor security tech has changed as well. 

With a modern outdoor security system, it’s easier than ever 
to keep an eye on your home and everything around it. One customer of 
B&W Fire Security Systems in Prescott Valley even uses his outdoor camera 
to enjoy the view while he’s away, B&W Security Coordinator Kurt Lowe 
said.

“He’ll zoom in on the (Granite) Dells and watch the sunset,” Lowe related. 
“When he’s done, he’ll zoom back on his driveway.”

That customer has a camera that can pan, tilt and zoom. Others can be set 
up to pan left and right continuously, or follow a human or animal around by 
tracking their heat. Cameras can be linked together so a second camera picks 
up the heat track when it’s out of the first camera’s visual range.

Infrared has replaced the need for outdoor lights, said Jamie Aten, All West 
Fire Protection Systems manager, although some systems will briefly light up 
a person in your yard to get a better focus on their face.

The price for high-quality image definition has dropped noticeably in just 
the last three or four years, Lowe added. A basic camera with IR lighting can 
see 75-100 feet, while the top-quality cameras can see 400 feet out.

Both B&W and All West can design outdoor security systems that connect 
to smartphones, so people can check out the view from their cameras or 

laptops at any time. The phones can even be hooked up to doorbells so 
homeowners can “answer” the door from afar using two-way audio. 

People can buy systems with Wi-Fi cameras so if they lack existing wiring 
in their house, they don’t have to worry about installing it, Lowe said. That’s 
another relatively new feature.

“It saves us lots of headache and saves customers a lot of labor” costs, Lowe 
said.

OFFICE
810 E. Sheldon St., Prescott, AZ 86301

928-445-1181
Monday - Friday, 8 am - 5 pm

LUBRICANT PLANT
11935 E. Wood Dr., Dewey, AZ 86327

928-759-0862
Monday - Friday, 7 am - 4 pm

Serving Yavapai County Since 1938

Arizona’s top distributor of TOTAL Lubricants
Heavy Duty Motor Oils | Hydraulic Oils | Grease

Food Grade Lubricants including Drip Oils

EQUIPMENT
Tanks for Lubricants and Fuel | Meters | Pumps | Hoses | Nozzles

CALL TO DISCUSS
Free Oil Analysis | Free Waste Oil Pick UP | Zero Drum Deposits

Same Day Next Day Delivery
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OUTDOOR SECURITY ADVANCES

New homes often already feature PoE (Power over Ethernet) that allows 
a single cable to provide both data connection and electric power to various 
devices, Aten noted. 

In general, outdoor security systems are more cost effective and user 
friendly than they were several years ago, Aten said. For example the cost of a 
terabyte of storage has dropped quite a bit, so people can avoid the monthly 
fees with Cloud storage and instead record with an NVR (network video 
recorder) directly to a storage device. 

WHY BUY OUTDOOR CAMERAS

Outdoor security systems can be set up in a multitude of ways, depending 
on what homeowners want to see. Most commonly, people want to see all the 
home’s entry points, experts said. They’ll check on them while away or simply 
pull out their phone if they hear a noise from their beds and don’t want to get 
up to look, Aten said. Others want to focus on an area that’s been vandalized, 
keep an eye on their pets or swimming pool, or even record backyard wildlife 
to share online. 

“I’ve had every scenario you can think of,” Lowe said. 
“There’s a solution for almost anything anymore,” Aten added.
Some people also want to see what’s going on indoors, either to monitor 

a baby or make sure police are not being summoned to a false alarm. Some 
jurisdictions such as Prescott Valley require human or video verification that a 
crime or other emergency is occurring before police will respond to an alarm. 

“It helps cut down on false alarms and lets police know what they’re walk-
ing into,” Lowe explained. “Police love it. It solves all the ‘he said she said.’”

Local companies will monitor cameras for people who don’t want to 
bother with it. B&W offers to take over the monitoring on a temporary basis 

2957 N. SR. 89, Suite B, Prescott, AZ 86301

while people are on vacations, etc., Lowe said, noting that B&W doesn’t lock 
people into contracts. 

Both All West and B&W offer free consultations up front, then training 
on systems they install. 

Lowe and Aten have helped customers who previously tried to install their 
own outdoor security monitoring systems. While some people can do this, 
the technologically challenged among us are likely to have trouble connecting 
a wire from a camera to DVR, or connecting the entire system to a smart-
phone.

“A lot of people are disappointed with plug-and-play systems, or didn’t 
expect the work it takes to get things up and going,” Aten said. “We take it 
from start to finish.”

Aten and Lowe enjoy helping people make their homes secure, and they 
agree that automated home security devices now are so advanced that they 
can protect homes in amazing ways.
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Do you love opening up your house 
to spring breezes, but worry about 
unwanted creatures or people 
sneaking in with the fresh air?

Flimsy aluminum screen doors are a thing of the past; these days you can 
buy a screen door that keeps out even the tiniest of bugs. And secure screen 
doors don’t have to look like a prison doors with metal bars, either.

For the screen doors that combine quality and security with the best views, 
look for steel versus aluminum frames with colors that are powder coated 
instead of painted on. The screens should be woven stainless steel instead of 
fiberglass that’s easily ripped, or instead of perforated steel that blocks more 
than 80 percent of the airflow and blocks the view too. Structural grade 
aluminum perforated sheets offer a relatively new screen option that’s also 
made to be secure. Choose felt weather stripping around the outside of the 

You can have security 
and keep the view, too

door, instead of rubber or foam that 
falls apart.

Prestige Security Doors head-
quartered right here in Prescott of-
fers all these top-of-the line features.

“A properly built and installed 
security screen door will add curb 
appeal to your home while keeping 
your family safe when opening 
your main door,” explained Rob 
Hudson, co-owner of Prestige 
Security Doors with his wife Shaw. “It will let in the fresh air while keeping 
the bugs, lizards and snakes out of your home – and while keeping your pets 
safely inside.”

At his showroom in Prescott, Hudson puts an exclamation on his point by 
picking up a baseball bat and whacking it as hard as he can against one of his 
woven stainless steel screens. You have to look hard to see a slight dent. Steel 
hinges welded to the door create additional security, alongside solid brass 

ROB HUDSON demonstrates 
how a baseball bat is no match 
for a woven stainless steel 
screen. His Prestige Security 
Doors showroom in Prescott also 
features a stuffed dog and cat to 
let people know that teeth and 
claws are no match for his screen 
doors, either.

JOANNA DODDER NELLANS PHOTO
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D O O R S  &  G AT E S

Strength and Beauty in Every Detail

If you’re looking for strength, security, elegance, and beauty, 
our doors give you the best of everything: powder coated steel 
construction, unbreakable woven stainless-steel mesh screen, 
custom sizing and professional installation. Our custom-built 
iron courtyard gates offer beauty and class to your walkway 
or garden. All our products are manufactured locally with only 
the highest quality materials and a lifetime warranty.

PRESTIGESECURITYDOORS.COM • 600 EAST SHELDON ST. PRESCOTT, AZ • (928) 541-7900 • ROC #229454
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SECURITY AND VIEW, TOO

handles and dead bolt locks.
Another showroom door features a stuffed 

dog and cat to emphasize how even the brattiest 
canines and felines can’t chew or scratch their way 
through one of the screens on Prestige doors.

“We wanted to create the perfect screen door,” 
Hudson explained. Control of the process is 
important to keeping such a promise, so Prestige 
designs, measures, fabricates, installs and services 
all its doors.

The idea to open their own security screen door 
company came to the Hudsons when Rob was 
working at a nationwide box store. He and Shaw 
thought it would be a part-time gig but before 
long, it turned into a full-time business with their 
own Prescott manufacturing site and showrooms 
in Prescott, Cottonwood and Lake Havasu City.

The Prestige crew starts by helping customers 
design the door, including French double doors. 
Customers can choose from a wide range of 
designs, from a Victorian style to a cutout of a 
local landmark such as Thumb Butte or Cathedral 
Rock. Others bring their own designs that feature 
everything from saguaros to bears. Some even 
want matching gates and mailbox posts. 

“We can cut out anything and put it on the 
door,” Hudson said. Powder-coat finishes come in 

a variety of colors, 
too.

Prestige imme-
diately schedules 
a home visit to 
measure the door 
opening, then creates 
a custom fit door. 
Prestige doors are measured to 1/16th of an inch.

Customers also can purchase removable glass in a 
weather-stripped frame to convert their screen door 
to a storm door during colder months. It keeps 
out cold winter air but still invites sunshine during 
the day, then at night it adds a second layer of 
insulation when the solid front door also is closed. 

Prestige always uses 1/8” tempered safety glass.
Hudson said customers end up saving hundreds 

of dollars annually on cooling bills because they 
can leave solid doors open all day and night during 
the warmer months while feeling secure.

Prestige’s lifetime warranty covers all parts and 
labor.

ROB HUDSON 
shows off some of 
his Prestige Security 
Doors in his Prescott 
showroom.

JOANNA DODDER 

NELLANS PHOTO

“We wanted 

to create 

the perfect 

screen door.”
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We’re on the job, keeping you connected at work, at home and to what matters most. Others 

count on you; you can count on us. When storms hit, we work to restore power quickly, even 

fixing problems before they happen. And we’re constantly advancing Arizona’s clean energy 

future with 10 large-scale solar plants across the state and innovative battery storage to make 

solar available after dark. Night or day, we’re here, working 24/7 to keep Arizona on.

Keeping Arizona On
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“If you build it, they will come” is 
a popular saying because it applies 
to numerous situations – including 
pollinator gardens.

Pollinators such as bees and monarch butterflies are struggling because of 
issues such as widespread habitat loss and pesticide use, but people can help 
reverse their decline by collectively adding pollinator-friendly habitat on their 
own little patches of property.

“If everyone would do a little bit in their yard, it would make a huge dif-
ference,” said Gail Morris, coordinator for the Southwest Monarch Study that 
researches the breeding and migration patterns of monarchs in the Southwest 
U.S. “We can all do something, but none of us can do it all.”

Helping one pollinator such as the monarch basically helps all pollinators, 
because they all need nectar plants and they all face similar challenges. Along 

with bees and butterflies, other 
pollinators include birds, bats, 
lizards, moths, and even the lowly 
beetles, ants and wasps. Monarch 
populations have dropped to the 
point that they are being considered 
for the U.S. endangered species list. 
So they need help in our gardens now more than ever.

“Monarchs don’t know these are private homes,” Morris said. “Public lands 
are important, but what homeowners do is just as important.”

A recent boost in the eastern U.S. monarch population offers a reminder 
that they can rebound quickly with the help of favorable weather conditions 
that produce an abundance of flowering plants and milkweed; but unfortu-
nately the Western population has plummeted by approximately 97 percent 
since the 1980s at their major overwintering sites in California, from 4.5 
million to fewer than 30,000. And 2018 was especially bad because of a 
widespread lack of precipitation.

Plentiful winter rains throughout the Southwest could help fuel a resur-

THE CITY OF PRESCOTT’S 
Watson Woods, which includes 
large swaths of sunflowers, is an 
official Monarch Waystation.

JOANNA DODDER NELLANS PHOTO

Creating a 
place for 
pollinators
By Joanna Dodder Nellans
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CREATING A PLACE FOR POLLINATORS

gence of monarchs in 2019, however.
“I have a lot of hope about this year’s migration,” Morris said – especially if 

more people plant pollinator gardens.
Besides enjoying the beauty of the pollinators, why should humans care? 

About three-fourths of the more than 240,000 species of Earth’s flowering 
plants need pollinators, and they help produce one-third of the food that 
humans eat, according to the Pollinator Partnership. They carry pollen from 
the male to female parts of plants to produce seeds, fruit and their next 
generation.

HOW TO CREATE YOUR GARDEN

The Southwest Monarch Study website at swmonarchs.org features a 
wealth of information about how to create a pollinator-friendly yard. Plant 
native milkweed for “host plants,” where monarchs lay their eggs because it’s 
the only plant that monarch caterpillars eat. Install nectar plants that flower 
in stages from spring to late fall, so monarchs can stop and refuel on their 
long spring and fall migrations. Monarchs also seek out trees and shrubs for 
temporary protection from foul weather and the sun. Some kind of water 
source rounds out the perfect pollinator garden.

Southwest Monarch Study re-
search associates Cathy Palm-Gess-
ner, her husband Bob and other 
local volunteers give away milk-
weed and nectar seeds and/or sell 
seedlings at a variety of events in the 
Prescott region. They include the 
annual Earth Day celebration on 

VOLUNTEERS SELL milkweed 
at the annual Monsoon Madness 
plant sale in Prescott sponsored 
by Yavapai County Master 
Gardeners. Monarch caterpillars 
eat only milkweed.

JOANNA DODDER NELLANS PHOTO
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the Yavapai County Courthouse Plaza (Sunday closest to April 22), the an-
nual Highlands Center for Natural History annual spring Grow Native Plant 
Sale (May 4-5 in 2019), and the Monsoon Madness Plant and Yard Sale (July 
13 in 2019) sponsored by the Yavapai County Master Gardeners. Research 
has shown that pollinators prefer native plants.

“We need people to plant fall nectar plants that are still blooming until the 
frost,” Palm-Gessner emphasized. Because of the record dry weather in 2018, 
monarchs arrived in Prescott about a month later than usual on their fall mi-
gration, Palm-Gessner said. And because of climate change, the fall migration 
and first frost are likely to continue arriving here later and later. The monarch 
migration season generally ends with the first frost, although monarchs can 
survive a frost if they have good tree cover until the temperature climbs back 
to about 55 degrees so they can fly away. Southwest Monarch Study volun-
teers in Prescott saw a monarch in December last year after multiple freezes, 
Palm-Gessner said.

Rabbitbrush, aka chamisa, is a huge attractant to pollinators in the fall. 
Stop by the Adult Center of Prescott in the fall and you will generally find 
monarchs and bees feeding on the brightest rabbitbrush plants. Native to Ari-
zona, these hardy bushes that bloom yellow throughout the fall also are found 

all over the Prescott National Forest 
grasslands since they are native to 
Arizona.

Monarchs and other pollina-
tors are attracted to flat-topped or 
clustered flowers with short flower 
tubes. They love large splashes of 
colors including red, yellow, orange, 
pink and purple.

Milkweed species native to the 
Prescott area include antelope horns (aka spider), horsetail, butterflyweed and 
showy. They generally require full sun. Host plants for other local butterflies 
include Arizona rosewood and chokecherry for the two-tailed swallowtail, Ar-
izona’s majestic official state butterfly; hollyhocks and mallows for the painted 
lady; and oak trees for the Arizona sister.

Including host plants in your garden means more butterflies will hang out 
there in search of mates or the perfect spot to lay their eggs. Host plants also 
mean you’re likely to see butterflies move through their amazing metamor-
phosis.

Butterfly experts warn against the use of pesticides because they kill pol-
linators and their larvae. Instead, rely on natural predators. Note that many 
plant nurseries and/or their growers use systemic or topical pesticides on their 
plants, so ask employees about this.

YES, THEY WILL COME

If you do all this, somehow monarchs will find your yard, no matter how 
small. It may happen the first year, or it might take a few more.

“But once monarchs find a place, they keep coming back year after year,” 
Morris said. Along with the mysteries surrounding monarchs’ long migra-
tions, humans are still trying to figure out how successive generations find the 
same yards year after year. The late entomologist Lincoln Brower theorized 
that previous monarch visitors leave pheromones. 

Morris finds nothing more peaceful and tranquil than her pollinator 
garden in the Valley of the Sun. She also finds that her plants help cool the 
air. And of course, she feels happy knowing that she is doing what she can 
to help amazing pollinators.

“We’re all living in this world together,” she observed. “How do we make a 
place for each other?

SOUTHWEST MONARCH 
STUDY Research Associate Cathy 
Palm-Gessner places a tiny tag 
on a monarch butterfly that she 
caught in Prescott. The tags help 
SMS research where Arizona 
monarchs migrate.

JOANNA DODDER NELLANS PHOTO

CREATING A PLACE FOR POLLINATORS
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CREATING A PLACE FOR POLLINATORS

MONARCHS ARE MYSTERIOUS, graceful and beautiful. It’s no 
wonder that approximately 23,000 people across North America and 
250 in Arizona have created official Monarch Waystations to help 
them survive their amazing migration.

MONARCHS CARRY OUT the second-longest insect migration 
route on Earth. On their 3,000-mile journey from Canada to Mexico 
(or up to 1,000 miles for the Western monarch), they can fly 15 mph 
as high as 10,000 feet above the ground and cover 200 miles daily. 
Researchers still aren’t sure how they navigate along this challenging 
journey. But they know that monarchs need plenty of waystations 
along the way. 

TO LEARN HOW to earn your Monarch Waystation sign, go to 
Monarch Watch’s website at MonarchWatch.org. There is no minimum 
area requirement.

IF YOU WANT to go to the next level to help the iconic monarchs, 
your next step could be to report any sightings to the Southwest 
Monarch Study on its website. In recent years, volunteers have 
reported more than 1,000 monarch butterfly and larvae sightings in 
Prescott annually, reports Cathy Palm-Gessner, Southwest Monarch 
Study research assistant. 

YOU ALSO CAN help Southwest Monarch Study tag monarchs to 
aid research about where Western monarchs fly on their migrations. 

Prescott volunteers tag 
hundreds each year. People 
have spotted tagged monarchs 
overwintering everywhere 
from the Valley of the Sun to 
the California coast.

SOUTHWEST MONARCH 
STUDY’S website features an action plan about how to help 
monarchs, after researchers and volunteers counted the fewest 
number of monarchs in recorded history overwintering along the 
California coastline this past winter.

Monarch Waystations earn official signs

A MONARCH FEEDS on chamisa 
(rabbitbrush) in Prescott after 
being tagged and released 
by Southwest Monarch Study 
volunteers.

JOANNA DODDER NELLANS PHOTO
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W
ater, Arizona’s precious but elusive commodity, can be wisely 
managed to enhance anyone’s yard when they plan out conser-
vation strategies and take advantage of some simple modern 
technologies.

Local experts on the topic, Chris Welborn of Vicente Landscaping and 
Marc Vetere of Manzanita Landscaping, each have years of well-researched 
information to impart when people ask questions about the vegetation on 
their property and how to take care of it with tools that conserve water.

Since no two properties are alike, 99 percent of his company’s consulta-
tions take place in the field so he can look at properties in person, Welborn 
said. 

One misconception he dispels is the misinterpretation of the term 
“xeriscape” (pronounced “zeroscape”). Xeriscape does not mean a plantless, 
barren landscape, but rather one that features trees, shrubs and plants that are 
adapted to the local landscape so they do not require a lot of water. 

Before digging holes for anything, lay out a waterwise landscape plan that 
features each tree, shrub and plant group, Welborn advised. Know their water 
and sun requirements. Then arrange them in the right places by being aware 

of the location of sunny and shady areas. This helps ensure that trees and 
shrubs will thrive.

“Think about this before you begin,” he said. “Some plants and trees 
require more water in the hot part of the day, whereas some would not. Some 
plants would require more water in the hot sun than if planted in the shade. 
Consider your plants’ and trees’ locations.”

Irrigation systems play a sustaining role in water conservation. “Smart 
irrigation controllers” are gaining mainstream use, Welborn said. They can 
adjust water cycles based on the temperature, weather, soil moisture, and time 
of year via Wi-Fi through computers and smartphones. 

“This is an easy way for you to control water in your irrigation system,” 
Welborn said.

Rain is inconsistent in Arizona, he noted, but there are ways to trap or 
harvest it for landscaping purposes.

“The most common method is what we call passive rainwater harvesting,” 
Welborn said. Essentially, this entails capturing rainwater from the roof or 
surface water on the ground and then channeling and diverting it to plants, 
trees and bushes. This passive system, which is driven by gravity, uses water 

It is easy as 1-2-3 to 
capture rainwater
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and does not store it. Another benefit of this process is that it minimizes soil 
erosion damage during heavy storms. 

Other rainwater harvesting systems will capture water and store it until 
people use it. The most common of these methods is to collect rainwater 
from the roof via gutters and downspouts connected to storage tanks. Each 
tank needs a filter to catch debris from the roof and gutters, and with that in 
place, the tank can be connected to the irrigation system. This is becoming 
popular among people looking for ways to save water during plentiful times 
such as the monsoon to use during later dry periods, Welborn said. The water 
storage tanks come in a variety of sizes and shapes, so choices depend on 
personal preferences.

Marc Vetere of Manzanita Landscaping offers similar advice to people who 
want to conserve water on their landscapes and store rain when it comes.

Manzanita also recommends planning in advance. Vetere advocates plant-
ing as much low-water-use vegetation as possible. Dig tree wells and basins 
around plants to capture water. Dig channels in the ground and line them 
with rocks, to divert rain toward the plants. Connect varying lengths and 

diameters of pipes to downspouts to carry water to trees and shrubs.
Then combine this with a drip irrigation system, rather than hand water-

ing. “This saves time and money,” he said. “You can dial in on water use.” 
Connect the irrigation setup to a rain sensor device to turn it off during 
weather events.

For turf irrigation, today’s sprinkler heads are more efficient than older 
versions. They are fairly easy to retrofit into an older existing irrigation con-
figuration, Vetere said. 

When people wonder about the efficiency of their existing irrigation 
systems, they can seek an audit to determine how much water should be used 
for the landscape’s vegetation, he added. 

Vetere frequently partners with Barnabus Kane, owner of Prescott-based 
Skywater Rainwater Collection Systems, who is a consultant and specialist on 
rainwater harvesting. He encourages people to look at his website at skywater-
arizona.com to learn more about the advantages of capturing rainwater.

With the help of such experienced landscapers, Yavapai County residents 
can do their part to conserve their beautiful rivers and underground aquifers.

CAPTURE RAINWATER1-2-3
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H
ave you ever been traversing the Arizona woods 
and stumbled upon people darting around under 
the trees with their eyes peeled on the ground and 
baskets in their hands?

If so, you’ve likely encountered folks who are on the hunt 
for wild, edible mushrooms. They might even be part of a 
“mushroom foray” organized by the Arizona Mushroom Society 
(AMS). Like the fungi they are seeking, new AMS members are 
popping up all over the state. AMS membership has mush-
roomed to nearly 400 people as interest in foraging for wild 
foods gains popularity throughout the country.

People tend to be surprised to hear that edible mushrooms are plentiful in the Copper State, 
especially out-of-staters who picture Arizona as only a desert landscape. But a delectable variety of 
mushrooms pop up as soon as annual summer monsoon rains have thoroughly soaked the soils, 
especially high in the conifer forests. A few appear at other times of the year after good soaking rains 
or flooding, too.

Close to home, edible mushrooms common in the Bradshaw Mountains south of Prescott include 
the puffball, bolete and sun Caesar. A wider variety can be found at higher elevations such as the 
Coconino National Forest around Flagstaff, the Mogollon Rim, and the White Mountains of eastern 
Arizona. Some such as the oyster mushroom grow on trees and dead tree trunks all the way down to 
lower elevations such as the Verde Valley and the riparian areas in Prescott. Oysters are among the 
few that can be cultivated and purchased in local grocery stores, too.

By Joanna Dodder Nellans

A HUGE LOBSTER 
MUSHROOM pushes its way 
through mud and ponderosa 
pine needles south of 
Prescott during last year’s 
plentiful monsoon, showing 
off its bright orange color.

JOANNA DODDER NELLANS 

PHOTO

FUNGI FASCINATION
THE INCREASING POPULARITY OF 
HUNTING THE WILY EDIBLE MUSHROOM
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THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL MUSHROOM

AMS President Mike Dechter remembers the 
first time he paid attention to fungi on the forest 
floor. He was a U.S. Forest Service wildland 
firefighter out on a New Mexico snag fire in the 
ponderosa pines one day after a generous monsoon 
rain.

“I see these giant Smurf-like mushrooms all over 
the place,” he related. A local retired firefighter 

told him they were edible Boletus (commonly 
called bolete or porcini mushrooms).

“That kind of blew my mind,” Dechter recalled. 
He’s been hunting and learning about mushrooms 
ever since that day about 15 years ago. That par-
ticular New Mexico/Arizona bolete recently was 
provisionally found to be a separate species called 
Boletus mottii, he added. Foragers call it a “choice” 
species because it tastes so good.

“Now I’m getting kind of nerdy,” laughed 
Dechter, an ecologist who works as a Coconino 
National Forest planner. Every year he makes a 
point to learn at least one new wild mushroom 
species. Last year AMS members chose him to be 
president.

“It’s a way for us to pool our resources,” he said 
of the AMS. “And you get to discover a whole 
new world that’s been around and you never paid 
attention to it.” 

The AMS sets aside membership fee money 
each year to help pay for some DNA testing on 
potentially new mushroom species, for exam-
ple. Dechter and other AMS members are even 
involved in helping to discover these new species 
through observation and then DNA testing, a 
process that is becoming more common with 
easier access to DNA testing and growing amateur 
interest. AMS member and amateur mycologist 
Terri Clements has helped discover numerous new 
species in the Southwest; she recently led the effort 
to discover and publish a species of Arizona morel 
mushroom called Morchella kaibabensis (black 
morel) that pops up the year after a wildfire. 

What is it that Dechter loves about these fungi 
that most people either ignore or kick down the 
hill for kicks?

“They’re so multidimensional,” Dechter said. 
He and other AMS members say they love the 
variety, and they’re not just talking about their 
fairy-like shapes, colors and hiding places. Mush-
rooms have a culinary aspect, educational aspect, 
and health and wellness aspect, Dechter related.

FROM DISREGARD TO OBSESSION

Chris May, the previous AMS president, grew 
up in the Groom Creek area south of Prescott 
where he saw plenty of mushrooms but generally 
considered them poisonous and unworthy of his 
childhood time.

May rediscovered fungi in a new light when he 
joined his father on a trip to England to see his 
father’s buddy from WWII – an Irish squadron 
leader with the Royal Air Force when May’s father 
was an RAF pilot (who trained in Arizona, btw). 
The Irishman had become wealthy by farming 
mushrooms and served some tasty ones at lunch. 
The Irishman’s son told May that the wild mush-
rooms out in their field were even better.

FUNGI FASCINATION

AN ARIZONA MUSHROOM SOCIETY 
member found these reishi mushrooms 

during an AMS foray. They’re not edible but 
they’re known for their medicinal qualities.

JOANNA DODDER NELLANS PHOTO

AN ARIZONA MUSHROOM SOCIETY 
member collected this tasty basket of boletes 
during a successful AMS foray.
JOANNA DODDER NELLANS PHOTO
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“I found that 
intriguing,” May 
recalled. Back at home 
in the Valley of the 
Sun, he conducted a 
bit of online research 
and found the Arizona 
Mushroom Club 
home page. Soon 
out on a 2011 club 
foray, club president 
and founder Chester 
Leathers helped May identify what we now call 
Boletus rubriceps (ruby bolete), a reddish-capped 
species that is plentiful in the high country of the 
Southwest.

“They were so delicious,” May recalled. “I just 
kept jumping in deeper and deeper.” A medical 
doctor and radiologist, he began studying fungi 
biology. As the first president of the non-profit 
AMS, he guided it toward a broader spectrum of 
interests such as cultivation.

“It became quite the obsession with me,” May 
related. “Maybe it’s just the really weird biology. 
Their reproductive cycle is way complex.” For 
example, some fungi species contain thousands of 
“sexes” or mating types, compared to just two for 
humans. The fan-shaped Schizophyllum com-
mune (split gill mushroom) features a mind-bog-
gling 23,000 sexual identities. It’s found locally in 

ARIZONA 
MUSHROOM 
SOCIETY foray 
leader Bill Warner 
holds up a bolete 
while helping foray 
participants identify 
the mushrooms they 
found.

JOANNA DODDER 

NELLANS PHOTO
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Verde Valley riparian areas and elsewhere; Dechter recently sent a specimen to 
a researcher for further study.

Mushrooms also are the closest form of life to animals, May related. The 
animal and fungi kingdoms share a common ancestor that branched away 
from the plant kingdom about 1.1 billion years ago.

LIFELONG INTEREST SPAWNS CLUB

Leathers founded the Arizona Mushroom Club back around 1987 when 
he was a microbiology professor at Arizona State University, after people kept 
calling his office asking questions about mushrooms and wondering if Arizo-
na had a statewide club. He served as club president for nearly three decades. 
The club name changed to Arizona Mushroom Society in 2015 when it 
officially became a non-profit corporation with a board of directors.

Leathers grew up hunting wild edible mushrooms around his Illinois fam-
ily farm, then studied at the University of Michigan under world-renowned 
mycology expert Alexander Smith, who authored nearly 200 articles and 
books including “The Mushroom Hunter’s Field Guide.” Leathers wrote his 
doctoral dissertation on mushrooms and has discovered new species.

“They just pop up in some of the darndest places,” Leathers observed. 
“And the morel is by far the best.” 
Perhaps the most famous genus of 
all in North America, the morel also 
is probably the most coveted, so it’s 
no surprise it’s Leathers’ favorite.

“They have a distinct flavor that 
I have not found with any other 
mushroom,” Leathers explained. 

FUNGI FASCINATION
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And they can hold that flavor for a 
decade when properly dehydrated 
and stored. While they occur in Ar-
izona, they’re more elusive here than 
some other parts of the country.

LET OTHERS 

SHOW YOU THE WAY

Leathers has taught literally hundreds of beginners how to identify Arizona 
mushrooms. Experts always advise novices to learn in the field directly from 
people who have already been identifying and eating a particular species. 
It’s risky to just pick up a book and try it on your own, because some edible 
mushrooms have similar-looking poisonous cousins. For example, the choice 
Amanita cochiseana (common name sun Caesar’s mushroom) is in the same 
genus as the Amanita phalloides (with the ominous common name of death 
cap mushroom). The European species called the Caesar’s mushroom was a 
known favorite of early rulers of the Roman Empire, hence its name. Arizona 
foragers knew the Amanita cochiseana by its European name of Amanita 
caesarea until DNA testing proved in 2015 that it is a separate local species.

The AMS conducts several mushroom forays every year, especially during 
August. The AMS also offers potlucks, cooking demonstrations, lectures and 
workshops on everything from dyeing cloth with mushrooms to growing 
mushrooms in your own backyard.

Yes that’s right, a small number of species can be cultivated in your garden 
and even indoors. Former AMS VP Bill Warner, for example, recently led a 
workshop helping people make their own oyster mushroom bags that they 
could take home to sprout fresh oysters for future dinners.

So next time you see those boring button mushrooms in the grocery store, 
think about how you could be picking and even growing your own tastier 
mushrooms for free. All it takes is a desire to get outdoors and a little help 
from your friends with mycological knowledge.

ARIZONA MUSHROOM 
SOCIETY President Mike Dechter, 
right, talks with AMS foray 
participants about what they 
found in the woods.

JOANNA DODDER NELLANS PHOTO
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CLUB SODA has many great cleaning 
applications and it doesn’t always have to be 
fresh. You can use up a leftover bottle.

CLUB SODA is my OOPS! “I can’t believe I 
spilled that.”

WHY DOES CLUB SODA WORK? 

THE SALTS in Club Soda keep things from 
staining and the carbonation bubbles up dirt 
and spots so they are easier to remove.

CLEAN PORCELAIN & STAINLESS STEEL

CLUB SODA is the 
perfect cleaning 
agent for porcelain. 
Clean with a soft cloth 
wrung out in the club 
soda and wipe dry to 
prevent water stains 
and spots. A micro fiber 
cloth is especially good 
for drying and buffing, 
Apply club soda to 
stainless steel with a 
micro fiber cloth and 
then buff.

CLEAN WINDOWS

COMBINE IN A SPRAY BOTTLE:
3 TABLESPOONS of lemon juice
2 CUPS of club soda
1 TEASPOON Cornstarch. 
SHAKE WELL prior to each use to keep the 
cornstarch mixed well. The cornstarch puts the 
shine on the windows. Spray and wipe.

REMOVE CLOTHING STAINS

POUR SELTZER/CLUB SODA on clothing 
stains and blot. For tougher problems, soak the 
area in club soda for an hour or so and then 
blot.

USE CLUB SODA TO REMOVE WINE STAINS� 

TO REMOVE a red wine stain from fabric or 
carpet, generously douse the fresh stain with 
club soda and gently blot (don’t rub) the stain 
with a clean cloth or pad of paper towels until 
it disappears. Club soda is slightly acidic, so 
be sure to flush the fabric or carpet with water 
once the stain is gone.

USE CLUB SODA TO WATER YOUR HOUSEPLANTS

CLUB SODA contains a slew of macronutrients 

essential to plant growth: carbon, oxygen, 
phosphorus, potassium, sulfur, and sodium. 
To perk up your houseplants, water them with 
club soda once a week, or spritz them with a 
club soda foliar spray.

USE CLUB SODA TO CLEAN UP PET URINE� 

IF YOUR PET had an accident on the carpet, blot 
up as much of the urine (or vomit) as possible 
with paper towels. Saturate the area with club 
soda, let it fizz until the bubbles subside, and 
blot again. Repeat until the stain is removed, 
and let the carpet air dry. If needed, clean the 
area with your favorite carpet spotter or enzyme 
product. Use an odor eliminator like ODORZOUT. 

USE CLUB SODA TO LOOSEN RUSTED NUTS 

AND BOLTS� 

IF YOU HAVE some stubborn nuts and bolts 
that have rusted on and no WD-40 on hand, 
pour some club soda over them and soak for a 
few hours. For items you can’t soak, wrap a soda-
dampened towel around the nuts and bolts and 
let it sit. The carbonation helps to bubble the 
rust away, loosening the bolts without requiring 
a lot of elbow grease on your part.

KEEP CLUB SODA IN YOUR TOOL KIT
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By Sue Marceau

W
himsical and romantic are not necessarily the first words that 
come to everybody’s mind when considering log homes, but 
they and Mother Nature are precisely what attract today’s 
buyers. 

“There’s a different type of feel to a log home,” describes Chris Moody, 
co-owner of Stoney Creek Builders, LLC. “If you’ve ever stayed in a solid 
mass structure, you know exactly what I mean. There’s a whole different feel 
when you shut the door. The logs absorb heat differently. It’s a very romantic 
type of building.”

Once Cupid slings the arrow, the motivation to have a log home becomes 
a “gotta have it.” Just ask Claire Clark, architect and principal of Arizona 
Natural Design, LLC. 

After owning a log home and working in the industry since 2011, Clark 
said she is convinced that “the only reason people buy log homes is because 
they feel they absolutely must have one. People just fall in love with them and 
nothing else will do.” 

Besides beauty, log homes also benefit from wood’s “thermal mass.” That 
natural phenomenon enables log walls to collect and store energy, then radi-
ate it back into the home. These and other advantages of log structures are 
identified by the Log and Timber Homes Council (LTHC) of the National 
Association of Home Builders. While drywall is cold to the touch, LTHC 

HAVE THE LOG 
HOME DREAM?
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asserts that wood retains heat and log homes 
typically boost energy efficiency by at least 15 to 
20 percent, or up to 30 percent when Energy Star 
standards are incorporated.

“It is exceptionally beautiful and warm to have 
the walls inside and outside all be wooden,” Clark 
noted. “Everybody nowadays wants something 
sustainable and natural, and that’s what a log 
home is. Normally, they have a lot of vaulted ceil-
ings and tall logs running through the space. They 
are very grand and very unique.” 

Moody first got into log home construction 
when he decided to extensively research the 
industry before building himself a log cabin in 
Williams. He spent hours arming himself with 
relevant knowledge and first-hand expertise, 
which he later parlayed into building log homes 
for clients. Although Moody ultimately sold that 
original log cabin, he and his business partner Bob 
Warren have since constructed more than 25 log 
homes over a dozen years.  

“A log home is a little more fun, a little more 
whimsical, a little more romantic” than alterna-
tive custom homes, explains Moody. While his 
business has stayed steady, the log home industry 
slowed somewhat during the recession as home-
owners lost equity in their primary residences and 

fewer were able to build second homes or cabins. 
Clark also witnessed that inevitable slowdown in 
what she describes as a “niche” market. 

CRITICAL UP-FRONT CONSIDERATIONS

From start to finish, a log home requires a 12 to 
18-month window to include design, permitting, 
approvals and the build, Clark said. Timing and 
construction are akin to a standard home, she 
explained, other than the fact that materials come 
in kits. 

“One challenge for consumers is that every 
company has different contents in their kits,” she 
explained. “That can be a little confusing. It really 
helps to have an architect involved to understand 
all the elements and how they fit together.”

Both local companies are familiar with varied 
models, kits, and materials supplied. LTHC 
identifies more than 17 tree species used in log 
and timber home construction. Each type offers 
variations in grain, pattern, color, timber diameter 
and length, thermal performance, and resistance 
to decay. A variety of fastening and sealant systems 
complement myriad corner styles and profiles to 
help create the dream home for each homeowner.

So many factors go into constructing and 
pricing log homes and each house is so individual, 

according to Clark and Moody, that both refrain 
from providing a generic dollar per square foot 
estimate.

With elements such as land acquisition, founda-
tions, wells, septic systems, and utility hookups ex-
cluded from the total, Moody said that a log home 
on a level site starts at about $225,000. A much 
smaller, entry level cabin might cost $150,000. He 
also suggested that hybrid homes offer a similar 
look and feel using log siding or a post and beam 
interior.

“There is no cheap way to build a log cabin 
anymore,” Moody explained. “It’s not like in the 
‘60s. Times have changed, and that’s a good thing. 
Buildings are safer and more energy efficient. Our 
clients often have had a log home built before, or 
otherwise understand the costs and what’s associat-
ed with log homes.” 

Whatever style is chosen – and whether the log 
home is fully constructed by a licensed contrac-
tor or involves the blood, sweat and tears of the 
homeowner at some point – arranging financing 
up front is critical. Lenders’ requirements for 
loans may preclude obtaining funds for specific 
construction, Moody said, resulting in a need for 
other sources of cash.

Similar to financing, maintenance also requires 

LOG HOME DREAM
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advanced planning for any type of home. LTHC notes that exposed fascia 
and eaves are the same on log and conventional homes. Stains, caulking 
and chinking have improved immensely over the past 10 years. If you use a 
quality product, the association reports, you can expect a longer life with easy 
upkeep. 

“You have to make sure that you start off with a really good finish applied 
by someone who knows what they are doing,” Clark advised. “If you do that 
and pay attention to the house, fixing small problem areas whenever you see 
them, you can anticipate significant work being required (only) every five to 
10 years.” 

MAINTENANCE TIPS

Preferences in appearance often are what prompt the scope and timing of 
maintenance, Moody noted, depending on whether homeowners seek a fin-
ished or rustic look. Touching up every year or two can be less expensive than 
having the entire home re-stained every eighth year. A warm weather applica-
tion of oil can make the entire home look as though it has been re-stained, he 
stated, when in fact only the dry spots have been treated. 

Moody expressed a preference for oil-based stains: “It’s kind of like lotion 
on the arm; when you find a dry spot, you apply more lotion. Oil penetrates 
into the wood, and you can reapply it without having to prep the old finish. 
It’s easy to put on lotion, but harder to paint your nails. The same goes for a 
house with oil-based versus water-based stain.”

Any log home or cabin is “a different type of house” to build or maintain, 
Moody summarized, describing the distractions and attractions: “It makes 
noises. It pops. It cracks. It can let bugs in. People who have log homes usual-
ly like the outdoors. You can become one with nature.”
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The question gets asked all the time. 
How do I get my grout clean? There 
is no simple answer. Grout is fairly 
easy to maintain if it gets attention 
regularly. The problem is that it 
usually doesn’t get the attention it 
deserves. 

LET’S BREAK DOWN THE TYPES OF GROUT AVAILABLE:

CEMENT-BASED grouts
SINGLE-COMPONENT grouts
EPOXY GROUT and epoxy hybrid grouts

Cement grout is at its basic form cement, silica sand, color pigments and 
additives to make it strong. Cement grouts are known for their high porosity. 
In other words, they soak up liquid readily. 

Most tile installations use cement grout because of its low cost and because 
it is easily obtained. Cement grouts should be sealed as soon as they have 
cured so that they remain cleanable. If cement grouts are not sealed, they will 
stain immediately because of their porosity. Most penetrating sealers help 
provide a barrier at the grout surface to prevent stains from occurring. That 
barrier is not permanent or bullet proof. Penetrating sealers provide a window 
to clean up the soiling. 

If a staining material is left on the grout for an extended period of time, it 
will work its way through the sealer and will be permanent. Stain sealers or 
“color sealers” are a topically applied color-matched “paint” that seals off the 
surface and creates a uniform color appearance. 

Stains typically do not penetrate these types of sealers. They can be dam-
aged, though, and one must be careful about what cleaning products to use.

Single-component grouts are the new, latest and greatest grouts. They 
come in a bucket, already mixed and ready to use. A benefit of these grouts 
is color consistency, and they are touted as stain proof. They will stain if not 
cared for properly, but they are highly stain resistant.

Epoxy and hybrid-epoxy grouts have been here for some time. Epoxy 
grouts are typically used in the commercial marketplaces, such as commercial 
kitchens, food-processing plants, meat- processing plants and health-care 
facilities. They can be used in residential applications, but they are cost 
prohibitive.

Since tile types are varied, grout types vary and the applications vary, a 
simple short version is difficult to provide. However, let’s look at the most 
common applications.

Tile floors are generally porcelain, ceramic or natural stone, and they gen-
erally have cement or single-component grouts. General routine maintenance 
should be done with a bare floor vacuum several times a week or as needed, 
depending on the type of traffic you have in your home. With mom, dad, 
three children and a dog in your residence, you will be vacuuming several 
days a week. 

You should probably wet mop once a week. The best mop is an old-fash-
ioned string mop. What cleaner should you use? Go to your local tile supplier 
and get a neutral PH cleaner designed for tile. These cleaners are very likely 
going to be a concentrated formula, which will require an ounce or two per 
gallon of water. This solution will not require you to perform a rinse applica-

ALL ABOUT 
GROUT
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tion. Mix a gallon at a time and when your mop water is dirty, change it out. 
If you mop with dirty water you end up with a dirty floor. 

You should be able to mop 200-300 square feet per solution mixed.
Showers that are used daily should be cleaned every week or so. You can 

use the same cleaner for the shower. I would recommend doubling the 
amount of cleaner to water ratio. Acquire a medium bristle brush and dip the 
brush in the water and scrub the areas to be cleaned. A great trick is to get a 
brush that you can screw a broom handle on, so that you don’t have to get on 
your hands and knees. Once you are finished scrubbing, rinse off the cleaner. 
You can now dry the surfaces with a towel or squeegee off the surfaces. Kitch-
en backsplashes should be treated like showers since they see the same kinds 
of conditions as showers do.

For areas that are not coming clean, you can use the same cleaner but mix 
it 50/50 with hot water, scrub and rinse. If the stain hasn’t come out yet, you 
need to go to the next level. That is generally an alkaline-based cleaner, and 
your local tile supplier should have that. Alkaline-based cleaners are generally 
used as a degreaser. 

From here on, please follow the directions given by the manufacturer, 
because each cleaner will be different. Some products will be premixed in a 
spray form and some may be a concentrate, and application recommenda-
tions will vary. You will need to pull out that tub of elbow grease, though.

Still not coming clean? Call a professional. It may never come completely 
clean, but a professional may be able to pull more of the stain out.

I never recommend that homeowners use acid-based cleaners. Acid-based 
cleaners can etch the surface of natural stone, and they can also break down 
the composition of the grout in cement-based grouts. Acid can also affect 
the color of the grout. Acids can be used but only certain kinds in specific 

solutions, and they must not stay on the surface for too long. 
If you are not able to find a tile supplier with cleaners and you are forced 

to go the local hardware store, please read the labels on the products. If a label 
states that it is not to be used on natural stone……DON’T USE IT!!!! This is 
the revealing sign it is an acid-based product.

ALL ABOUT GROUT
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We started a remodeling project 
and last week we already received a 
Lien Notice in the mail. How can a 
contractor file a lien on our property 
when we do not owe anything? How 
serious is this and how do we get it 
removed? 

This information is not intended to be all inclusive of the law of me-
chanic liens in Arizona, but does contain some basic information. First of 
all, do not panic. You received a “Preliminary 20-Day Notice” in the mail 
and this is not a lien; it is a notice that your general contractor has provided 
or will be providing goods and services to improve your property and could 
file a lien if he is not ultimately paid. If the general contractor is not paid, 
you may receive additional documents. This later document lien is called 
a “mechanic’s lien.” And if payment is not made to the contractor after 
receipt of these additional documents, the contractor or supplier could in-
stitute legal proceedings to foreclose on the lien. But, that is way down the 

- Kitchen and Bath Remodels
- Room Additions
- Whole House Remodels

road. The “Preliminary 20-Day Notice” is not recorded but only allows the 
contractor to begin the process. There are very limited circumstances under 
which a subcontractor or a supplier is entitled to begin the lien process or 
assert a lien claim in court.

Mechanic’s lien law is at best complicated and confusing and there are 
risks involved for homeowners. You can take steps to avoid these problems 
by preparing for the possibility of a lien and employing safeguards to pro-
tect you. A mechanics lien is a “hold” for a potential future claim against 

What is a 20-Day Preliminary Notice???
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20-DAY PRELIMINARY NOTICE

your property that, if unpaid, allows a foreclosure 
action, forcing the sale of your home to satisfy 
any project debts. A mechanic’s lien is a “cloud” 
on the title to the property that can affect the 
homeowner’s ability to borrow against, or sell the 
property as well.

Receipt of a 20-Day Notice allow you to track 
who has a potential claim against your property. 

Subcontractors and suppliers must provide you 
with this notice in order to maintain their right 
to file and pursue a lien. If they do not provide 
you with the notice, they lose the right to file a 
lien. A subcontractor or supplier can give you 
the 20-Day Notice before delivering supplies or 
starting work and up to 20 days after delivering 
supplies or starting work.

Keep track of any 20-Day Notices and make 
sure you are aware of who can file a lien against 
your property. Your best protection as a home-
owner is to be certain you require and get from 
the contractor Lien Releases, both Conditional 
and Unconditional Waiver & Releases on prog-
ress payments and final payments. If you have 
questions you should contact your attorney.
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N
ew to the Prescott quad city area or just moving into a new part of 
town? It could be only a matter of time before you will be faced 
with a new pest experience. 

Our quad city area, from the historical homes to our vast open 
ranges, encounters a variety of pest populations. Whether the pests are typical 
household ants or rodents under your home, it is important for the health 
and safety of your family to hire a professional pest control company that 
will conduct a proper inspection of the home to identify the specific pests 
and determine the proper treatment method. Blasting your home with some 
product you found at the back of your cabinet could be toxic to your family. 

Here are just a few important reasons to hire a pest control company in 
the quad city area:

1. Wood destroying insects: termites (dry-wood termites, subterranean 
termites), carpenter ants, wood-boring beetles and carpenter bees. The 
Prescott area has its fair share of termites, but surprisingly carpenter ants 
are more common here. These ants can do more damage to a home than 
termites. Unfortunately, homeowners’ insurance will not cover treatment or 

damage caused by wood-destroying pests like these. It’s in your best interest 
to have your home inspected annually by a licensed reputable pest control 
inspector who can perform preventive maintenance treatment to protect your 
investment through the years. 

2. Rodents: pack rats, mice and gophers. Rodents also are common here. 
They can damage your home, vehicle, and landscape in short order. They 
sit at the top of our pest list because of the diseases and damage they can 
inflict. If left unattended, the destruction can quickly escalate out of control. 
Exposure to pack rat urine or feces can lead to ailments such as leptospirosis, 
which can cause kidney damage, meningitis, and liver failure. Damage to 
your home includes damage to wiring that causes attic fires. Damage to your 
vehicles requires extensive, costly repairs. The first step is to prevent these 
pests from entering the home. The second step is to start eliminating them 
from your property. A reputable pest control company will inspect your home 
and property to determine the proper plan of action. 

3. Creepy things with lots of legs that sting: scorpions and centipedes. 
All too often homeowners find these pests in their beds, their shoes, or even 
crawling up their babies’ crib. Yes, they can crawl up the outside of the home 
into the attic, up the walls on the inside of your home, and make themselves 
nice and cozy. Proper inspection and proper measures to prevent these types 
of pests from entering your home, combined with proper treatment, will 
ensure a safe home. 

As always, be informed about the pests that you are battling and the 
company that will be protecting your home. Contact a reputable pest control 
company that is licensed through the State of Arizona, Office of Pest Man-
agement. And use a company that performs background checks and random 
drug testing. The service professional is in your home, so it’s important to 
have the peace of mind that comes with knowing that this individual is 
licensed, has continuing education on up-to-date treatment techniques, and 
uses top-of-the-line products. 

Pest control 
and why it’s 

important 
to hire a 

professional
By Patriot Pest & 

Termite Control
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By Christie Board

A
s you plan your new kitchen, keep in 
mind that a great layout is key to how the 
space will function. But other consid-
erations are equally important to keep 

in mind. Here are 10 areas to think about as you 
design your new kitchen:
•  DETERMINE the architectural style of your 

home and make sure your new kitchen style 
makes sense with the rest of the house. A super 
contemporary kitchen will probably never look 
its best in a traditional home. Keep in mind 
that not every idea you see in a magazine will 
translate to your home. 

•  A GOOD LAYOUT is critical for a functional 
kitchen. Answer these questions first. How 
many people will be cooking in your kitchen 
at one time? Are there any limitations for those 
planning to use this kitchen? I recommend 
working with a professional designer on 
your layout. He or she can often bring new 
perspective to your space and solve existing or 
future problems. It’s vitally important to plan 
for adequate workspaces on each side of the 
range and sink, as well as landing spaces near 
the refrigerator and microwave. Your walkway 
space is just as critical; you can never recover 
from a space being too tight. Good planning 
makes all the difference.

•  CABINETS AND HARDWARE are the focal 
point of your kitchen. My advice is to buy the 
best cabinets you can afford. Cabinets are 

For A Well-
Designed 
Kitchen

TOP 10 TIPS 

used every day for years and you want them 
to last, so invest. I love a European cabinet 

box with a full overlay door. It allows 
you to take advantage of every inch 

of cabinet space. Consider 
roll outs or drawers at all base 
cabinets. Numerous great 
storage solutions are available; 
you just need to ask. Do you 
have the ceiling height to allow 
for staggered height uppers? 

It’s a big visual upgrade if you can do it. 
Don’t forget the crown molding at the 

uppers. It makes all the difference in the final 
look. Choose quality hardware for your cabinet 
doors and drawers. They can be just like jewelry 
for your kitchen. Don’t be afraid to mix sizes of 
your pulls, or use a variety of complimentary 
knobs and pulls throughout your kitchen. 

•  LAYER YOUR LIGHTING. Your kitchen should 
typically have at least three types of lighting. 
Recessed lighting in your ceiling is an ideal 
choice. Cans provide great light because they 
can be dimmed and don’t draw attention to 
themselves. Plan for a can light about every 
four feet in the main area of the kitchen. Add 
under-cabinet task lighting with the new LED 
tape lights. The light is clear and bright. As an 
added bonus, tape lights basically disappear 
after installation. Pendant accent lighting over 
an island or peninsula helps create a statement 
as well as establish your design theme. Scale 
and quantity of pendants are important, so 
plan carefully. 

•  CHOOSING THE RIGHT cabinet color is vital to 
the success of your project. While white/cream 
painted cabinets are still the current number-
one color choice, don’t be afraid to choose a 
stained cabinet door or mix colors and finishes. 
A contrasting accent color on your island can 
be a safe but fun way to add personality to your 
kitchen. The grays are hot right now, but keep 
in mind they will trend out in about three to 
five more years. 

•  YOUR APPLIANCES get a lot of use, so choose 
them wisely. Take the time to visit an appliance 
showroom and see what’s new. Induction 
cooktops are amazing and they also offer nice 
safety features. A gas range with powerful BTUs 
is always a win for anyone who loves to cook. 
Drawer dishwashers are a nice idea for empty 
nesters or anyone with back issues. Multiple 
new finishes are available in the appliance 
world. Stainless steel continues to be the first 
choice for most buyers.

•  FAUCETS ARE FANCY, and a splurge here 
can give your kitchen an extra high-end look 
without spending a lot of extra money. Check 
out the variety of pull-down faucets available. 
They have something for every style. And 

consider a pot filler at your range. They provide 
a quick way to add water to a pot or pan while 
cooking. They are not terribly expensive and 
they add a nice pop to your kitchen. 

•  DOZENS OF OPTIONS exist in the world of 
kitchen sinks. How do you choose just one? 
Look for a large, deep, quality sink. If you’re 
considering a stainless sink, you will want a 
minimum of 16-gauge stainless. My favorite 
sink style is a single bowl. It provides maximum 
space for cleanup, as well as other uses such 
as washing the dog. Farm-style sinks are 
everywhere. They work with a variety of kitchen 
styles and come in several materials. Just make 
sure you tell your cabinetmaker early on that 
this is the sink style you are choosing. 

•  WHEN IT COMES TO countertops consider 
quartz, which has officially surpassed granite 
as the number-one choice. Quartz comes in a 
wide range of colors and patterns; one of its 
greatest benefits is the pattern consistency 
from slab to slab. Quartz can mimic marble or 
offer you a solid color. Maintenance is minimal 
and cost is comparable to granite. Other 
options are granite, concrete, reclaimed wood, 
or metals. Mix and match.

•  WALLS AND FLOORS are the backdrop to 
every good design. Backsplash tile is almost 
limitless. It’s your chance to be creative and 
make an impact. Choose a simple tile that 
comes in an interesting shape or layout. 
For example, a subway tile laid out in a 
herringbone pattern adds a great pop without 
overpowering your kitchen. A contrasting grout 
can bring a good tile layout to life. 

When I choose a flooring material, I prefer to 
keep the flooring consistent throughout a great 
room/kitchen space. By the way, it’s OK to use 
wood flooring in a kitchen. If that still makes you 
uncomfortable, take a look at the new wood-look 
tile planks or other large-format tile. Vinyl hybrid 
flooring also can be a great choice in the right house. 
Just remember, your flooring should contrast with 
your cabinets and still work with the rest of the 
spaces it is in. Flow and continuity is the goal. 

Kitchens always have been a place to gather, cook, 
and share with friends and family. Keeping these tips 
in mind as you plan this important space will allow 
you to enjoy the most-used room in your home. 

CHRISTIE BOARD is a certified kitchen and 
bath designer who co-owns the Board by Board 
construction company in Prescott with her 
husband Robert.
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Modern-day bathrooms take on their 
own shine with the bounty of light 
fixtures available on the market. The 
variety reflects utility as well as design.

A visit to K’s Lighting in Prescott proves that the mundane, simply util-
itarian light fixture is passé in bathrooms of today. The showroom displays 
reveal bathroom and vanity light fixtures for every taste imaginable. Finishes 
range from currently popular brushed nickel to chrome, which is making a 
comeback.

In light of all that can attract a customer into one choice or another, both 
Karen Lollar, owner of K’s Lighting, and Christie Board, owner of Board by 
Board Design, offer guidelines to follow.

Be sure to consider consistency between light fixtures and plumbing 
fixtures, i.e. the faucets. “Many times, people like to match them up,” Lollar 
said. 

“Though you don’t have to match the vanity light finish with the faucet 
finish, it is always a safe choice,” Board said. “If you opt to choose another 
finish, pick it up again either in the mirror frame and possibly the cabinet 
hardware or some other metal in the room. It needs to look intentional.” 
She also recommends consistency and coherence throughout the entire 
home.

Just as important is the consideration of trendy versus functional fixtures. 
The first focus in the main bath should be function, Lollar said; trendy is 
more of a possibility in powder rooms. With the right choices, though, both 
functional and trendy can combine in a main bath.

After considering consistency, function and design, it’s time for details.
Light power: Homeowners use main baths for shaving and applying 

makeup, so they need decent light. Since powder rooms or guest baths 
generally don’t serve these purposes, softer aesthetic lighting will do the trick. 
In the master bath, Board recommends 100 watts per bulb and she prefers 
a two-bulb fixture or, even better yet, three-bulb fixture. “This gives you a 
pretty good light for your face,” she concluded.

Shade color: The color of glass shades on lighting fixtures is worthy of 
thought, too, Board said. The once-popular amber shades “cast lots of yellow, 
which is not good,” she said. She recommends white or clear glass, because 
“You want a genuine reflection” back to the face.

Vanity proportion: Vanity light fixture sizes should be in proportion to 
the vanity, Board added. The fixture should not be wider than the cabinet or 
mirror it overhangs.

Ceiling lights: These are a great way to add light for applying makeup. 
Recessed ceiling lights for bath and shower areas must be waterproof, Lollar 
said. Big bathrooms can accommodate chandelier-like fixtures, but these 
should be semi-flush with short stems.

Board emphasizes that shopping for bath and vanity light fixtures demands 
research, but once homework is complete, it’s fun to personalize the designs.

Sconces to adorn either side of the vanity mirror are in vogue, Lollar 
related. Since they may not provide adequate light for shaving and applying 
makeup, she advises using them with ceiling recessed lights over the mirror.

Also making a big hit these days are clear glass fixtures with vintage old-
time bulbs. 

LED choices beckon to the energy-conscious, such as the new LED-

Consider more than FUNCTION 
when choosing bathroom lights
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BATHROOM LIGHTS

framed mirror, Lollar said. These bulbs can be 
screwed into regular light bulb sockets. LED lights 
for the toe kick at the base of the bath vanity are 
on the market too, Board said. They can be put 
on a motion sensor that will turn them on and off 
appropriately. 

Overall, decisions on light fixtures should con-
sider way more than just function. 

“It’s more than choosing what will do the job. 
It’s also about what makes a statement and com-
plements your decor and existing fixtures,” Board 
said. “People notice right away the lighting in a 
bathroom.” 
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D
oors open. Doors shut. 

As long as they swing, we often take 
doors for granted. But experts urge us 
to pay attention to the statements that 

doors impart at the entrances to their homes and 
amidst their interior decor.

For the interior, people are using paint-grade 
doors with a flat-panel design rather than a 
raised-panel design in modern homes, Ty Scott of 
Builders Wholesale in Prescott said. His company 
sells a wide variety in house, and the Builders 
Wholesale website provides links to the manufac-
turers that supply their products. 

Joe Cartier of The Door and Window Store in 
Prescott agreed that choices for interior doors “are 
definitely leaning toward more modern, simple 
lines,” so customers these days are generally seek-
ing interior doors with flat panels. “Now, doors 
have a very simple look,” he said.

Scott said he is seeing a lot more interest in 
knotty alder wood doors. This is a darker wood 
with a knotty grain that lends it character.

An upcoming and intriguing new feature in in-
terior doors is the use of glass with simple, squared 
moulding around the glass panels. You can close 
these doors and still get light into a room, Cartier 
noted. The glass in the door panels may be clear 
or frosted satin, for instance. The choice depends 
on privacy needs. A bathroom, of course, would 
require obscure or frosted satin glass. In sum, 
interior doors with glass offer “a modern look that 
brings a bright feel to a room,” Cartier said.

Yet another trend is the “barn door,” which has 
become fairly common in custom and semi-cus-
tom homes, Cartier said. They slide across the 
doorway opening like a barn door. 

For exterior doors, fiberglass is the material 
of choice, Scott and Cartier agreed. These doors 
are more weather resistant and can be painted or 
stained, Scott said. “They are more energy efficient 
than steel, they require less maintenance, and do 
not expand and contract” like wood when weather 
changes.

Styles “are all over the place,” Scott said, ranging 
from craftsman to more modern, along with those 
that incorporate the traditional use of glass. Hun-
dreds of designs are available.

Large and extremely large doors for home exte-
riors are gaining in popularity, Cartier said. When 
homeowners go this direction, Scott recommends 
steel or wood materials.

Don’t forget doors can 
impart your style, too
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Multi-slide glass patio doors are popular right 
now too, Cartier added.

Door hardware styles abound as well. Bigger 
hardware with a classier look is getting attention 
today for external entry doors, Scott said. 

On the inside, people prefer levers rather than 
knobs because if your hands are full, you can 
simply lean down and use an elbow to open the 
door, he said. 

Considering all the choices today, it should be 
clear that doors should not be forgotten when 
trying to impart your style in your home design.

DOOR STYLE

BOTH BUILDERS WAREHOUSE and The Door 
and Window Store deal in door sales only. 
Neither offers finishing services, leaving that 
up to customers. 
THEIR INDIVIDUAL LOCATIONS ARE: 
Builders Wholesale at 801 White Spar Road in 
Prescott; phone 928-778-6655; The Door and 
Window Store at 487 EZ St. in Prescott; phone 
928- 778-6400.
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Drapes and their 
window appeal 
are back

M
ore than just allowing sunlight and 
ventilation into a room, windows 
frame the outside landscape.

Yet it can be baffling to figure out 
how to cover windows as an important element 
of a room’s decor. Ideas abound on the Internet 
and in interior design magazines, for example, but 
trolling through the multitude of photos can be 
overwhelming and confusing.

A solution to this dilemma may be to consult a 
professional in the field. One such person is Jana 
Bridges of Blind Brothers Arizona, a firm that 
specializes in window coverings.

“Not all treatments and window coverings fit all 
windows,” Bridges said. “It’s important to find the 
right balance between form, function and design. 
I look at the individual room and style, and help 
come up with all the elements that work together. 
Some windows need very little. Some require a 
little more ‘umph.’”

While potential clients are welcome to stop by 
the firm’s office to ask questions, Bridges said plans 
for window treatments are best explored when a 
Blind Brothers representative visits the home.

Clients will hear that “functioning” drapes, 
which pull back and forth across an entire win-
dow, are not popular anymore. Rather, decorative 
stationary drapes are extremely popular, Bridges 
said. One likely reason is because stationary drapes 
are less expensive, she said. She pointed out that 
fabrics these days range in price from $30 a yard 
to amounts in the hundreds, and the price tag on 
functional draperies for a sliding glass door might 
add up to $1,400. Another plus for decorative 
stationary drapes is that they are easy to change 
out, Bridges said.

Popular drapery fabrics include “anything with 
texture, lightweight and airy linens, slubby silks, 
tapestries – anything that has texture and depth,” 
Bridges said. 

Once a client has settled on stationary drapes, 
the question becomes, “What to put with them?” 
And the answer today is shades: honeycomb, tran-
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www.maurersealingandstriping.com

sitional and silhouette, Bridges said. These shades 
bring natural light into a setting and provide 
privacy at the same time, she said. And they stack 
neatly when they are pulled up, unlike wooden 
blinds, which also are heavy. 

How a shade stacks is important for the next 
element that Bridges suggests: the use of cornic-
es and valances, which are very much in vogue. 
Bridges illustrated the decorative value of these 
top-window treatments by comparing them to a 
beautiful dress – the window – topped off by the 
embellishment of that special piece of jewelry. The 

enhanced look of cornices and valances can dis-
tinguish a home from others in the neighborhood 
that have a similar floor plan, she said. The shades 
that Bridges suggests disappear under cornices and 
valances, a feature that is appealing in a room with 
a view.

When homeowners consider window treat-
ments, the typical places to begin making choices 
are the public areas where people gather: living 
room, dining room and kitchen. Bedrooms are last 
on the list, but bedrooms and bathrooms are not 
left out. 

Bridges has plenty of ideas for bedroom decor 
that coordinates window treatments, bedding and 
upholstery so the combination lends a cozy feel. 
Ideas for bedroom windows include a blackout 
shade with a decorative top treatment and side 
panels. “There are a lot of things you can do that 
are affordable” in bedrooms, Bridges said.

For bathrooms, Bridges said shades that are “top 
down, bottom up” are a desirable option. This 
style affords both “privacy where needed, with 
sunlight from above,” she said.

Patterns in the fabric choices for draperies 
depend on personal preference. Bridges said she 
doesn’t push her clients, but rather as she gets to 
know them, she is able to glean insight into their 

tastes and then guide them toward solutions. Per-
sonally, Bridges said she loves a great stripe or plaid. 
“They go with just about anything,” she said. 

For kitchens, Bridges prefers choices that are 
easy to clean because of likely grease and water 
spatters. Valances alone are great because they are 
not within reach of the greasy stains and water 
spots.

On the topic of cleaning and maintenance of 
window fabrics, Bridges warns against washing 
and strongly recommends dry cleaning. “Always 
dry clean, without fail,” she said. “Your fabrics, 
unless preshrunk, which is mostly not the case, 
will run the risk of severe shrinking or color 
changes.”

Sheers are out, in Bridges’ opinion, because they 
lend a formal look to a room when today’s prefer-
ence is a more casual setting. She also recommends 
floor-length drapes rather than sill-length, because 
”We want to accentuate the height of the room.”

Gray and its many tones are still in the window 
dressing picture, Bridges said, but part of this 
trend is “greige,” a combination of gray and beige.

All in all, drapes have not fallen from grace. 
Instead, they partner with shades, valances and 
cornices as important decorative elements in a 
room’s design.

DRAPES APPEAL
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By Sue Marceau

Galvanized steel cages filled with rocks fashion a 
rustic and natural magnetism, whether in the form 
of landscaped walls, terracing, water features, firepits, 
planters, benches or other imaginative purposes. As 
easily as their aesthetic design allows water to gently 
trickle through the porous assemblages, it also allows 
the awe of simple engineering to captivate even the 
most casual observer.

“Gabions make installation easy when trying to do 
small garden walls or landscape features,” said Marc 
Vetere, president of Manzanita Landscaping Inc. 
“They can add an inspired and unique element into 
your landscape.” 

Today’s peaceful residential and commercial 
settings for gabions belie their history as protective 
barriers during military operations in the ancient 
world and medieval Europe, though they also were 
applied in civil engineering. 

According to web lore, the gabion method takes 
its inspiration from ancient Egypt, where rock walls 
made from wicker were used for soil retention along 
the Nile. The name, however, is derived from the 
Italian “gabbione,” translating to “big cage.” The Ital-

ians employed gabbiones for fortresses and military 
purposes. 

With the current focus on outdoor living, the 
method proves environmentally sound and durable. 
Sustainable, flexible and scalable gabion units can be 
as efficiently and aesthetically incorporated into huge 
commercial structures as smaller-scale residential 
backyards. 

One highly visible treatment sits at the entrance 
to Yavapai College’s Prescott campus. The Sheldon 
Street entry is structurally appealing and eco-friendly.

“The most common gabion feature I’ve seen 
installed would be retaining walls and raised planters, 
or a combination of each, similar to what you see 

at the entrance to Yavapai College,” noted Robert 
Vastine, design/build manager for Prescott Land-
scape Professionals. “Retaining walls can have ‘nooks’ 
integrated into them that serve as benches or shelves 
for artwork. Planters can be built to create seat walls 
where they are capped with a flat stone surface.”

The first gabions at Yavapai College date back to 
a 2005 master plan renovation, according to Mike 
Kervin, grounds and landscape supervisor at the 
college. Kervin explained that gabions installed near 
Building 3 (food court) and on the Verde campus are 
replicas of those original designs. 

“They are mainly an aesthetic feature in the land-
scape and serve to separate different outdoor spaces,” 
Kervin explained. “They also make a nice backdrop 
for climbing plants like trumpet vine, honeysuckle or 
Virginia creeper. We also have a cool outdoor space 
connected to the library made of gabion and covered 
with Chinese wisteria.” 

Gabions “definitely are gaining traction,” Vetere 
said, though not necessarily rapidly, after popping up 
locally over the past 15 years or so. 

Vastine, a fan of the technique, said they remain 
“way underutilized” and “not as popular in Yavapai 
County as they should be.” He’s not sure why, be-
cause “they can have so many applications and can fit 
so many different styles of architecture – from mod-
ern to rustic – depending on the materials used.” 

Some of gabions’ appeal may arise from people 
new to the area and consumers’ online research, Vas-
tine noted: “More people moving here bring more 
varied tastes and influences. I would imagine wider 
access to the Internet has played a role as well. People 
are exposed to a wider library of options when they 
can browse online for ideas versus only looking at 
what has been done in their neighborhood.”

Central to the technique’s appeal is that gabi-
ons generally do not require a foundation, can be 
adapted to contours in the land, allow water to flow 
through without erosion, and can be inexpensive-
ly filled with site rock or recycled materials. The 
resourceful elements to their design also appeal to 
some consumers.

“Landscape applications for gabions are almost 
endless with creativity,” said Vetere. “We mostly see 
walls built using them, but they also work great as 
seating around firepits and other gathering areas. 
They can be scattered along pathways throughout 
the yard to make destination spots. We have built 
water features as well as benches, and the settings 
make great places to stop and relax.”

Much of gabion construction encompasses filling 
the cages with one or more types of rock. Although 
intensive labor can be required, it is much less spe-
cialized than the time-consuming precision of laying 
brick or placing pavers. The scarcity of stonemasons 

Gabions are gaining traction
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in today’s construction industry also merits consider-
ation when planning outdoor features. 

“Consumers should do some research to make 
sure they find what they are looking for among the 
many and varied types of gabions available,” Vetere 
advised. “They will want to hire a professional if they 
do not feel comfortable doing the job themselves.”  

Options for obtaining the cages include employ-
ing a local iron expert to build a custom product or 
purchasing premade baskets online, Vetere noted. 
Whichever method is used for the metal baskets, 
any local rock yard can supply the fill materials, he 
added. Kervin recommended using large enough 
rocks so they “can’t escape from the baskets over time 
(because) they do try.”

Vastine characterized gabions as great do-it-
yourself projects, but also advised homeowners to 
be aware of applicable building codes “if you are 
building a retaining wall over three feet high or if 
you are doing anything to divert storm water. These 
scenarios would be best to involve a properly licensed 
professional.”

The cages should be manufactured for the express 
purpose of building gabions, Vastine recommended, 
so they “will have the proper strength and reinforce-
ment ties to resist bulging as rock or other material 
is added. While the imagination is the only limiting 

factor as to what goes inside, rock is the most com-
mon material used. This can be ordered by the ton 
from any landscape supply yard.”

Vetere explained that “cages are pretty easy to 
install. The main thing is getting them level and then 
adding the rock. Cap types vary from flagstone, con-
crete, metal or even wood. Almost any type of rock 
can be used, depending on the mesh spacing. You do 
want to avoid rocks that break down over time. Use a 
really dense, strong aggregate for longevity.”

Additionally, Vastine offered “one note about 
construction if one should attempt as a do-it-your-
self project. The rocks are not simply dumped in 
the cage. They are artfully placed on the outside to 
ensure they will not fall through the holes, and care 
is taken to ensure the exposed face will be pleasing 
to the eye. The fill material in the center can be 
dumped more randomly and oftentimes can be junk 
rock or recycled concrete, especially if you’re using 
expensive or hard-to-find material on the visible 
portions.” 

For added visual interest, unique patterns can be 
created with multiple rock styles. Besides rock-on-
ly cages, sections of wood or glass can add visual 
interest. Distinctive accents from such combinations 
can provide years of solid landscaping and outdoor 
enjoyment. 

The life expectancy of gabions depends on the 
lifespan of the wire, not the contents of the cage. 
The most common basket materials are galvanized 
steel wire, PVC-coated wire, or stainless steel wire. In 
ancient times, wicker was the main material used to 
encase the stones.

Whether starting from scratch, assembling a kit, 
or hiring a contractor, Vetere urges consumers to 
“have fun with it and let their creative juices flow. 
With all the different types of applications, you can 
really enhance a landscape.” 

Vastine offers similar encouragement: “Do it.”

GABIONS GAINING TRACTION
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P
ocket gophers are Mother Nature’s rototillers in wildland ecosys-
tems. Their underground nests, pantries and droppings provide 
deep soil fertilization. They also reduce erosion, aerate soils, and 
provide shelter for other underground creatures. However, these 

critters can be destructive when they venture into gardens and landscapes. 
To successfully control gophers, you must understand their behavior and be 
diligent.

Pocket gophers are burrowing rodents that get their name from the fur-
lined external cheek pouches, or pockets, that they use for carrying food and 
nesting materials. They live their entire lives in the soil, leaving only to occa-
sionally feed above ground, travel to a new area, or get around an obstacle. 
Their bodies are 5-7 inches long.

These mammals are well equipped for a lifestyle of digging and tunneling 
with their powerfully built forequarters, large-clawed front paws (the better 
dig with), long upper and lower front teeth (the better to eat roots with), 
short fine fur that doesn’t cake in wet soils, small eyes and ears, highly sensi-
tive facial whiskers that help them move around in the dark, and short tails 
with tactile hairs that allow them to feel their way when traveling in reverse. 
Gophers’ lips are even adapted for their lifestyle; they can close them behind 
their four large incisor teeth to keep dirt out of their mouths while digging 
with their teeth.

Mounds of fresh soil signal a gopher’s presence. Gophers form mounds as 
they dig tunnels and push the loose dirt to the surface. Typically mounds are 
crescent or horseshoe shaped when viewed from above. The hole, which is off 
to one side of the mound, usually is plugged. Fresh mounds indicate feeding 
or nesting activity. If the burrow is not plugged, then it likely belongs to a 
rock squirrel. Arizona is not known to have moles.

Gophers’ burrow systems can be extensive, especially where gophers have 
been present for long periods. One system can cover 200 to 2,000 square feet. 
The burrows are about 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 inches in diameter. Feeding burrows 
usually are 6 to 12 inches below ground, and the nest and food storage cham-
ber can be as deep as 6 feet. Gophers seal the openings to the burrow system 
with earthen plugs. Short, sloping lateral tunnels connect the main burrow 
system to the surface; gophers create these while pushing dirt to the surface to 
construct the main tunnel.

Gophers don’t hibernate and are active year-round, although you might 
not see any fresh mounding. They also can be active at all hours of the day. 
One gopher can create several mounds in a day. In non-irrigated areas, 
mound building is most pronounced during spring or fall when the soil 
is moist and easy to dig. In irrigated areas such as lawns, flower beds, and 
gardens, digging conditions usually are optimal year round, and mounds can 
appear at any time. In snowy regions, gophers create burrows in the snow, 
resulting in long, earthen cores on the surface when the snow melts.

Gophers usually live alone within their burrow system, except when 
females are caring for their young or during breeding season. Their activity 
always increases during springtime, especially when food is plentiful. Young 
are also born in spring and, once they are a few months old, they leave their 
mother’s burrow system and establish their own territories. Gopher densities 
can be as high as 60 or more per acre in irrigated alfalfa fields or in vineyards. 

These gophers are herbivorous and feed on a wide variety of vegetation but 
generally prefer herbaceous plants, shrubs, and trees. They use their sense of 
smell to locate food. Most commonly they feed on roots and fleshy portions 
of plants they encounter while digging. However, they sometimes feed above 
ground, venturing only a body length or so from their tunnel opening. 
Burrow openings used in this manner are called “feed holes.” You can identify 
them by the absence of a dirt mound and by a circular band of clipped vege-
tation around the hole. Gophers also will pull entire plants into their tunnel 
from below. In snow-covered regions, gophers can feed on bark several feet up 

Learn about pocket gophers 
if you want to get rid of them

Photo courtesy VJANDERSON via Wikimedia Commons
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a tree by burrowing through the snow.
Pocket gophers can feed on garden crops, ornamental plants, vines, shrubs, 

and trees. A single gopher moving down a garden row can inflict consider-
able damage in a short time, so it’s best not to plant in rows. Gophers also 
can gnaw and damage plastic water lines and lawn sprinkler systems. Their 
tunnels can divert and carry off irrigation water, leading to soil erosion. 
Mounds on lawns interfere with mowing equipment and ruin the aesthetics 
of well-kept turf grass.

Pocket gophers are not protected under Arizona law and may be controlled 
at will on private property. That means gophers are nongame mammals and 
if you are the owner or tenant of the premises and you find pocket gophers 
that are destroying garden and landscape plants and other property, you can 
control them at any time and in any legal manner.

FINDING THE BURROWS

To successfully control gophers, the sooner you detect their presence and 
take control measures the better. Gophers might not revisit lateral tunnels, so 
it’s important to find the main burrow. Buy a gopher probe or make one from 
a pipe and metal rod. Probes made from dowels or sticks work in soft soil 
but are difficult to use in hard or dry soils. An enlarged tip that is wider than 
the shaft of the probe is an important design feature that increases the ease of 
locating burrows. 

Locate areas of recent gopher activity based on fresh mounds of dark, moist 
soil. Fresh mounds that are visible above ground are the plugged openings 
of lateral tunnels. You can find the main burrow by probing about 8 to 12 
inches from the plug side of the mound; it usually is located 6 to 12 inches 
deep. When the probe penetrates the gopher’s burrow, there will be a sudden, 
noticeable drop of about 2 inches. You might have to probe repeatedly to 
locate the gopher’s main burrow, but your skill will improve with experience. 

Often, a back-filled (plugged) tunnel—one a gopher has filled with loose 
dirt—will feel similar to an active tunnel. Experience is required to tell the 
difference. New probe users might benefit from digging down to confirm that 
the tunnel is active or plugged. Once you are comfortable with your ability to 
accurately determine active tunnels, you can determine what will work best 
for you to eliminate the gophers.

HOW TO GET RID OF THEM

Killing gophers may not be successful since more can simply repopu-
late the area from neighboring properties. Baiting is a common way to kill 
gophers, but if you spill any above ground, it can kill other animals and birds 
too. Even if all the bait is underground, be aware that pets and predators such 
as owls might eat the sick or dead poisoned gophers and die too. Birds and 
other animals can die by eating insects poisoned underground, too. Another 
common method of killing is traps, but that process can be complicated.

So first, you might want to try some easy ways to drive gophers away 
that are recommended by experts:
•  ADD NOISE such as wind chimes. Some garden centers sell 

noisemakers such as “The Mole Chaser” and “Mo Go Repeller.”
•  PLACE SMELLY things in burrows, in tunnels and next to tunnel 

openings, because pocket gophers are extremely sensitive to smells. 
Smelly items include pet poo, urine-covered rags, fish leftovers and 
cotton balls covered with peppermint oil.

•  PLACE USED coffee grounds on top of the tunnels and then place dirt 
over the coffee grounds.

•  IN AREAS YOU WANT to protect, wet the ground with a mixture 
of water and castor oil. Some garden stores carry castor oil-based 
repellents.

•  INSTALL PLANTS in your yard that gophers don’t like, including castor 

bean, Crown imperial and narcissus/daffodil.
•  INSTALL FENCING 2-3 deep into the soil around areas you want to 

protect, dig a trench, or plant daffodils around them.
•  PLANT YOUR MOST treasured plants in raised beds with hardware 

cloth (sheets of wire mesh) or gravel at the bottom.
•  ENCOURAGE NATIVE predators to live in your yard, including gopher 

snakes and owls.
The key to an effective toxic baiting program is bait placement. Always 

place pocket gopher bait in the main underground tunnel, not the lateral 
tunnels. After locating the main gopher tunnel with a probe, enlarge the 
opening by rotating the probe or inserting a larger rod or stick. Following 
label directions, place the bait carefully in the opening using a spoon or other 
suitable implement that you use only for that purpose, taking care not to 
spill any onto the ground. A funnel is useful for preventing spillage. If it is an 
active tunnel, you can apply bait to both of the tunnel’s sides before closing it 
up. If it is plugged, don’t treat. 

Level all existing mounds after the control program, and clean away weeds 
and garden debris, so you easily can see fresh mounds. It is important to 
check regularly for re-infestation because pocket gophers can move in from 
other areas. If your property borders wildlands, vacant lots, or other areas that 
serve as a source of gophers, you can expect gophers to reinvade regularly. It is 
easier, cheaper, and less time consuming to control one or two gophers than 
to wait until the population builds up to the point where they cause excessive 
damage.

Because no population will increase indefinitely, one alternative to a 
gopher problem is to do nothing, letting the population limit itself. However, 
that comes with the risk of damage to plants. 

LEAR ABOUT POCKET GOPHERS

“Heritage Roofing the local trusted professionals”
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Experience the Difference

By Sue Marceau

A hot water recirculation system is designed to 
provide hot water to each of the home’s hot-wa-
ter taps instantly. Beyond providing convenience 
and increased comfort, a recirculation system can 
save 10,000-15,000 gallons of water each year 
that would otherwise go down the drain while 
a homeowner waits for hot water to travel from 

the water heater to the faucet or shower-
head.

Waiting a mere two to three 
minutes for hot water from the 

kitchen, bath, or laundry pipes 
far from the water heater 

triggers gnashing of teeth 
for many an impatient 

homeowner. No 
matter the task, the 

seemingly endless 
delay in achiev-

ing the desired 
tempera-
ture spurs 
thoughts 

about how much time and water could be saved with instantaneous hot 
water. 

The solution is a retrofitted hot water recirculating system, which easily 
can be installed by a plumbing expert for $400 to $600. A basic retrofit in-
cludes a pump at the hot water tank and a check valve under the sink. A local 
plumbing expert can provide the best advice about merits and models. 

Kim Gagnon, co-owner of The Plumbing Store, tells of her first experience 
with a retrofit about 21 years ago. She and her husband Bill had relocated 
from Southern California four years earlier into a manufactured home on 
Chino Valley acreage. With a young family reliant on a low-producing well, 
“it took forever to get hot water.” Bill brought home and installed recircula-
tion components one day, and everyday life improved dramatically.

“For me it was day and night, and I just loved it,” Gagnon explained of 
that first experience with instant hot water in all the plumbed rooms. 

Many households since have joined the hot water recirculation bandwag-
on. Homeowners purchasing retrofits often have had experience with instant 
hot water in previous residences or otherwise have educated themselves on 
the benefits, Gagnon and other experts noted. 

Steve and Therese Stover, co-owners of Arizona All Service Plumbing LLC, 
estimate that 30 to 50 percent of homeowners are interested in hot water 
recirculation systems. The main reasons for installation, they say, are water 
savings and convenience.

The Gagnons, Stovers, and Keith Riggs, owner and president of R.E.D. 
Plumbing, Inc., explained that all of the systems operate on the same princi-
ple; some just might have additional bells or whistles. 

Wait no more for hot water
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Whenever the pipe’s water temperature drops below a prescribed level, the 
check valve’s sensor sends a signal for more hot water to be pumped into the 
line. Depending on the plumbing configuration in the home and desired wa-
ter temperatures for each plumbed room, check valves may be placed under 
more than one sink. 

The systems require virtually no maintenance, though operational cautions 
should be noted. Water leaks and noisy pumps generally are indicative of 
potentially serious consequences, not just messes. 

“The only maintenance thing to be aware of is the need for water,” 
Gagnon explained. “Seasonal visitors and people with second homes often 
drain down and shut off their water heaters when they leave for a season. The 
recirculation pump needs to be unplugged. If the pump does not have water 
to send back and forth, it will burn out.”

Usage and minerals in the water affect the longevity of hot water recircula-
tion systems, especially with the hard water in this area. Gagnon said she has 
seen some systems last for 15 years and others for five. A water conditioner or 
filtration system to manage the mineral content can be beneficial for overall 
plumbing in the home, she said. 

“Putting a softener or de-scaler in your home protects your investment in 
your home,” Gagnon recommended, explaining that water heaters, recircu-
lation systems, shower fixtures, and kitchen faucets remain in better working 
condition. “Your plumbing and backup systems last and stay looking new for 
a much longer time with a softener or some kind of conditioner.” 

One of two things will happen if something is going wrong with the recir-
culation pump at the hot water heater, Gagnon advised: suddenly you’re not 
getting hot water, or the pump begins “making a weird noise and becoming 
very hot to the touch.” In the latter case, she recommends unplugging the 

pump and calling one’s favorite plumber. 
Multiple brands of recirculating pumps are available, and some of the most 

common mentioned in this area are Grundfos, Watts, and Taco (pronounced 
tay-co). Return on Investment depends on many factors, including the 
expanse of pipes, insulation, additional heat loss, how often water is running, 
time between usages, cost of water, and electricity rates. 

“The main advantages of a hot water recirculation system are the water 
savings and the comfort factor in being at the far end of a home and away 
from a water heater and still being able to have hot water in two to three 
seconds versus two to three minutes,” according to Riggs. “Compared to the 
overall cost of building the home, a recirculation system is not costly.”

The majority of Riggs’ business in hot water recirculation systems is new 
construction, he said, although his company installs a significant number of 
after-market systems as well. He and the Stovers recommend a timer so that 
recirculation does not occur when hot water typically is not consumed. 

A few more advanced systems, such as some by Taco, Riggs explained, even 
“have a little brain in them” to learn consumption habits and automatically 
turn on and off to accommodate requirements within the household. Those 
advanced units, he noted, do not cost much more than regular recirculation 
pumps and can be installed as a replacement or retrofit. 

Gagnon noted that energy-efficient hot water recirculation systems use 
the electricity equivalent of running a 60-watt light bulb. One manufacturer 
states on its website that its best-selling system provides water conservation 
up to 15,000 gallons a year and can shave 10 percent off a household water 
bill. 

“We live in the desert,” Gagnon summarized. “Water savings is a good 
thing to have.” 

WAIT NO MORE FOR HOT WATER
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New toilets and appliances 
soak in major water savings

ROC 064729 ROC 099355

D
on’t let the lowly toilet’s relatively 
unchanged porcelain style fool you; the 
toilet has made impressive strides in the 
way it conserves water.

In the old days, this bathroom staple gobbled 
up as much as five gallons of water per flush. Now 
they’re commonly more than three times that 
efficient.

Two local people in the business, Kim Gagnon 
of The Plumbing Store and Keith Riggs of R.E.D. 
Plumbing, attest to the progress toilet manufactur-
ers have made in cutting back on their products’ 
water use.

The two most common standard toilets on the 
market use either 1.28 or 1.6 gallons per flush, 
Gagnon said. An ultra-high efficiency toilet uses 
1 gallon per flush and usually has to be specially 
ordered. Toilets that use 1.3 gallons per flush are 

now coming out, Riggs added. 
In the interest of achieving even greater water 

savings, the dual-flush toilet is on the market. 
Riggs is seeing this toilet gain in popularity. 
Dual-flush toilets had kinks in their workings in 
the beginning of their availability, the local experts 
said, but problems have largely been resolved. The 
two mechanisms on the dual-flush toilet provides 
one button for liquids, which uses 1.1 gallons of 
water per flush, and a second button for solids, 
which uses 1.6 gallons for each flush. 

These dual-flush toilets take some getting used 
to, but in the end, people should appreciate a 
toilet with these features, Riggs said. Here is why. 
“The average family of four will save 4,000 gallons 
per toilet per year,” he said. Two dual-flush toilets 
in one house may save as much as 6,000 to 8,000 
gallons of water each year.

The dual-flush toilets “got off to a slow start,” 
Riggs said, “but now people are going for them.” 
He sees more of these water savers going into new 
homes and into remodeling projects when people 
decide to switch out the old for the new. Another 
plus is that these toilets flush well and clean the 
bowl well, Riggs said.

Gagnon recommends buying name brands in 
general.

Other beneficial features to newer toilets make 
them easier to clean. Toilets with an “apron” 
feature do away with the bolts that anchor it to the 
floor. And some people are choosing wall-mounted 
toilets, so the floor underneath is easily cleaned.

KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY APPLIANCES

Manufacturers of kitchen appliances continue 
to jump on the water conservation bandwagon. 
Both dishwashers and washing machines now have 
water-saving features, said Doug Rupp, owner of 
Quality Maytag in Prescott. 

In his opinion, front-loading washers are more 
water efficient and do a better job of cleaning 
laundry. Most brands now offer washing machines 
with “quick” cycles that use less water, he added.

The tub in the bottom of the dishwasher, along 
with the pump, have improved in order to de-
crease water usage, Rupp said. Combined with the 
choice of cycles such as “regular, light and heavy,” 
dishwasher water consumption has dropped by as 
much as three to five gallons per cycle, he said.

With all these newer efforts toward conservation 
combined, homeowners can chalk up signifi-
cant annual water savings after moving to newer 
products. And that’s always a good thing in the 
arid West.
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By Sue Marceau

S
pice of Life, Cavern Clay, or a paint chip by any other name, the 2019 
Color of the Year for some in the home design industry is an Arizo-
na-inspired terracotta tone. The hue draws from the Grand Canyon 
State’s vibrant desert palette, rocky terrain and dramatic sunsets. 

Borrowing from the “dusty, earthy desert hues” popular here in the South-
west, Sherwin-Williams has created Cavern Clay SW 7701, a blend which 
“celebrates the warmth and simplicity found uniquely in desert landscapes,” 
according to Sue Wadden, the company’s director of color marketing. 

Dunn-Edwards Paints similarly has formulated its own “warm, inviting, 
adventurous and life-affirming” mixture in Spice of Life (DET439). 

“Inspired by a celebration of what makes life interesting and exciting, this 
strong, enticing, spice-market blend adds a complex, flavorful seasoning to 
design palettes,” Dunn-Edwards reports. “The elements of orange in the hue 
give a grounded (and) substantial feeling to design.”

Beyond marveling firsthand at the dramatic Arizona skies at sunset, local 
consumers can apply that canvas of natural beauty to their homes’ walls and 
furnishings. The unique character of the desert easily can be mirrored in a 
home or business, whether by accenting a single wall or paint rolling a full 
room of color. 

“What’s great about these warm hues is that they pair well with décor that 
brings the outside in,” Wadden explained, highlighting the Southwest’s pref-
erence for bright tile, warm stone and sculptural greenery. Decorative pillows, 
wall art, window coverings, and other accessories can add finishing touches to 
a room. Replacing older décor with trendy terracotta hues lends an exciting 
and revived look to any home or business. 

“We are really seeing a return to color in the design community, as op-
posed to the last several seasons, which stressed the importance of neutrals,” 
Wadden stated. She suggested that the arrival of a new color each year 
provides designers and consumers a reason to explore new color palettes and 
interior styles. 

Colors come and go. Trends rise and fall. What’s popular one season may 
wane the next, only to resurface during another. The volatility of trends 
reinforces the idea that consumers should focus on color schemes that bring 
them joy. 

“Trends are very fluid, and we often see colors come back in style after 
fading for a time,” Wadden added. “Homeowners and renters should choose 
colors they enjoy and will feel comfortable with as trends shift. When it 
comes to choosing paint colors, I always say ‘start with what you love.’ If 
there are certain objects that you love in your home, like a pillow or rug, use 
that as inspiration for a color palette.” 

One resurgent color today is the “vibrant, yet mellow Pantone 16-1546 
Living Coral,” which has been introduced to the printing, paint, fabric and 
plastic industries as Pantone LLC’s 2019 selection. A version of that same 

hue, Coral Reef SW 
6606, was Sher-
win-Williams’ Color of 
the Year back in 2015.

“We noticed this 
upbeat, optimistic 
color as a trend in the 
past and we’re seeing it 
gaining traction again 
in 2019,” Wadden 
shared. “Coral is a 
great accent color and 
is often used to bring 
pops of color into 
more neutral spaces. 
Using the coral color to 
paint the kitchen island, as an accent wall, or within artwork in the room can 
be a great way to go bold without overcommitting.”

From Pantone’s perspective, people “are seeking authentic and immersive 
experiences that enable connection and intimacy. Sociable and spirited, the 
engaging nature of Living Coral welcomes and encourages lighthearted ac-
tivity. Symbolizing our innate need for optimism and joyful pursuits, Living 
Coral embodies our desire for playful expression.”

Demonstrating that color choices reflect individuality, both Benjamin 
Moore and PPG Paints offer alternative Colors of the Year to the terracotta 
trend. 

PPG Paints advocates a “black-infused green that can be used as a neutral 
or statement accent,” explaining that “in an ever-disruptive world we want to 
escape to a quieter place – one that’s protective and beautiful. Night Watch 
(PPG1145-7) gives us that path.”

Benjamin Moore identifies a softer, neutral gray called Metropolitan 
AF-690 as its color for 2019. The firm’s design team describes this choice as 
“calm, composed and effortlessly sophisticated.” Alone or combined with 
any of the brand’s 15 “harmonious” palettes, the gray hue radiates “glamour, 
beauty and balance…Always adaptable, it softens to matte or shimmers with 
sheen. It’s neutral. It’s understated. It just is. This is color, off-duty.”

Whether pursuing the Arizona sunset, leaning toward an off-duty neu-
tral, or escaping to a quieter place, the average consumer often finds paint 
selection challenging. Many brands, including Sherman-Williams and PPG 
Paints, offer online tools to help. Consumers using such tools can upload 
photos of their rooms or use the models, assign one or more elements in a 
photo for a new coat, and click a button to overlay the color. The visualizers 
are web-based and do not require downloads. Color choices can be saved or 
emailed. 

For more information, visit www.visualizecolor.com

Companies offer 
paint “colors of 
the year”
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YOUR HOMETOWN  TITLE AGENCY 

#1 IN YAVAPAI 
COUNTY 

CAMP VERDE
527 S. MAIN ST.

 SUITE 1
 86322

(928) 567-0590

COTTONWOOD
716 S. MAIN ST.

86326
(928) 634-7591

SEDONA
2855 W. STATE ROUTE 89A 

SUITE 8
86336

(928) 282-4141

CHINO VALLEY
980 N. STATE ROUTE 89

 86323
(928) 636-0899

PRESCOTT VALLEY
8070 E. STATE ROUTE 69

 86314
(928) 772-8546

THE LAKES
3200 LAKESIDE 
VILLAGE DRIVE

 86301
(928) 771-7555

THE JUNCTION
1235 E. GURLEY

 86301
(928) 776-7070

PRESCOTT MAIN
123 N. MONTEZUMA

86301
(928) 445-2528

 WWW.YAVAPAITITLE.COM

“WHERE EXCELLENCE
IS TRADITION”
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 Welborn Investments, LLC dba Vicente Landscaping ROC 200432

RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL • LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED

www.VicenteLandscaping.com

From eye-catching driveways, to stunning patios, 
to serene landscapes, Belgard offers an array of 
products to complement your home and help you 
create the perfect dreamscape. Though we specialize 
in a number of styles of permeable pavers and 
interlocking concrete pavers, we also specialize 
in in retaining walls, finishes, and other applications 
such as fire pits and outdoor ovens.

We can help make your home stunning and 
impressive, while also warm and inviting.

928-636-1601

Creative Landscapes
for Your Lifestyle.

PAVERS | WATER FEATURES | RETAINING WALLS | IRRIGATION
DRAINAGE/EROSION SOLUTIONS | LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE

LANDSCAPE DESIGN/INSTALLATION

More color. We have enjoyed neutral paints and furniture for some time 
now, but don’t be afraid to add that bold piece of furniture, area rug or even 
paint in the right space. 

You will be seeing a lot of dark blue, warm terra cotta, mustard, and teal 
this coming year. Even cabinetry is taking advantage of these colors. Add that 
pop of color in a kitchen island, bath vanity or other accent furniture.

Painted white and cream cabinetry will still be a strong contender. It 
continues to be the most popular choice among consumers. However, black 
cabinets also are gaining as a new favorite. Wood tones are tending towards a 
medium brown rather than the dark espresso of the recent past. The medium 
tones are great when paired with the painted cabinets of the farmhouse look. 

The extremely popular farmhouse look is transitioning to more of a 
contemporary farmhouse style. Not quite so rustic or industrial, but still 
creating a vintage feel with fewer layers. Shiplap is still a great way to create a 
simple wall texture but instead of just painting it white, consider a charcoal 
grey, taupe or dark blue. It will add color and dimension. 

Mixed metal finishes are everywhere, including brushed, burnished, 
and antique brass. They can be mixed with blacks, steel, and glass. They 
can be a subtle addition to cabinet hardware or make a big statement with 
fabulous lighting.

Handmade tiles and tiles in unique shapes are leading the way as 
strong alternatives. Subway tile has been a classic favorite for more than a 
century. Consider a softly contrasting grout to bring the tile to life. Another 
favorite is the vintage tiles with a Moroccan flair or European look. Use them 
on floors, backsplashes, fireplaces, and showers. Used in small areas, they can 
create a huge impact. 

Free-standing bathtubs are the way to make an impact in your bath-
room for anyone who loves to soak. They come in a wide range of styles, 
color and sizes. Pair them with a window with a view and you will have a 
show stopper. 

Black windows are making a comeback. With large grid patterns, they 
are the go-to choice for the modern farm-style house being designed today. 
You also will see black in shower doors and interior glass doors. They can be a 
show stopper when used as a wall-mounted sliding door. They make a strong 
statement in an otherwise simple space. 

Wall-mounted doors are not necessarily new this year, but available 
door styles and hardware continue to increase and wow us all. There are 
doors and hardware that will work with virtually any style. These doors are a 
fantastic problem solver and space creator, and can have a dramatic impact on 
a room as an architectural detail. 

Board-and-batten siding is one the most popular choices today. As 
interest grows in the modern farmhouse trend, board-and-batten adds texture 
and interest that complement what could be a boring flat façade. Paint it 
white or light gray for a nice pop against your landscape. 

Smart appliances are showing up everywhere. From microwaves to ther-
mostats, the ability to control your home by phone or voice assistant is here. 
Alexa and Google Home can turn on your TV or tell you about the weather. 
More and more appliances are being integrated with voice assistant and will 
continue to become more common. 

Decide what is big on your design plan this year, do your research and have 
fun. Keep scale and continuity in mind as you make your choices. It’s nice to 
be on the front end of trend. All your friends will think you are brilliant!

CHRISTIE BOARD is a certified kitchen and bath designer who co-owns 
the Board by Board construction company in Prescott with her husband 
Robert.

Interior Design Trends For 2019

By Christie Board

H
ome design trends have about a seven-year life span. Then there 
are the classics that have endured for ages. I say it’s fun to add a 
few of the trendy ideas and balance them out with the staples of 
good design. So what will we be seeing in 2019? 
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By Christie Board

In the 1990s, master bathrooms were large and 
over the top, but not necessarily functional or a 
great use of space. The hall bathroom was typically 
“the kid bathroom” with a standard tub, toilet and 
sink layout. Five by nine, you’re done! The good 
news is that bathrooms have significantly changed 
in both function and design in the last 20 years. 

You may wonder how you get that fantastic 
bathroom when you are planning your new home 
or remodel. Fortunately, you can follow some basic 
guidelines that will make a huge difference in your 
finished bathroom. 

The first thing you need to determine is the 
architectural style of your existing home or new 
home. The sign of a great remodel or new build will 
be the continuity of each room as it flows into the 
next space. A remodel should make the home bet-
ter, not draw attention to itself like a pair of winter 
boots in summer. Ask yourself who is going to use 

this bathroom, and are there any special consider-
ations that will help them use it successfully? Once 
you have answered both those questions, you can 
make a lot of decisions. 

I can’t emphasize enough how critical it is to 
maintain style continuity throughout your home. 
Failing to do this is probably the most common 
mistake in remodeling or new construction. If you 
stay with a consistent style, your home will instantly 
feel cohesive and calm. Your brain will thank you!

Let’s focus on a master bathroom. The good news 
is, you no longer need to feel obligated to put in a 
large bathtub unless you absolutely want it and will 
use it. Homeowners and buyers overwhelming agree 
they would rather have a large shower with multiple 
showerheads. If you can’t imagine life without a 
bathtub to soak in, consider using a freestanding 
bathtub. They come in a variety of styles and sizes. 
They typically take up less floor space and add 
personality to your bathroom. PRO TIP: Make 
sure your floor system can handle the weight of 

your new bathtub, and your water heater can 
provide you enough hot water for you to enjoy 
your soaking time. 

In a shower, I always plan for a bench large 
enough for an adult, with a hand shower on a slide 
bar that can be accessed from a seated or standing 
position. As a bonus, a hand shower also provides 
easy shower cleanup. You will want a separate 
showerhead to take standing showers, typically on 
the opposite end. Make sure that showerhead is at 
least 84” above the floor. I like a large niche that 
can be accessed from both showering locations. Or 
have two niches and always make them pop with 
accent tile. A curbless shower is a great option. It 
does, however, take preplanning to make it happen. 
PRO TIP: Bring this up with your contractor or 
designer EARLY ON. 

Comfort-height toilets with soft-close seats are 
a must. You might consider a washlet feature as an 
add-on. This is similar to a bidet and can be helpful 
for those with mobility or other issues. PRO TIP: 

Before You Take The Hammer To 
The Drywall in The Bath, Read On

KITCHEN AND BATH DESIGN   |   DESIGN CONSULTATIONS   |    PLAN DESIGN EVALUATION 

CHRISTIE BOARD CKD, CBD 
928-442-1387    |   BOARDBYBOARD.COM 

Board by Board  
d e  s  i  g  n  
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DESIGN AN AMAZING BATHROOM

You need to plan for an outlet for a washlet. 
I love the furniture-look vanities we see every-

where. They add a great sense of style. I often have 
a master vanity custom made, but still design it as a 
furniture-look piece for extra style points. Storage is 
the next big item, and whether your vanity is large 
or small you can plan ahead for optimal use of your 
space. An outlet in a drawer or under the sink for 
blow dryers to stay plugged into is a must-have. 
Low-profile rollouts under the sink are handy for 
reaching an awkward space. A small trash can built 
into a vanity drawer is a clever way of hiding the 
trash. A shallow tower cabinet that sits on the vanity 
countertop with outlets inside is a great way to hide 
those extra items that clutter up the counter. It can 
store anything from jewelry organizers to vitamins. 
Always accent with beautiful mirrors. Make sure 
they are not too small, and don’t be afraid to mix 
metals. 

Good lighting is critical. Bar-style lights over 
a mirror should provide at least 225 watts. A 
clear lens over the bulbs will provide you the 
cleanest light. PRO TIP: Amber glass will cast 
yellow shadows. Sconces are trendy right now 
and should be installed at face level. Be sure to 
check wattage before making a final selection 
(poor lighting is terrible for applying makeup). 

Additional lighting over the shower and central 
bathroom area is a great idea. Consider a 
chandelier in the bathroom if your ceiling height 
allows. A heated floor is a small upgrade that’s 
well worth it. A warm tile floor on a cold winter 
night is a hit. 

Tile is a whole separate conversation, but 
remember contrast is important. You do not want 
the vanity, the tile and the walls to be all the same 
color or tone. Find colors and textures that com-
plement each other, yet also contrast. Remember, 
those finishes need to be friends with the rest of 

the house too! 
Don’t forget bath accessories, stylish plumbing 

fixtures and cabinet hardware as you plan your new 
favorite room. Today’s bathrooms can provide you 
with a beautiful place to relax, with clever storage 
solutions and highly functional layouts. It’s all yours 
with smart preplanning. 

CHRISTIE BOARD is a certified kitchen and 
bath designer who co-owns the Board by Board 
construction company in Prescott with her 
husband Robert.

   ◊ Residential Construction Loans   ◊ Commercial Construction Loans    
   ◊ Home Mortgage Loans  ◊ Commercial Real-Estate Loans
   ◊ Reverse Mortgage Loans  ◊ Business Loans    
   ◊ Home Equity Lines of Credit ◊ SBA, USDA, 504 

NMLS #405866countrybankaz.com 

Competitive Interest Rates and Flexible Loan Terms
Local Decision Making with Fast Decision Times

Downtown Prescott  
147 N. Cortez St  
928-443-9595

Prescott 
1275 Gail Gardner Way
928-717-2333

Prescott Valley 
3044 N. Glassford Hill Rd
928-759-8600

Cottonwood 
597 E State Route 89A
928-639-0020

  A Division of  State Bank of  Arizona
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Home Decor | Kitchen & Bath Design
Material Selection & Specification | Sourcing & Space Planning

Accessorizing & Placement

Linda HugHes • 928.717.0033
excLusive design Partner witH HBc

www.LantanaAZ.com

LantanaDesignStudio LantanaDesignStudio

Building Exceptional Custom Homes Since 1983 
& in the Prescott Area Since 1994

Family-Run Business
Call for a Tour of One of Our Beautiful Custom Homes or 

Visit Us at Our Design Studio
1235 Willow Creek Road, Prescott, AZ 86301

KeitH & doug HugHes • 928.717.0033
www.HBC-AZ.com | ROC 306325B1 | ROC 306318B

FANS PULL IN FRESH AIR

Whole house fans 
cool home as they 
pull in fresh air, too

Did you know that whole home fans can cool homes and improve home 
air quality using 90 percent less electricity than air conditioning units? Air 
conditioning recirculates the same stale air in the home, while whole home 
fans pull fresh air inside through windows that are open only four to six 
inches. Experts at QuietCool say their whole home fans can complete an air 
exchange throughout the entire home in three to four minutes, while cooling 
the home by 30 degrees or more and cooling attics by more than 50 degrees.

Whole home fans work only as well as their environment, and Yavapai 
County’s high-altitude living is the perfect environment with its cool, dry air 
in the summer evenings. You probably heard some people say how beautiful it 
is outside at night, yet their home is still hot. The whole home fan exchanges 
that hot and stale indoors air for the cool, fresh night air. The fan brings the 
air through the windows and pushes it into the attic, blowing the hot attic air 
on outside through the attic vents. With the cooler home and attic at night, 
the home won’t heat up as quickly the next day. 

The air quality in homes is often 2-5 times worse than outside air, accord-
ing to the EPA. Pulling in fresh, clean air can will push out dander, pet hair, 
viruses, and VOCs and improve your health. 

The breeze felt throughout the home is the benefit that people say they 
appreciate the most after the installation of a whole home fan, QuietCool 
experts relate. 

The old-fashioned whole home fans with metal shutters were loud and 
could be heard throughout the house – almost like a helicopter is trying to 
land on top of you. QuietCool has designed and patented a fan that elimi-
nates this vibration and noise by moving the fan into the attic and creating a 
more energy efficient, quieter system. QuietCool whole home fans utilize an 
acoustical duct up to nine feet long with an energy efficient motor mounted 
on the end of the duct. Customers can run their QuietCools all night long 
without any disturbing noise or vibration. They’re made in the U.S. and 
supported by a 15-year warranty.

So why will a house with a whole home fan be cooler the next day? The 
concept is called thermal mass cooling. When a QuietCool runs all night 
long, the fan begins to pull the heat out of the lumber and the HVAC duct-
ing. The thermal core temperature of the home is lowered. After consistently 
running the fan night after night, customers notice that their homes aren’t as 
warm in the afternoon.

What about the cooler seasons of the year? Any time the outside air is 
pleasant, it’s a good time to run a QuietCool. It improves the air quality 
and the air is refreshing. It can run in the spring, fall, and even on a warmer 
winter afternoon to bring fresh air into the home. Some people will run their 
QuietCools on a winter afternoon for a short time just to expel the flu or cold 
virus out of the home.
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SAVE UP TO 90% off your A/C bill!

WHOLE HOUSE FAN OPERATION
QuietCool pulls fresh air through 
windows

QuietCool pushes hot air out attic

1

2

elan electric inc
AZ RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL ELECTICAL CONTRACTOR

928.925.7937
elanelectricinc.com
Licensed, Bonded, Insured • ROC288443

90% off your A/C bill!

“It’s Like a Breeze On A Switch!”
Cooling Your House For Pennies A Day!

Call Today for a FREE Consultation
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E
xperienced local painters say homeowners 
in Yavapai County should stick with high-
grade exterior paint on their homes if they 
want it to last for any reasonable amount 

of time.
“The Arizona sun is the enemy, and moisture 

does the rest,” said Steve Craig, owner of Steve 
Craig Custom Painting & Construction based in 
Cottonwood. The Southwestern U.S. has the most 
sunny days of anywhere in the nation at nearly 
300 per year, and all those UV rays really put paint 

to the test. 
The higher grades contain more titanium 

dioxide so they don’t crack, chip and peel like 
lower-quality paints, Craig said. The higher grades 
also fade evenly while cheaper paint gets blotchy, 
especially in shady areas with spotty sunlight.

“I’ve actually seen houses that look like they’re 
polka-dotted,” related Craig, who has 34 years of 
experience around Yavapai County.

 “You need to pay up for paint,” agreed Jimmy 
Cordier, owner of Pinon Painting in Prescott.

Cordier has literally been putting paint to the 
test on his own house. He has painted a dozen 
samples on the west side of his home to see how 
they hold up in the sun. Interestingly, he found 
that one paint lasted nine years on his Dad’s home 
in the Valley of the Sun while it lasted only one 
year up here in Prescott. He chalks the difference 
up to the valley’s dust and pollution that filters 
the sun’s rays much more than the clearer air in 
Prescott, along with the thinner atmosphere at 
Prescott’s higher elevation that filters less UV rays.

Cordier’s homegrown testing also indicates 
that higher-gloss paints last longer here. The 
gloss reflects UV rays with its smaller particles, he 
explained, and it costs only about 50 cents/gallon 
more than other sheens. Locals tend to shy away 
from glossy, but the gloss isn’t really noticeable on 
stucco because the texture hides it, he added.

Lighter colors are best, Craig added, because 
they reflect UV rays while darker colors absorb the 
rays. Pastels such as tan, beige and white are great.

The painters themselves are important too, 
Craig stressed. Prep is everything. It starts with 
filling cracks and patching with high-end caulk, 
before power washing the house and letting it dry 
for a day. His crews spend three-and-a-half to four 
days prepping, compared to one day of painting.

Unlicensed or inexperienced painters might 
do the power wash before caulking, thus sealing 
moisture in the stucco and causing black mold to 
develop, Craig warned. 

High UV 
rays in Yavapai 
County demand 

high-quality paint, 
experts say

Full Service Remodeling
Kitchen, Bathroom and Room Additions

7245 E. 2nd St Ste C, Prescott Valley | 928-775-6178 | ablereadyllc.com

ROC286905

Custom Design 
Your Kitchen or 

Bathroom in 
our Showroom
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928-443-1566 
LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED
2989 Centerpointe East Dr., Prescott Az 86301

HIGH-QUALITY PAINT

Paint companies don’t really make paint specifically for high-ele-
vation areas since half the U.S. population lives along the coast, 
Cordier said. Both Craig and Cordier prefer to use higher-end 
Sherwin-Williams and Dunn-Edwards paints. Craig prefers 
Dunn-Edwards because it’s made in Phoenix so it caters 
somewhat to this region. 

“It’s not enough to just buy the brand,” Cordier added, 
noting that Sherwin-Williams stocks 13 different price 
points in this area. He recommends spending at least $30/
gallon, and if you’re planning on staying in a home at least a 
decade he recommends spending twice that much. He really 
likes Sherwin-Williams SuperPaint and Benjamin Moore Aura 
series.

A house that’s 1,200-1,500 square feet will average about 20 gallons 
of paint, Craig estimated. 

Exterior paint jobs done correctly with high-quality, light-colored paint 
can last a decade before starting to fade, Craig and Cordier estimated, espe-
cially on the north and east sides of course. To check fading, spray water on 
the paint. If it looks like a different color when it’s wet, it’s not doing a good 
job of protecting the house, Cordier said.

While Arizona’s sun is brutal on paint, on the brighter side our weather is 
great for meeting the 35-degree minimum temperature threshold and maxi-
mum 18-percent moisture content, Cordier said.

“We’ve got great weather for drying paint, too,” he added. Which means 
that some pastimes in Prescott really are more boring than watching paint 
dry.
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With an average of nearly 300 days of sunshine annually, many Arizonans 
feel the need for extra protection from the sun’s rays that beam into their homes. 
Luckily, helpful technology has come a long ways in the past decade.

Windows in new homes usually feature minimal “low-e” (low emissivity) UV 
protection, and that can be insufficient for the Southwest that gets the highest 
number of sunny days in the nation.

Homeowners can buy window curtains to block UV rays, but unfortunately 
they also completely block the view.

Other choices manufactured specifically to block UV rays don’t have that 
problem. Depending on their preferences, homeowners can choose screens and 
awnings from Prescott ScreenMobile or window tinting from ProTint based in 
Prescott Valley. Both will come to your home to offer free advice and estimates.

PROTINT WINDOW TINTS BLOCK UV RAYS, LET VIEWS IN 

Tinting sold by licensed specialists blocks 99 percent of UV rays while 
actually enhancing views because it blocks glare, said Mark Williams, owner of 
ProTint professional glass tinting based in Prescott Valley that has been serving 
Northern Arizona for a quarter-century. He has a pile of before-and-after photos 
to prove it.

“That’s what blows people’s minds,” he said.
Another common misconception is the fear that tinting is not compatible 

with double-pane insulated windows, Williams said. He sells and installs film 
that is engineered specifically for double-pane windows. It is guaranteed not 
to adversely affect double-pane windows with problems such as thermal stress 
or seal failure. He estimates at least 90 percent of his clients have double-pane 
windows.

POPULAR REASONS FOR TINTING

• SUN DAMAGE - The sun’s powerful rays can fade furniture, wood floors, 
artwork, etc.
• SOLAR HEAT GAIN - One room or side of the house feels 
overwhelmingly hot during warmer weather. Tinting can block 56-
84 percent of solar heat gain, resulting in noticeable savings on air 
conditioning costs as well. This also helps the environment.
• GLARE - This is a common problem with high windows. The glare can 
really affect TVs and computer monitors. It can feel like you need to wear 
sunglasses.

Window screens and tinting 
prevent damage from sun’s UV rays

FACT: VISTA WINDOW FILM FILTERS 
99% OF DAMAGING UV LIGHT

UV Blocking Window Film

BEFORE AFTER

• Window Film saves energy in winter as well as summer.
• Blocks up to 76% of the summer heat.
• Protect your furniture, flooring & artwork.
•  Update the efficiency of your existing windows  

at a fraction of the cost of replacement.

U.V. light accounts for almost half of sun 
damage in your home’s interior

928.772.5971

Is UV Damaging Your Floors & Furniture?

www.protintarizona.com
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• PRIVACY - “The beauty of window film is, it gives you visibility out and 
people can’t see in,” Williams said.

Some of the ProTint films even provide protection from intruders by 
strengthening glass by 300 percent, Williams said. The film holds shattered glass 
together even after multiple impacts. Williams says this film is preferable to 
home alarms that alert homeowners about intruders.

“It’s nice to know a burglar’s indoors, but I’d rather keep them outside,” he 
said.

PRESCOTT SCREENMOBILE IS ONE-STOP SCREEN SHOP

Prescott ScreenMobile sells solar screen panels, interior roll-down solar 
screens, exterior roll-down solar screens, and retractable awnings to block UV 
rays. All of them are easy to install and replace, with 10-year to 15-year warran-
ties.

Three of these products block UV rays before they ever hit windows and heat 
them up, making them highly effective at cooling rooms, said Jessica Barney, 
who co-owns Prescott ScreenMobile with her husband Ben. She remembers the 
day they installed solar screen panels on the exterior of their upstairs windows 
facing east and west in their former Phoenix home.

“It was like a night-and-day difference,” Jessica said. The bedroom went 
from the hottest to the coolest room in the house, Ben said. The panels paid for 
themselves by reducing cooling bills, Jessica added.

The screens also can save indoor furniture and other valuable items from sun 
damage. One Prescott Valley customer had to refinish their kitchen cabinets 
twice in four years because of sun damage before purchasing solar screen panels 
for the exterior of their windows and ending that problem, Ben related. 

Since it’s a franchise, Prescott ScreenMobile can choose the best manufactur-
ers while offering high-quality local customer service, Jessica said.

“We’re a one-stop screen shop,” she said, noting that Prescott ScreenMobile 
sells many more products beyond sunscreens. It also does screen repairs. Go 
online to screenmobile.com and enter your zip code to see all its services. 

Prescott ScreenMobile’s sun-blocking products block 80-100 percent of UV 
rays, depending on the style.

“People are typically surprised at how well they can see through our screens, 
even out of a 90-percent (UV blocking) screen,” Ben added.

SOLAR SCREEN PANELS

Solar screen panels made with a fiberglass core and vinyl coating are a popular 
choice for the exterior of windows, Jessica said. Ben cuts them on site and 
charges by the square foot. They block 80-90 percent of UV rays. They come in 
black, brown, beige, gray, white, bronze and even forest green colors. The black 
and brown are the most popular because they’re more reflective so they last the 
longest, and because they preserve the best views, Ben said.

They are mounted with die-cast clips to the window’s wood trim or frame so 
they can be removed for cleaning or colder seasons, using enough clips to keep 
them from rattling in the wind, Ben said. They’re usually tight enough to also 
act as bug screens, and dark enough to also act as privacy screens during the day, 
he added.

INTERIOR ROLL-DOWN SOLAR SHADES

Some people don’t like having screens on the outside of their homes, so they 
prefer the interior roll-down solar shades that aren’t removable, Ben said. Or 
they might want to roll up their fabric screens for a crisper view of the scenery.

“It’s basically an alternative to shades,” Jessica said. They can be a sleeker alter-
native to bulky window blinds. Customers can buy covers to hide them while 
rolled up, or leave them exposed. They are installed with either manual chain 
pulls or motorized (solar or electric) lifts.

“Some of the technology has gotten cool with this stuff,” Ben said. Owners 

WINDOW SCREENS AND TINTING

Members of Selling Entity are licensed Real Estate Brokers in the state of Arizona.  

2421 Sq.Ft. built in The Preserve at Prescott

Building New Homes in Prescott, Arizona!  
in The Preserve at Prescott   

Premier Development AZ offers a limited number of moderately priced 
single family residences (all single story homes from 2001 to 2500 sq.ft.).  
Well built, energy efficient, 2x6 construction homes plans that will appeal to 
buyers seeking new homes with sensible features. 
Premier Development AZ offers functional, affordable designs, popular 

included features, excellent warranties and minimal options.  
  We can build your new home on our lot or yours. Ask about our home & 
lot packages. Contact Premier to explore what we can do for you. 

Premier Development AZ LLC  ROC278145 

can download a smart-
phone app that allows 
them to control their 
shades remotely. And 
one remote can control 
multiple shades.

EXTERIOR ROLL-DOWN 

SOLAR SCREENS

The exterior roll-down solar screens 
are great for patios and porches, and also can 
be used on windows. They can be as wide as 21 feet and high as 16 feet, Jessica 
said. The two styles are zipper track and cable guides. Zipper track screens on 
all sides of the exterior space are snug enough to keep out insects. Screens with 
cable guides are anchored to the ground but looser on the sides, so they’re better 
in high winds because of their flexibility. Some people even buy them mainly for 
wind protection, Ben added.

Customers can add motorized controls, as well as wind and rain sensors that 
prompt the motor to roll the screens up or down.

RETRACTABLE AWNINGS

The retractable awnings are made of an umbrella fabric similar to canvas and 
block 100 percent of the sun’s rays. They come in a wide variety of colors and 
styles for patios and porches. Customers can add a piece in the front that rolls 
all the way down to the ground, made of either Sunbrella or sunscreen. And like 
the exterior roll-down screens, customers can add wind and rain sensors on the 
motorized awnings.
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Landscape lights can 
transform your evening
O

utdoor lighting options have expanded 
exponentially in recent years, thanks 
to the availability of LED lights for a 
wide variety of needs and desires.

The cost of LED lights has dropped enough to 
make them accessible to all kinds of homeowners 
who want to put the final touch on their landscap-
ing and really show it off.

Joshua Loveall, an Arizona native who owns the 
Joshua Tree & Landscape Company that services 
Yavapai County, can list all kinds of reasons 

why landscape lighting is a great idea. He was a 
consulting arborist and landscape designer before 
starting his own company.

“It’s adding value and extending use,” Loveall 
said of landscape lighting.

In the front yard, “It shows off your architec-
tural accents to produce curb appeal at night,” 
Loveall observed. Outdoor lights also guide visi-
tors to your door, lighting up areas between your 
driveway and front door so no one accidentally 
encounters a javelina herd or other wildlife.

“It extends the use of your backyard,” Loveall 
added.

If done right, the ambiance can be transforma-
tional. 

“Have you ever noticed a patio at a restaurant 
looks so much more inviting at night?” Loveall 
asked. “The low lighting gives your patio an 
instant makeover.”

LEDS EXPAND POSSIBILITIES

Loveall is a huge proponent of LED versus the 
old-fashioned halogen lighting for the yard. LED 
lights save about 80 percent on electricity costs, 
and LED lights last about a decade compared to a 
year for halogen, experts estimate. All that happens 
to be better for the environment, too.

Additionally, LED lights save greatly on 
professional installation labor costs because they 
technically are so much easier to install, Loveall 
said. With halogens, he must add up watts per 
zone and calculate distance from the power source 
to avoid blowing out lights. If you’re into stringing 
multiple strands of Christmas lights together, you 
understand the difference LED lights make. With-
out LED lights, you’re risking a blowout about the 
time you add that fourth strand.

“It pays to retrofit all your older lights into 
LED,” Loveall added. “Those folks pay for their 
system usually within a year or two of use.” If it’s a 
commercial property lighting a pool, for example, 
the LED lights can pay for themselves within a few 
months. Fixtures can remain.

TRICKS OF THE TRADE

Skillfully designing a landscape lighting plan is 
the key, said Loveall, who has special training on 
the outdoor lighting tricks of the trade. 

Loveall offers a free initial visit before a design 
consultation to discuss what he can do for the 
landscape at hand. If a homeowner moves ahead 
with the installation, the consultation cost is 
applied toward the labor. Then during installation, 
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homeowners can request sample lights to test their 
preferences.

“I’ll light up your life,” Loveall says only 
half-jokingly. 

One of his favorite projects was designing the 
landscape lighting at the Page Springs home of the 
late Sen. John McCain.

“Working with him was fun,” Loveall said. “We 
gave the front entry a real ambiance, lighting up 
the wagons and trees.”

Techniques of the professionals include 
“shadowing,” such as positioning lights to cast the 
shadows of shrubs onto a home; creating the feel 
of “moonlight” by using filters to diffuse light; and 
using colors such as green and silver to accentuate 
the colors of plants in vignettes around the yard. 
Lighting up water features can be among the most 
enchanting projects.

Speaking of colors, the world of LED has 
opened up the world of colors, too. Certain LED 
lights feature a rainbow spectrum that can produce 
literally thousands of colors that change with the 
tap of a smartphone. Resorts love this easy feature 
for changing colors around pools to match each 
holiday, Loveall related. Colored LED lenses also 
come in hundreds of colors. 

PRO VS� DIY

Some high-quality outdoor kitchen and fire-
place kits, such as Belgard sold by Arizona Stone 
and Architectural Products in Prescott Valley, fea-
ture built-in lights that make it easy to add some 
kinds of outdoor lighting to your yard. 

But for broader landscape lighting, Loveall 
cautions against buying big-box-store kits. For one 
thing, the connections might not be waterproof so 
corrosion leads to malfunction. Loveall generally 
use brass-sealed waterproof units with lifetime 
warranties. For another thing, big-box kits often 
don’t meet local dark-sky ordinances, he said. That 
means your neighbors can complain to the city or 
county and force you to remove them.

As the adage goes, “You get what you pay for,” 
Loveall confirms.

Even with lights that meet dark-sky ordinances, 
the installer needs to understand the particular 
ordinance, too. For example, your lights legal-
ly can’t shine into your neighbors’ yards. And 
Loveall’s designs don’t cast light on deciduous trees 
because the light goes straight into the sky during 
the colder months after leaves have fallen from the 
trees. Evergreens don’t have that issue.

SOLAR TECH NOT UP TO PAR

If you’re thinking about just buying a bunch 
of solar lights and sticking them in the ground 
for the convenience, Loveall explains that current 

outdoor solar light technology just doesn’t produce 
the same effect as LED and halogen because the 
light is so weak. And solar lights can’t be placed 
discreetly behind boulders or bushes because they 

need direct sunlight.
“Your landscape looks like a junkscape,” he 

said of solar stakes, and your driveway or walkway 
resembles a “landing strip.” 
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By Sue Marceau

C
onsidering all the time a typical homeown-
er spends in the kitchen and bathroom, 
choice of countertop material is yet another 
decision that requires a balance between 

functionality and upkeep with personal preferences 
for design, color and texture. 

Building Yavapai Magazine approached local 
experts about what’s trending now in countertops, 
and how best to care for the surfaces most popular 
in this area. 

Angelica Baeza, web and marketing coor-
dinator for Arizona Tile, and Matt Greenlee, 
managing member of Greenlee Designer Surfaces, 
offer advice about purchasing, sealing and routine 
cleaning. Arizona Tile specializes in quartz slab 
materials and natural stone, while Greenlee’s ex-
pertise encompasses those and additional options. 

For consumers who want to maintain and pre-
serve their current countertops, update or repolish 
worn surfaces, or alter the look and feel of their 
home, Baeza and Greenlee responded to Building 
Yavapai Magazine’s questions about how to best 
accomplish these goals.

Q: What are the most common types of solid 
surface countertops?

Greenlee:
•  NATURAL STONE – including granite, 

marble, limestone, quartzite, quartz, 
travertine, soapstone and slate;

•  ENGINEERED QUARTZ – a man-made 
product comprised of 95-98 percent quartz 
combined with resins;

•  SINTERED STONE – comprised of minerals 
from the earth that are compressed 
to 100,000 psi and then fired at a high 
temperature;

•  “CORIAN” SOLID SURFACE – plastic material 
made into sheets that are about 1/2” thick; 
and 

•  PLASTIC LAMINATE – a thin plastic 
laminated to particleboard. 

Q: What consideration should be given to the 
durability of countertops and their tendency to 
scratch or stain? 

Greenlee: Granite, quartzite and natural quartz 
countertops should not show wear if taken care 
of properly. If the surfaces do get scratched, call a 
professional to consult about repairing. This will 
require wet polishing the surface and that demands 
a high degree of skill.

Softer stone such as limestone, marble, traver-
tine, and slate can easily be scratched, stained and 
etched. They can generally be repaired as well. 
Such work should be performed by a professional. 
These softer stones should be cleaned and sealed 
annually, and they will require repolishing from 
time to time, depending on how they are main-
tained. 

Engineered quartz countertops with scratches 
and worn areas can be repaired, but again, this 
should be undertaken by a skilled professional who 
specifically has experience in field repairs.

Corian countertops with scratches or worn areas 
can be repaired by a skilled professional.

Formica countertops showing wear or scratches 
need to be replaced. 

Q: What should buyers consider when choos-
ing countertops?

Baeza: Prospective buyers should consider 
their lifestyle prior to making any selection, and 
determine which materials would be most suitable 

for their daily needs. Given the wide variety of 
material types, plus their colors and patterns, there 
are options to accommodate any design style. 

Q: What are the most popular choices for 
countertops? 

Baeza: Quartz materials have become increas-
ingly popular due to their color consistency and 
wide selection, whereas natural stone such as 
granite maintains its popularity for its organic and 
timeless appeal. 

Q: What factors should be considered when 
evaluating quartz or natural stone products? 

Baeza: While there may be added maintenance 
with either a quartz or natural stone counter-
top, the benefits of either option far outweigh 
the added responsibility of keeping the material 
looking its best. Both options are durable for use 
in countertop installations. And while wear and 
tear is inevitable, there are many ways to remediate 
aesthetic problems that may arise.

Q: Why is proper care important?
Baeza: As with any home investment, proper 

care and maintenance of the materials will prolong 
the life and beauty of your countertops. Ensuring 
the material is properly cared for will safeguard the 
investment and keep it beautiful for many years 
to come. 

Q: Should sealants be applied to quartz and 
natural stone?

Baeza: While Arizona Tile makes no recom-
mendations for or against sealing applications, 
most licensed fabricators recommend sealing 
quartz and natural stone materials following 
installation, as well as periodically throughout the 
lifetime of the material. Customers should discuss 
with their contractor/builder the necessity of 
sealing. An aftermarket service and maintenance 
program is best administered by a licensed stone 
restoration company.

Greenlee: It is an accepted industry standard 

Experts offer advice on 
caring for countertops
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that engineered quartz does not need to be sealed. 
However, as a company with experience with the 
matte-finished engineered quartz materials, we 
have discovered that they will need to be periodi-
cally sealed since they do absorb some stains. The 
industry has developed sealers for these materials. 
Softer stone such as limestone, marble, traver-
tine and slate should be resealed annually with a 
penetrating sealer. Granite, quartzite and quartz 
countertops should be resealed with a penetrating 
sealant every two to five years, depending on use 
and care. 

Q: What about sealing other types of solid 
surfaces, such as Corian and laminate? 

Greenlee: Corian and plastic laminate do not 
need to be sealed.

Q: What are the basic rules of thumb regard-
ing maintenance for countertops?

Baeza: While it is necessary to stay on top of 
daily cleaning to keep the material looking its best, 
it may also be necessary to use a stronger cleaner 
periodically, depending on the cleaning issue. 

Greenlee: Use only mild cleaners on the solid 
surface countertops. If you have a stain that will 
not come up, contact a professional for advice or 
hire them to correct the issue.

Q. How should quartz be cleaned after every-
day use?

Baeza: For quartz, use a damp cloth or paper 
towel and, if necessary, any pH-neutral cleaner or 
gentle soap and water. Spread the cleaner on the 
surface. After a few seconds, wipe off with a damp 
cloth and then carefully dry the surface. 

Greenlee: Engineered quartz should be cleaned 
with a cleaner recommended by the manufacturer. 
Use a soft cotton towel to clean and dry. A little bit 
of mild dish soap and water can be used as well. 

Q. What is the best way to clean stone after 
routine use?

Baeza: For stone, a warm-water or a pH-bal-
anced neutral cleaner is recommended for 
everyday cleaning. Rinse the surface thoroughly 
after washing, and dry with a soft cloth. Change 
the rinse water frequently. To prevent alkaline and 
soap-scum buildup, use squeegees in shower areas.  

Greenlee: Natural stone and sintered stone 
countertops need a neutral pH cleaner designed 
for natural stone. These cleaners are produced 
either in a spray-and-wipe container or a concen-
trated formula that is diluted with water and then 
sprayed on the surface and wiped off. A solution of 
mild dish soap can also be used. It is recommend-
ed that a soft cotton towel be used for everyday 
cleaning. Apply the cleaning solution, agitate with 

the soft cotton towel and dry off with a cotton 
towel. 

Q. What about cleaning Corian and plastic 
laminate regularly? 

Greenlee: Corian and plastic laminate can be 
cleaned with the same methods. Use a soft cotton 
towel to clean and dry. A little bit of mild dish 
soap and water can be used as well.

Q: What cleaning cloths/sponges and cleaning 
products/chemicals absolutely should be avoided 
with solid surface tops?

Baeza: Homeowners should be careful about 
which cleaners they use on either quartz or natural 
stone materials, because certain cleaners can break 
down the shine over time. For either material, it 
is not recommended to use scouring powders or 
creams. These products contain abrasives that may 
scratch the surface. Do not use vinegar or any 
cleaners containing acids or strong alkaline agents. 

Greenlee: Never use an abrasive scrub pad on 
solid surfaces. This includes sandpaper, steel wool, 
Scotch bright pads and other abrasive pads. Never 
use harsh chemicals such as CLR, Lime-A-Way, 
Tilex, vinegar or anything acidic. Read the label 
on the cleaner. Stay away from the cleaner if the 

label says not to use it on natural stone. Do not 
use cleaners or conditioners that will leave behind 
a residue, because this will build up over time and 
give the countertop an undesirable look.

Q: How should spills be handled?
Baeza: Whether a stone product is sealed or 

unsealed, all spills must be cleaned up immediately 
to avoid possible staining. Acid-based foods such 
as citrus or tomatoes can etch into the polish of 
more delicate stones such as marble. 

Q: What about placing hot containers on 
counter surfaces?

Baeza: Do not place hot items such as pots 
and pans on any stone. As a safety precaution, use 
coasters on countertops.

Q: What should a homeowner do if the coun-
tertop begins to look worn, scratched, or less 
glossy than first installed?

Baeza: If the material begins to look dull 
or worn, both quartz and natural stone can be 
repolished to bring the sheen back on the surface. 
Scratches are a normal part of wear and tear 
on countertops. Most light surface scratches can 
be restored.

CARING FOR COUNTEROPS
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Irises, orchids and roses 
shower beauty on 
gardens and 
households

By Sue Marceau

Y
ou may never have been promised a rose 
garden, but your “iris” eyes are sure to 
smile when you visit flower gardens at 
local colleges, universities, museums and 

other public venues. 
Local community floral collections include the 

Territorial Women’s Memorial Rose Garden and 
the Historic Iris Gardens at Sharlot Hall Museum; 
the Richard Marcusen Sculpture (and iris) Garden 

at Yavapai College; and the Memorial Iris Gardens 
at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU). 

The gardens at ERAU are dedicated to the 19 
Granite Mountain Hotshots who perished fighting 
the 2013 Yarnell Hill Fire, as well as survivor Bren-
dan McDonough and first responders in general. 

The rose garden at Sharlot Hall honors more 
than 500 pioneering women who helped settle the 
State of Arizona. Nominations can still be submit-
ted today, as long as the women lived in Arizona 
prior to statehood.

The Yavapai College sculpture garden was 
named in 2015 after Richard Marcusen, an Emer-
itus Art Faculty member of the college who helped 
facilitate more than 40,000 hours of volunteer 
labor and raise more than $1.16 million in mone-
tary and in-kind gifts to build the garden.

Flowering time for irises is the middle of April 
to the beginning of June. The spring flush of rose 
blooms starts mid-to-late May and continues off 
and on throughout the summer, with a second 
strong flush in early autumn. 

Local floral societies and garden clubs help 
beginners learn techniques from more experienced 
gardeners. They include the Alta Vista Garden 
Club, Prescott Iris Society, and University of 
Arizona Cooperative Extension in Yavapai County 
with its Master Gardeners. The Master Gardeners 
are trained volunteers who provide science-based 
horticulture education. 

While the great outdoors is the planting ground 
for irises and roses, indoors is the preferred venue 
for growing orchids. Some types of orchids can be 
grown outdoors, but they have an extremely limit-
ed season. Enthusiasts place most orchids indoors 
in windows, under artificial light, or in greenhous-
es. The Prescott Orchid Society helps people select 
and grow orchids. 

Here’s a rundown of recommendations from 
members of the various floral societies about how 
to grow spectacular roses, irises and orchids. 

ROSES PROS AND CONS

Some people enjoy the beauty and fragrance of 
roses wafting from others’ handiwork. They’d rath-
er be the beholders than the green thumbs behind 
the colorful gardens. Others have a strong passion 
for growing roses of their own. 

“Some gardeners feel that roses require too 
much work,” related Doug Arthur, member of 
the Alta Vista Garden Club, Master Gardener in 
Yavapai County, and consultant at a local garden 
center. “Others claim that starting a summer 
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SHOWER BEAUTY ON GARDENS AND HOUSEHOLDS

morning with a cup of coffee and the roses is a 
wonderful way to go. Deadheading (pruning spent 
blossoms to encourage more flowers) and appreci-
ating the flowers on a regular basis can become a 
meaningful routine.”

Arthur and local gardener Cynthe Brush are 
definitely in the rose enthusiasts’ camp. Brush has 
been growing roses for more than 40 years, the 
last three in Prescott. She currently serves as the 
Alta Vista Garden Club’s membership chair. Akin 
to Arthur and the other club members, Brush is 
always ready to share her passion and expertise. 

The pros of growing roses in Prescott, advised 
Brush, are “plenty of sun for vigor, low humidity 
for beautiful blooms that open fully, and minimal 
fungal disease perhaps also due to day and night 
temperature differences. Some rose varieties thrive 
in our hot summers.” 

Challenges include poor soil that’s low in 
organic matter and high in alkaline; few worms to 
enrich the soil until amending (adding soil condi-
tioners) for a year or so; dramatic variances in soil; 
plenty of stones and rocks to dig out (especially 
in Prescott); and wild animals that like to feast on 
the plants.

“Deer savor rose blooms; javelina walk right 
through your treasured flower beds; gophers eat 

rose roots; and rabbits chew the canes… and any-
thing else that appeals to them,” Brush observed. 
Fencing can help. 

The area’s soil complications “vary from sandy, 
gravelly decomposed granite to dense clay high in 
salts, or impossible-to-dig-through caliche, which 
prevents good drainage,” Brush noted. Common 
to desert environments, caliche can restrict plant 
root development, hinder water movement, and 
produce iron deficiencies in the soil. Removing 
caliche before planting, adding substantial soil on 
top of it, and/or applying fertilizers are work-
arounds suggested by Cooperative Extension. 

Research what roses grow best in your area 
before choosing, Brush advised. Preferred roses 
for growing in this area include Heirloom, High 
Country, Rogue Valley, and Antique Rose Empo-
rium. Local nurseries can be a great resource, espe-
cially if they specialize in roses. She recommends 
buying only hardy roses that can withstand winter 
temperatures down to 15 degrees below zero. 

“Roses grow well in pots as well as containers,” 
Arthur added. “Some gardeners here get tired of 
struggling with our difficult soil and instead grow 
in containers or pots. Whatever the medium, roses 
usually do very well in our area.” Consider buying 
roses with their own roots rather than grafted root-

stock, Brush advised. So-called “bare root” roses 
have no soil attached to them. 

Where and how roses are placed is important. 
Brush recommends matching the rose size to the 
space available, and not placing thornier roses 
near walking paths or areas where people will pass 
frequently.

Brush offered additional suggestions about 
types of roses and where to place them:
•  USE CLIMBERS such as the small, soft yellow 

double-blooming Lady Banks to beautify bare 
walls or cover up ugly property features such 
as wire fencing or storage sheds, while also 
keeping the plants out of the intense summer 
heat in June.

•  PLANT MINIATURE roses as charming 
accents between larger shrubs or in smaller 
gardens.

•  CONSIDER WONDERFUL bloomer landscape 
or shrub roses for less pruning and wonderful 
blooms.

•  CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE color, being 
aware that hues vary with temperature and 
age of the flower.

• REMEMBER fragrance.
“What’s the first thing a person does when 

they see a beautiful rose?” Brush queried. “Dip 
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their face to smell it. Many lovely modern florist 
roses have had fragrance bred out of them. This 
is changing as gardeners desire blooms with 
fragrance. Fragrance varies with temperature and 
time of day. 

“Learn to prune your roses correctly,” Brush 
concluded. “Different varieties require different 
approaches. It’s not rocket science, but a ‘conver-
sation’ with your roses. I think of it as creating a 
living sculpture.” Winter (actually spring) pruning 
is done around St. Patrick’s Day (mid-March) 
along with fertilizing/mulching. 

For more information about growing roses, log 
on to altavistagardenclub.org or extension.arizona.
edu. 

IRISES CONJURE NOSTALGIA

Greek mythology identifies Iris as the goddess of 
the rainbow and messenger of the Olympian gods. 
Today, iris gardeners enjoy the rainbow of colors 
from the blooms of their labor: yellow, gold, silver, 
tan, brown, purple, pink, white, blue, reddish, 
orange, and numerous combinations. 

 “Irises have a long and diverse recorded history 
going back 4,000 years,” said Dennis Luebkin, 
American Iris Society Exhibition and Garden 
Judge, past president of the Prescott Area Iris 

Society (PAIS), and PAIS Gardens Chairperson. 
“(They were) traded in ancient empires for use in 
medicines, perfumes, and powders.” Arizona’s ac-
quaintance with the beauties dates to the original 

Spanish and pioneer settlers of the 1860s, he said. 
“Many people feel nostalgic about irises since 

these were the garden flowers that their mothers, 
grandmothers, and great-grandmothers grew,” 
Luebkin observed.

Irises grow from an underground stem or fleshy 
root – called a rhizome – that stores nutrients, 
water and starches, according to Barry Golden, 
former owner of Golden’s Iris Garden for 20 years. 
New leaves sprout from the rhizome each spring. 
A bloom stalk grows from it and flowers in May. 
Golden explained that all varieties of irises have six 
flower petals, with the three uppers called “stan-
dards” and the lower three named “falls.” 

Irises provide both beautiful blooms and clumps 
of color to accent a garden, Luebkin said. Stable 
for planting and relatively drought tolerant, irises 
do well in both the lower/drier elevations of 
Yavapai County and in the mountains. They can 
be grown in just about any soil, but water standing 
around them can cause rot. Javelina and deer gen-
erally will not eat iris leaves because they contain a 
bitter alkaloid, Golden noted. 

The most popular and easiest species to grow 
in Yavapai County are bearded irises, Golden and 
Luebkin agreed. “They are hardy, require little 
care, and multiply readily,” Luebkin said. 

You can buy irises potted and established, or as 
bare root rhizomes, Luebkin explained. “Potted 
irises are ready to go in the ground. Bare root rhi-
zomes may need to be soaked for several hours to 
rehydrate by absorbing needed water. All dead and 
dried leaves should be removed before planting.”

Irises will thrive in a free-draining, well-bal-
anced soil, Luebkin said. The Prescott Iris Society 
recommends a 50-50 mixture of onsite soil with 
a fine graded mulch such as lawn topper, potting 
soil or fine garden mix. They do not do well with 
coarse garden mulch. Plant the rhizomes at ground 
level and not too deep. They should not be plant-
ed closer than 12 inches apart, but 18 inches to 
two feet may be better, since they readily multiply 
every year. 

Garden fertilizer can be applied two to three 
times a year, Luebkin said. The Prescott Iris 
Society does not recommend a fertilizer containing 
a systemic insecticide, since that can kill bees and 
butterflies. Look for the numbers 10-10-10 and 
6-24-24 on the fertilizer. Fertilize once in January 
or February with a 10-10-10 fertilizer, which gets 
the plant started after its winter dormancy, and 
then again in March with a 6-24-24 fertilizer, 
which produces larger and more colorful bloom. 
Sprinkle the fertilizer around the irises and water 
in. Fertilizing in the fall with a 10-10-10 can also 
help, but is not necessary.

Since irises are drought tolerant, they do not 
need much water, Luebkin said. “During the 
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winter dormancy, they may not need water at all, 
unless we have a very dry year. During the spring 
bloom and summer months, once or twice a week 
is sufficient, depending on the monsoon season.” 
Golden said he uses drippers to water about one 
gallon per clump per week. “Irises don’t like wet 
feet, so let the soil dry out between watering.”

One iris planted this year can turn into a larger 
clump of 12 to 18 inches in diameter in two to 
three years, Luebkin explained. “Larger clumps 
produce spectacular displays of color for several 
years, but eventually the plant does not produce 
as much bloom and looks bare in the center of the 
clump. Clumps need to be divided about every 
two to four years, depending on how vigorous the 
iris is.”

Golden recommended transplanting irises 
after bloom, which occurs in May. “June, July 
and August are good months to transplant. Irises 
need about six weeks to grow new roots. Avoid 
transplanting in October, as the plants will not be 
established by the time of the first frost, generally 
around Halloween.” When transplanting, add a 
cup of bone meal to the loosened soil about one 
foot deep and wide; plus three to five gallons 
of compost, mulch or composted steer manure 
(organic matter). “Mix them all well, then put 
your rhizome in the soil so the top of the rhizome 
is exposed to the sun and air, like a duck in water. 
Water well.”

The organic matter is important because the 
area’s soil lacks it, Golden explained. “The organic 
matter loosens the clay and decomposed granite so 
water can percolate down to the roots. If you don’t 
add organic matter, the water will just run off the 
surface. Water your replanted irises well, and if 
the daytime temperature is over 90 degrees, water 
three times per week until you see leaves growing.” 

Every third year, “Dig up the clump of plants 
after bloom, separate the rhizomes by breaking 
them apart, and then replant three to five of the 
largest (and) healthiest rhizomes,” Golden advised. 
“Give the rest away to friends.

“Have fun growing and enjoying these beautiful 
and showy flowers. The bloom stalks look great in 
a large vase in your home. I always say the blooms 
will ‘knock your eyes out.’”

For more information on irises, go online to 
prescottirissociety.org or email president@prescot-
tirissociety.org.

ORCHIDS PREFER INDOORS

Belonging to one of the two largest families of 
flowering plants, colorful and fragrant orchids of-
ten capture the imagination and loyalty of indoor 
gardeners. The fact that these exotic beauties have 
become more available and affordable in recent 
years only adds to their popularity. 

“It is so satisfying to grow these 
wonderful plants and see them 
bloom year after year,” said Jane 
Heckel, board member at the 
Prescott Orchid Society. Blooms 
can be nurtured from pots on 
windowsills, under artificial light or 
in greenhouses. “Orchids come in 
a wide diversity of color, form and 
size. There are 25,000 to 30,000 
different species of orchids and 
many more hybrids. There is always 
something new and unusual to try.”

Originating in the tropics, most 
orchids cannot tolerate the local area’s cold winter 
temperatures. Low humidity in this arid climate 
also can be a hindrance. Thus, Heckel advised, 
the only option for most orchids is to grow them 
indoors. Only the Bletilla (Chinese ground orchid) 
can be successfully planted in Yavapai County, she 
specified, but their growing season is quite short. 

Getting started with orchids can be as simple as 
going to the library for books on growing orchids 
or joining the orchid society, which has an exten-
sive library for members, Heckel said. 

“After learning about the various types of 
orchids and their requirements, choose plants 

that match your growing environment,” Heck-
el advised. “For an easy start, buy a couple of 
plants, such as the Phalaenopsis (also called moth 
orchid).”

Keep in mind that most orchids require weekly 
watering and fertilizing, Heckel said. Some experts 
provide a rule of thumb for watering based on the 
size of the pot: a six-inch pot needs water every 
seven days, and a four-inch pot should be watered 
every five to six days. Re-potting should occur 
every two to three years, Heckel said. 

For more information about orchids, refer to or-
chidsocietyaz.org or call Heckel at 928-583-5019 
and leave a message. 
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ACCOUNTING/
TAX PREPARATION
Richard L. Joliet, CPA
1129 Iron Springs Road, Suite 202
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 777-2386
www.richardjolietcpa.com

ACOUSTICAL 
CEILINGS
Chartier Drywall, Inc.
655 Brannen Ave.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-1191

JEBCO Construction Companies
140 N. Montezuma St. #108
(928) 778-7976
www.jebcocc.com

ADVERTISING/
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Sir Speedy
(See our ad on page 77)
1961 Commerce Center Circle
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-4332
www.sirspeedyprescott.com

APPAREL 
LOGO WEAR
Sir Speedy
(See our ad on page 77)
1961 Commerce Center Circle
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-4332
www.sirspeedyprescott.com

APPLIANCES
Lowes 
2300 E. State Route 69
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 541-8640
www.lowes.com

Monark Premium Appliance Co
9025 S. Kyrene Road
Tempe, AZ  85284
(602) 271-0100
www.monarkhome.com

MCK Woodworks, LLC
(See our ad on page 75)
725 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-0177
www.mckwoodworks.com

Quality Maytag
1097 Iron Springs Rd.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-8460
www.qualitymaytagaz.com

ARCHITECTURAL
SERVICES/
ARCHITECTS
Arizona Natural Design
(928) 899-0963
www.arizonanaturaldesign.com

Headwaters Architecture PC
220 Goodwin St.
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 776-7180
www.headwatersarch.com

Michael Taylor Architects, Inc.
118 S. Pleasant St.
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-0626
www.mtai.net

Renovations, 
Your Complete Remodel Resource
(See our ad on page 86)
142 S. Alarcon St., Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-8506
www.renovationsaz.com 

ARCHITECTURAL
SERVICES/DESIGNERS
Blue Line Designs
730 N. Montezuma St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 772-2901
www.bluelinedesignsaz.com

Trinidee Shelton Designs
(928) 533-6056

ARIZONA BLUE STAKE
Arizona 811
“Call Before You Dig” 811
www.arizona811.com

ASPHALT MAINTENANCE/
PAVING/SEAL COATING
Copperstate Paving & Construction
(See our ad on page 86)
403 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 445-0931
www.copperstatepaving.com

Earth Resources Corporation
(928) 775-2795
www.ercarizona.com

Maurer Sealing and Striping
(See our ad on page 129)
(928) 499-8875
www.maurersealingandstriping.com

Specialty Paving & Grading
(See our ad on page 114)
503 EZ St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 777-8411
www.specialtypaving.net 

Vulcan Materials Company
(See our ad on page 103)
(Material Supplier) 
3051 W. Shamrell Blvd. #101
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
(928) 220-7400
www.vulcanmaterials.com

ASSOCIATIONS
Prescott Lakes Architectural 
Review Committee
www.prescottlakescommunity.org

ATTORNEY/LEGAL
Robert C. Kozak, PLLC
Bob Kozak
3619 Crossings Dr. Suite B
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-7140
www.robertkozaklaw.com

AUTO GLASS
Bennett Glass & Mirror
722 E. Sheldon St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-1180
www.bennettglassaz.com

BANKING / LENDING 
& FINANCING SERVICES
Country Bank
(See our ad on page 143)
www.countrybankaz.com
Downtown Prescott
147 N. Cortez Street
(928) 443-9595
Prescott-Gail Gardner
1275 Gail Gardner Way
(928) 717-2333
Prescott Valley 
3044 N. Glassford Hill Rd.
(928) 759-8600
Cottonwood 
597 E. State Rt 89A
(928) 639-0020

National Bank of Arizona
www.nbarizona.com
Prescott 
201 N. Montezuma St., Suite 100
(928) 708-6900
Prescott 
1500 Willow Creek Rd
(928) 541-3680
Prescott Valley 
2825 N. Glassford Hill Road
(928) 350-2020
Cottonwood 
1 East St. Rt. 89A
(928) 340-1020

BANNERS/
REAL ESTATE SIGNS
A&B Sign Company
691 6th Street
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 445-6995
www.absignco.com

A & E Reprographics
www.a-erepro.com
Prescott 
1030 Sandretto Dr., Ste. F
(928) 442-9116
Prescott (Downtown) 
222 S. Montezuma St.
(928) 445-3815
Prescott Valley 
8010 E. Hwy. 69, Ste. D
(928) 772-0054

Morgan Sign Company
704 E. Moeller St,
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 778-6336
www.morgansign.com

Sir Speedy
(See our ad on page 77)
1961 Commerce Center Circle
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-4332
www.sirspeedyprescott.com

BLUEPRINT 
COPYING
A & E Reprographics
www.a-erepro.com
Prescott 
1030 Sandretto Dr., Ste. F
(928) 442-9116
Prescott (Downtown) 
222 S. Montezuma St.
(928) 445-3815
Prescott Valley
8010 E. Hwy. 69, Ste. D
(928) 772-0054

Sir Speedy
(See our ad on page 77)
1961 Commerce Center Circle
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-4332
www.sirspeedyprescott.com

BOOKKEEPING
(See Construction 
Accounting/Tax Preparation)

BUILDING MATERIALS & 
BUILDERS HARDWARE
Builders First Source
(See our ad on page 55)
6601 E. 2nd St.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-1221
www.probuild.com

Foxworth Galbraith Lumber
(See our ad on page 61)
430 N. 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-2525
www.foxgal.com

CABINET
RE-FACING
Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Granite Transformations
(623) 581-5056
www.granitetransformations.com

Optum Home Solutions
725 N. 73rd Ave., Suite 124
Phoenix, AZ 85043
(623) 388-8899
www.reliantcapitolllc.com

CABINET REFINISHING
Tri-City Earthworks & Labor/
Tri-City Home Improvement Pros
(928) 830-3810
www.earthworksandlabor.com
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CABINETS 
Prescott Cabinets
530 S. Montezuma St. #C
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 458-6044
www.prescottcabinets.com

Able & Ready 
Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 146)
7245 E. 2nd St., Ste. #C
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-6178
www.ablereadyllc.com

Barrett Floors
491 EZ Street
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 227-3278
www.barrettfloors.com

Engrained Cabinetry 
& Countertops
www.engrained.com
Prescott 
550 N. 6th St.
(928) 776-4568
Prescott Valley 
7129 E. 1st St., Ste. 101
(928) 772-8149
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
(928) 443-3213
Chino Valley
1940 S. Hwy 89
(928) 277-8134
Cottonwood
893 S. Main St.
(928) 202-3446
Flagstaff
3585 E. Industrial Dr. #1
(928) 526-9569

Foxworth Galbraith Lumber
(See our ad on page 61)
430 N. 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-2525
www.foxgal.com

Lowes 
2300 E. State Route 69
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 541-8640
www.lowes.com

MCK Woodworks, LLC
(See our ad on page 75)
725 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-0177
www.mckwoodworks.com

Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 443-3212
www.prescottdesigncenter.com

Timberline Woodworks Inc.
1040 Sandretto Dr. Ste. A
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-8589
www.timberlinewoodworks.net

USA Cabinets Direct
210 E. Willis
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 771-1122

We Organize-U
2675 N. State Rt. 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 458-7323
www.weorganize-u.net

CABINETS/GARAGE & 
STORAGE
Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Engrained Cabinetry & Countertops
www.engrained.com
Prescott 
550 N. 6th St.
(928) 776-4568
Prescott Valley 
7129 E. 1st St., Ste. 101
(928) 772-8149
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
(928) 443-3212
Chino Valley 
1940 S. Hwy 89
(928) 277-8134
Cottonwood
893 S. Main St.
(928) 202-3446
Flagstaff
3585 E. Industrial Dr. #1
(928) 526-9569

Garage Floors and More
(See our ad on page 100)
303 E. Gurley St. #195
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 308-7337
www.garagefloorsandmore.net

MCK Woodworks, LLC
(See our ad on page 75)
725 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-0177
www.mckwoodworks.com

Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 443-3212
www.prescottdesigncenter.com

Timberline Woodworks
1040 Sandretto Dr, Ste. A
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-8589
www.timberlinewoodworks.net

We Organize-U
2675 N. State Rt. 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 458-7323
www.weorganize-u.net

CARPET & TILE CLEANING
(See Floor Cleaning)
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Make Us 
Your Home

Away From Home!

Call us to book your room today!

With  luxurious amenities such as:

~      Fitness Center
~      Salon & Spa
~      Cafe &Gallery
~      Conference Space

I ndoor Pool &Jacuzzi
Bar & Lounge

Full Service Restaurant
Bucky’s Casino

. . . plus much more!

Long Term Project?
Ask us about our
Corporate Rates!
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CERAMIC, STONE & TILE
Arizona Stone & 
Architectural Products
(Stone & Paver Material Only)
2601 N. Lake Valley Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-0828
www.arizonastone.com

Arizona Tile
(See our ad on page 96)
(Material Only)
625 Holiday Dr., Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 776-1070
www.arizonatile.com

Barrett Floors
491 EZ Street, Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 227-3278
www.barrettfloors.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Greenlee Designer Surfaces
(See our ad on page 3)
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
(928) 717-1814
www.greenleesurfaces.com

Interior Logic
(See our ad on page 119)
710 N. Montezuma St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 443-0900
www.interior-logic.com

Lowes 
2300 E. State Route 69, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 541-8640
www.lowes.com

Precision Marble & Granite
(See our ad on page 108)
1102 Willow Creek Road
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-7642
www.precisionmarbleinc.com

Prescott Flooring Brokers
(See our ad on page 52)
401 W. Goodwin St.
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-2544
www.prescottflooringbrokers.com

Primera Carpet One Floor & Home 
Bringing Home Interiors To Life
(See our ad on page 69)
7785 E. Hwy. 69
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-6310
www.carpetone.com

CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANT 
Richard L. Joliet, CPA
1129 Iron Springs Road, Suite 202
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 777-2386
www.richardjolietcpa.com

CIVIL ENGINEERING 
& LAND SURVEYING
Shephard-Wesnitzer, Inc.
www.swiaz.com
Cottonwood
1756 E. Villa Dr.
(928) 639-2712
Flagstaff
110 W. Dale Avenue
(928) 773-0354
Prescott
221 N. Marina St.
(928) 541-0443
Sedona
75 Kallof Place
(928) 282-1061

CLEANING/RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL/NEW CONST.
Prescott Maid to Order, LLC
5810 N. Prairie Ln. 
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 899-8518
www.prescottmaidtoorder.com

COMMERCIAL GLAZING
Commercial Glass
6720 Corsair Ave #3
Prescott, AZ  86301 
(928) 925-7992
www.commercialglassco.com

CONCRETE CONTRACTORS 
& SUPPLIERS
Asphalt Paving & Supply 
2425 N. Glassford Hill Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-6363
www.ashpaltpavingsupply.com

CEMEX
Office: (928) 772-3733
Asphalt: (928) 772-3833
Ready Mix: (928) 443-9207
www.cemexusa.com

Diversified Concrete Crafters
(See our ad on facing page)
(928) 237-0085
www.diversifiedconcretecrafters.com

Drake Cement
21803 N. Scottsdale Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
www.drakecement.com

Elite Concrete Crafters
(928) 460-1930

Hanson Aggregates
5899 Wilkinson Dr.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-7305
www.heidelbergcement.com

Hawker Concrete
(928) 713-0132

Laipple Construction
(928) 445-6865

Tim’s American Concrete
(928) 451-5806

CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTING/
TAX PREPARATION
Richard L. Joliet, CPA
1129 Iron Springs Road, Suite 202
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 777-2386
www.richardjolietcpa.com

CONSTRUCTION DEBRIS
REMOVAL/HAULING
Waste Management
(See our ad on page 89)
2671 N. Lake Valley Road
Prescott, Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 237-0366
www.wm.com/us

CONSTRUCTION ROLL-OFF/
PORT-O-LET RENTALS
Waste Management 
(See our ad on page 89)
2671 N. Lake Valley Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 237-0366
www.wm.com/us

COUNTERTOPS
Able & Ready Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 146)
7245 E. 2nd St., Ste. #C
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-6178
www.ablereadyllc.com

Arizona Tile
(See our ad on page 96)
(Material - Solid surface only)
625 Holiday Dr., Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 776-1070
www.arizonatile.com

Barrett Floors
491 EZ Street, Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 227-3278
www.barrettfloors.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Engrained Cabinetry & Countertops
www.engrained.com
Prescott 
550 N. 6th St.
(928) 776-4568
Prescott Valley 
7129 E. 1st St., Ste. 101
(928) 772-8149
Prescott Design Center
(See our ad on page )
6640 Intercal Way
(928) 443-3212
Chino Valley
1940 N. Hwy 89, Suite A
(928) 277-8134
Cottonwood
893 S. Main St.
(928) 202-3446
Flagstaff
3585 E. Industrial Dr. #1
(928) 526-9569

Foxworth Galbraith Lumber
(See our ad on page 61)
430 N. 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-2525
www.foxgal.com

Granite Transformations
(Granite Only)
(623) 581-5056
www.granitetransformations.com

Greenlee Designer Surfaces
(See our ad on page 3)
Solid surface only
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
(928) 717-1814
www.greenleesurfaces.com

Interior Logic
(See our ad on page 119)
710 N. Montezuma St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 443-0900
www.interior-logic.com

Lowes 
2300 E. State Route 69
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 541-8640
www.lowes.com

MCK Woodworks, LLC
(See our ad on page 75)
725 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-0177
www.mckwoodworks.com

Precision Marble & Granite
(See our ad on page 108)
1102 Willow Creek Road
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-7642
www.precisionmarbleinc.com

Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 443-3212
www.prescottdesigncenter.com

Primera Carpet One
Floor & Home 
Bringing Home Interiors To Life
(See our ad on page 69)
7785 E. Hwy. 69
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-6310
www.carpetone.com

USA Cabinets Direct
210 E. Willis St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 771-1122 

COUNTERTOPS – 
CONCRETE
Diversified Concrete Crafters
(See our ad on facing page)
(928) 237-0085
www.diversifiedconcretecrafters.com
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CRANE/RENTAL/TRANSPORT 
SERVICE / HEAVY HAUL/
INSPECTIONS
D&O Crane
Serving Yavapai County
(928) 649-8283

CROWN MOLDING/
INSTALLATION
AWB Construction
(928) 830-6058

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

DECK COATING
Central Basin Roofing, Inc.
331 N. Arizona Ave.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-5819
www.centralbasinroofing.com

Granite Basin Roofing
(See our ad on page 87)
1225 Gail Gardner Way
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 772-9222
www.granitebasinroofing.com

Western Sealant Company Inc.
(See our ad on page 177)
(928) 778-3112
www.westernsealantaz.com

DECKS/DECK REPAIR
Branson Homes & Remodel
(See our ad on page 82)
(928) 499-8786
www.bransoncustomworks.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Moloney Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 150)
(928) 533-3376
www.moloneyconstructionllc.com

Prescott Lifestyle Decks
530 S. Montezuma St. Suite C
Prescott, AZ  86303
(928) 458-6044
www.prescottlifestyledecks.com

Thompson’s Remodeling 
Specialists, LLC
(See our ad on page 118)
(928) 778-6407
www.thompsonsprescottaz.com

DECORATIVE 
CONCRETE
B&M Painting, Inc.
(928) 636-8281
www.bandmpaintingaz.com

Circle C Construction
(See our ad on page 126)
1190 W. Rd. 1 North
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-4660
www.circle-c-const.com

Classic Garage, Inc.
(928) 308-9477
www.classicgarageinc.com

Diversified Concrete Crafters
(See our ad on this page)
(928) 237-0085
www.diversifiedconcretecrafters.com

Reed Brothers Construction
(928) 778-2020
www.reedbrothersconstruction.com

DEFENSIBLE SPACE/
FIREWISE 
CLEARING
Blue Raven Landscape + Design
(928) 379-6479
www.blueravenlandscape.com

Guardian Landscape, LLC
(See our ad on the back cover)
(928) 379-0063
www.guardianlandscape.com

Jonny’s Tree & Landscaping
1038 Commerce Dr.
Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 830-4977
www.jonnystreeandlandscaping.com

Landscape Now, Inc.
(928) 458-0425
www.landscapenowinc.com

Prescott Landscape Professionals
(See our ad on page 131)
(928) 830-3480
www.prescottlandscape
professionals.com

Vicente Landscaping
(See our ad on page 140)
(928) 636-1601
www.vicentelandscaping.com

Yavapai Landscaping
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 910-4147
www.yavapailandscaping.com

Zebrascapes, LLC
422 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 830-4061
www.zebrascapes.com

DEVELOPERS
Carrington Homes
(928) 445-9711
www.carringtonhomesaz.com

Desert Development 
& Design, Corp.
(928) 777-0022
www.desertdevelopmentaz.com

Dorn Homes, Inc.
600 W. Gurley St. #200
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-9427
www.dornhomes.com

The Fain Signature Group
3001 N. Main Street
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-8844
www.fainsignaturegroup.com

Prescor Builders
(See our ad on page 113)
609 Western Avenue
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 778-7043
www.prescoraz.com

DIRECT MAIL 
MARKETING
Sir Speedy
(See our ad on page 77)
1961 Commerce Center Circle
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-4332
www.sirspeedyprescott.com

DIRECTIONAL 
BORING
Savage Development, Inc
(See our ad on page 157)
(928) 717-0024

DISASTER RESTORATION/
CLEAN-UP/FLOOD/FIRE
Service Master of Prescott
8330 E. Pecos Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 445-9205
www.servicemasterofprescott.com

DOORS
Branson Homes & Remodel
(See our ad on page 82)
(928) 499-8786
www.bransoncustomworks.com

Builders First Source
Material Only 
(See our ad on page 55)
6601 E. 2nd St.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-1221
www.probuild.com

Builders Wholesale, LLC
Material Only
801 White Spar Road
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 778-6655
www.buildersprescott.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

    CREATIVITY ...  
                 SET IN CONCRETE

DiversifiedConcreteCrafters.com  Licensed Bonded Insured  |  ROC 154561

Decorative Concrete  
Overlays • Stamping • Staining 

Garage Floor Coatings
Cast in Place • Concrete Restoration
Driveways, Patios, Walkways, Slabs
Handcrafted Concrete Countertops

Polished & Stained Floors
928-772-0110  |  Cell: 928-237-0085
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Foxworth Galbraith Lumber
Material Only
(See our ad on page 61)
430 N. 6th St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-2525
www.foxgal.com

Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 443-3212
www.prescottdesigncenter.com

Prescott Window and Door
Material & Installation
(See our ad on page 79)
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 772-0438
www.prescottwindowanddoor.com

The Door & Window Store
Material Only
487 E Z St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-6400
www.prescottdoors.com

Triple E Construction
Material & Installation
(See our ad on page 117)
Pella Certified Contractor
540 N. 6th St. #F
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-3056
www.tripleeaz.com

DRAINAGE 
SYSTEMS & SUPPLIES
Copperstate Paving & Construction
(See our ad on page 86)
403 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 445-0931
www.copperstatepaving.com

Earth Resources Corporation
(928) 775-2795
www.ercarizona.com

DRYWALL & 
PLASTERING
Chartier Drywall, Inc.
655 Brannen Ave.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-1191

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Taylor Plastering, Inc.
(928) 772-7522

DUCT & DRYER 
VENT CLEANING 
ArrowSeal
8315 E. Spouse Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(928) 925-5353
www.arrowseal.net

Moyer’s Heating & Cooling
(See our ad on page 169)
Quad Cities 
(928) 772-4346
Sedona/Verde Valley 
(928) 282-2659
www.moyershvac.com

One-Hour Air Conditioning 
& Heating
6741 Corsair
Prescott, AZ 86301
(855-663-4687
www.pitzersonehour.com

TDK Comfort Systems, Inc.
(See our ad on page 114)
1940 S. Hwy 89 #D
Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-0846
www.tdkcomfortsystems.com

Verde Sol-Air
724 N. Industrial Dr. Bldg 1
Camp Verde, AZ 86322
(928) 567-5315
www.verdesolair.com

Yavapai Plumbing & Heating
(See our ad on page 70)
(928) 776-7025
www.ypeinc.com

DUCT SEALING
ArrowSeal
8315 E. Spouse Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(928) 925-5353
www.arrowseal.net

Moyer’s Heating & Cooling
(See our ad on page 169)
Quad Cities
(928) 772-4346
Sedona/Verde Valley 
(928) 282-2659
www.moyershvac.com

Verde Sol-Air
724 N. Industrial Dr. Bldg 1
Camp Verde, AZ 86322
(928) 567-5315
www.verdesolair.com

Yavapai Plumbing & Heating
(See our ad on page 70)
(928) 776-7025
www.ypeinc.com

ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS
Bice Electric
(928) 451-2326

Boxer M Construction, LLC
(928) 925-4967

Connolly Electric & Mechanical
Cottonwood
Sedona/Verde Valley
(928) 649-9684
Prescott/Tri-City
(928) 445-5301
www.connollyelectric.net

Elan Electric
(See our ad on page 145)
7760 E. State Rt. 69 Suite C5
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 273-7538
www.elanelectricinc.com

Haskins Electric
2150 N. Concord #A
Dewey, AZ  86327
Prescott
(928) 775-4512
Phoenix
(623) 937-3999

Prescott Electric
(928) 515-4310

Mar Dez 
Electrical, Inc.
(928) 642-8073
www.mardezelectrical.com

P.S. Electric
6301 Baja Circle
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 759-2151

Pur Solar & Electrical
www.pursolaraz.com
Cottonwood
(928) 639-1267
Quad Cities 
(928) 788-0285

S&M Electric
(See our ad on page 72)
(928) 778-1871
www.sandmelectricinc.net

Skill Center 
Workshops, LLC
(928) 262-3210
Serving Yavapai County

ENERGY BUILDING 
CONSULTANTS
ArrowSeal
8315 E. Spouse Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(928) 925-5353
www.arrowseal.net

Moyer’s 
Heating & Cooling
(See our ad on page 169)
Quad Cities 
(928) 772-4346
Sedona/Verde Valley 
(928) 282-2659
www.moyershvac.com

Pur Solar & Electrical
www.pursolaraz.com
Cottonwood
1505 E. Cochise St.
(928) 639-1267
Prescott Valley
7129 E. 1st Street. 
(928) 788-0285

CONCRETE AND  
CONSTRUCTION  
SUPPLIES 

LARGE INVENTORY
EQUIPMENT RENTALS

WE SERVICE  
WHAT WE SELL

WE DELIVER

1181 N. Highway 89 in Chino Valley
www.ChinoRentalsOnline.com

2019 YCCA MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY
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TDK Comfort Systems, Inc.
(See our ad on page 114)
1940 S. Hwy 89 #D
Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-0846
www.tdkcomfortsystems.com

Verde Sol-Air
724 N. Industrial Dr. Bldg 1
Camp Verde, AZ 86322
(928) 567-5315
www.verdesolair.com

ENGINEERING/
TESTING/STRUCTURAL/
SPECIAL INSPECTIONS/
FOUNDATIONS
Core Structure Group
221 N. Marina St. #102
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 899-8696
www.corestructuregroup.com

Western Technologies, Inc. 
(See our ads on page 62 & 63)
1040 Sandretto Dr., Ste. C
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 443-5010
www.wt-us.com

ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTING 
(MOLD, ASBESTOS, 
WATER QUALITY)
Western Technologies, Inc. 
(See our ads on page 62 & 63)
1040 Sandretto Dr., Ste. C
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 443-5010
www.wt-us.com

EQUIPMENT 
RENTALS & 
DEALERS
Bingham Equipment Company
(See our ad on the inside back cover)
Cottonwood
2694 S. Union Dr.
(928) 646-5388
Prescott Valley
10123 E. St. Rt. 69
(928) 350-4295
www.binghamequipment.com

Chino Rentals
(See our ad on page 162)
1181 N. Hwy. 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-2026
www.chinorentalsonline.com

Flagstaff Equipment Co., Inc.
(See our ad on page 105)
(928) 699-2842
www.flagequip.com

Sunstate Equipment Co., LLC
9351 E. Lorna Lane
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-7350
www.sunstateequip.com

ESCROW & TITLE 
SERVICES
Yavapai Title Agency 
(See our ad on page 139)
www.yavapaititle.com
Prescott 
123 N. Montezuma St.
(928) 445-2528
Prescott Valley
8070 E. Hwy 69
(928) 772-8546
Camp Verde 
527 S. Main Street, #1
(928) 567-0590
Chino Valley
980 N. Hwy 89
(928) 636-0899
Cottonwood 
716 S. Main St.
(928) 634-7591
Sedona
2855 W. St. Rt 89A
(928) 282-4141
The Junction (Prescott)
1235 E. Gurley
(928) 776-7070
The Lakes (Prescott)
3200 Lakeside Village Dr.
(928) 771-7555

EXCAVATION
Canyon Dirt Works
(928) 460-3389
Serving Yavapai County

Copperstate Paving & Construction
(See our ad on page 86)
403 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 445-0931
www.copperstatepaving.com

Earth Resources Corporation
(928) 775-2795
www.ercarizona.com

Savage Development, Inc.
(See our ad on page 157)
(928) 717-0024

FASCIA-METAL/VINYL
Arizona Seamless Gutters
703 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-1818
www.arizonaseamlessgutters.com

FENCING/GATES – CHAIN 
LINK/VINYL/WELDED RAIL/
WOOD
A-Action Welding
1514 Shoup St.
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-2579
www.a-actionwelding.com

Davis Fence
(928) 708-0036
www.davisfenceco.net

Outlaw Welding
(welded rail only)
(928) 899-3562

Prescott Fence
6576 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928)-445-4211
www.prescottfence.com

FENCING/GATES - 
ORNAMENTAL IRON 
A-Action Welding
1514 Shoup St.
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-2579
www.a-actionwelding.com

Davis Fence
(928) 708-0036
www.davisfenceco.net

Outlaw Welding
(928) 899-3562

The Ironworker
1076 Spire Dr.
Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 445-2560
www.ironworker.webs.com

FINISH CARPENTRY
Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Moloney Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 150)
(928) 533-3376

Timberline Woodworks
1040 Sandretto Dr, Ste. A
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-8589
www.timberlinewoodworks.net

Triple E Construction
(See our ad on page 117)
540 N. 6th St. #F
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-3056
www.tripleeaz.com

FIRE 
SPRINKLERS
All West Fire Protection Systems, LLC
(See our ad on page 93)
2957 N. State Rt. 89
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-7861
www.allwestfire.com

B&W Fire Security Systems
8544 E. Eastridge Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-8008
www.bwfiresecurity.com

FIREPLACES, WOODSTOVES 
& BBQS
Banker Insulation of Northern AZ
5790 Fulton Road
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(928) 772-2544        
www.bankerinsulation.com

Builders Wholesale, LLC
801 White Spar Road
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 778-6655
www.buildersprescott.com

Eric & Sons
(See our ad on page 127)
6640 InterCal Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 775-2880
www.ericandsons.net

FIREWISE/
DEFENSIBLE 
SPACE
(See Defensible Space/
Firewise Clearing)

FLAGSTONE/
ROCK SUPPLIES
Asphalt Paving & Supply
2425 N. Glassford Hill Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-6363
www.asphaltpavingsupply.com

Dunbar 
Stone Company, Inc.
1041 Commerce Dr.
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-7880
www.dunbarstoneinc.com

Earthworks 
Garden Supply
(See our ad on page 45)
2531 N. Hwy 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-3972
www.earthworksgardensupply.com

Prescott Dirt, LLC
(See our ad on page 40)
www.prescottdirt.com
Prescott 
3215 Willow Creek Road
(928) 636-5844
Prescott Valley 
7563 E. Hwy 69
(928) 775-9030

Willow Lake Rock
(See our ad on page 116)
1054 Commerce Dr.
Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 445-5890

FLOOR CLEANING/
GROUT SEALING
Greenlee Designer Surfaces
(See our ad on page 3)
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
(928) 717-1814
www.greenleesurfaces.com

Service Master 
of Prescott
8330 E. Pecos Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 445-9205
www.servicemasterofprescott.com
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FLOOR COVERING 
(TILE, NATURAL STONE, 
WOOD & CARPET)
Able & Ready Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 146)
7245 E. 2nd St., Ste. #C
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-6178
www.ablereadyllc.com

Arizona Tile
(See our ad on page 96)
(Stone/Tile Material Only)
625 Holiday Dr., Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 776-1070 • www.arizonatile.com

Barrett Floors
491 EZ Street, Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 227-3278
www.barrettfloors.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Desert Hardwood Flooring
(See our ad on page 125)
(Sell & Install Hardwood,
Laminate & Vinyl Plank Flooring Only)
115 E. Goodwin Street Ste A
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 925-3084
www.deserthardwoodflooring.com

Dunbar 
Stone Company, Inc.
(Stone & Tile Only)
1041 Commerce Dr.
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-7880
www.dunbarstoneinc.com

Greenlee 
Designer Surfaces
(See our ad on page 3)
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
(928) 717-1814
www.greenleesurfaces.com

Interior Logic
(See our ad on page 119)
710 N. Montezuma St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 443-0900
www.interior-logic.com

Lowes 
2300 E. State Route 69
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 541-8640
www.lowes.com

Mile High Tile
(See our ad on page 102)
3250 Gateway Blvd #140
Prescott, AZ  86303
(928) 713-2924
www.milehightile.com

Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 443-3212
www.prescottdesigncenter.com

Prescott Flooring Brokers
(See our ad on page 52)
401 W. Goodwin St.
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-2544
www.prescottflooringbrokers.com

Primera Carpet One Floor & Home 
Bringing Home Interiors To Life
(See our ad on page 69)
7785 E. Hwy. 69
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-6310
www.carpetone.com

Tri-City Earthworks & Labor/
Tri-City Home Improvement Pros
(928) 830-3810
www.earthworksandlabor.com

FLOORING – POLISHED 
CONCRETE
Diversified Concrete Crafters
(See our ad on page 161)
(928) 237-0085
www.diversifiedconcretecrafters.com

FOUNDATION ISSUES/
HEAVING – SETTLING
Arizona Foundation Solutions
(602) 470-1311
www.foundationrepairsaz.com

Kullberg Pressure Grouting
Serving Yavapai County
(See our ad on this page)
(928) 759-2727
(480) 515-1755
www.kullbergpressuregrouting.com

FRAMING CONTRACTOR
Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Stazenski Construction
(See our ad on page 136)
542 N. Hwy 89
Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-2633
www.stazbuilder.com

Tierra Verde Builders
400 Finnie Flat Road #1C
Camp Verde, AZ  86322
(928) 567-2477
www.tierraverdebuilders.com

FUEL COMPANIES
Bennett Oil
(See our ads on pages 92 and 137)
810 E. Sheldon St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-1181
www.bennettoil.com

GARAGE DOORS
Gale Contractor Services
(928) 778-0222
www.masco.com

Neumann High Doors
(See our ad on page 85)
8920 E. Valley Road
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(928) 772-9738
www.nhcdoors.com

GARAGES/HORSE STALLS/
BARNS/SHEDS
Ability Remodeling & Home Services 
(See our ad on page 151)
530 S. Montezuma St. Suite C
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 458-6044 
www.abilityprescott.com

High Desert Buildings & Barns
(928) 232-0101
www.highdesertbuildings.com

Home Tech Foundation Systems
(Garages Only)
(928) 759-2000
www.hometechaz.com

Tuff Shed
7563 E. Hwy 69 #C
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(602) 427-8566
www.tuffshed.com

GARAGE FLOOR COATING
Classic Garage, Inc.
(928) 308-9477
www.classicgarageinc.com

Diversified Concrete Crafters
(See our ad on page 161)
(928) 237-0085
www.diversifiedconcretecrafters.com

Garage Floors and More
(See our ad on page 100)
303 E. Gurley St. #195
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 308-7337
www.garagefloorsandmore.net

GARDEN CENTER
Earthworks Garden Supply
(See our ad on page 45)
2531 N. Hwy 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-3972
www.earthworksgardensupply.com

Lowes 
2300 E. State Route 69
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 541-8640
www.lowes.com

GATES – ORNAMENTAL IRON
A-Action Welding
1514 Shoup St.
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-2579
www.a-actionwelding.com

2019 YCCA MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY
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Outlaw Welding 
(928) 899-3562

Prestige Security Doors
(See our ad on page 95)
www.prestigesecuritydoors.com
Prescott
600 E. Sheldon St.
(928) 541-7900
Cottonwood 
513 S. Main Street
(928) 204-1222 

GENERAL 
CONTRACTORS: 
COMMERCIAL
Acklin Brothers Construction
(928) 778-4007
www.acklinbrothersconstruction.com

Aspen Valley Homes
(See our ad on page 166)
697 6th Street, Suite 503
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 708-9877
www.aspenvalleyhomesaz.com

B’s Contractors, LLC
(928) 771-9240
www.bscontractorsllc.com

Bancroft Homes
(928) 515-0550
www.bancrofthomesaz.com

Bella Construction, Inc
(928) 713-4315

Circle C Construction
(See our ad on page 126)
1190 W. Rd. 1 North
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-4660
www.circle-c-const.com

Concord General Contracting
2240 W. Broadway Rd. Suite 105
Mesa, AZ 85202
(480) 962-8080
www.concordinc.com

Custom Castle Builders
(928) 925-8809

DeCarol Company
(See our ads on pages 101 & 134)
(928) 541-7912
www.decarolcompany.com

Don Savage 
Building Contractors, Inc. 
(928) 445-1307
www.donsavagebuilders.com

Greseth Builders
(928) 445-9572
www.gresethbuilders.com

Haley Construction Company
(See our ad on page 123)
(928) 445-1281
www.haleyconstructionaz.com

Hughes Building Company
(See our ad on page 144)
1235 Willow Creek Dr.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 717-0033
www.hbc-az.com

J.Co. Contracting, LLC
713 N. 5th St.
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 277-4617
www.jcocontracting.com

James & James Construction Corp.
697 6th Street #502
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 778-3003
www.jandjconstructioncorp.com

JEBCO Construction Companies
140 N. Montezuma St. #108
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 778-7976
www.jebcocc.com

John T. Barenz Construction
(928) 778-3343

Kenson Construction Co.
6135 Corsair Ave., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-5192
www.kensonaz.com

KNA Construction, Inc.
488 EZ Street
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 778-6932

Laipple Construction
(928) 445-6865

NJ Builders, Inc.
(See our ad on page 53)
(928) 708-0292
www.njbuildersinc.com

Northstar Builders
325 W. Gurley St. #201
Prescott, AZ  86301
www.northstarbuildersaz.com

Prescor Builders
(See our ad on page 113)
609 Western Avenue
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 778-7043
www.prescoraz.com

Prescott Builders of AZ, LLC
(See our ad on page 155)
(928) 717-0147
www.prescottbuildersofaz.com

Renovations,
Your Complete Remodel Resource
(See our ad on page 86)
142 S. Alarcon St., Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-8506
www.renovationsaz.com

Ridgeline Builders, LLC
6640 Intercal Way, Ste. B
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 710-7194
www.ridgelinebuilders.com

Savage Development, Inc.
(See our ad on page 157)
(928) 717-0024

Skill Center Workshops, LLC
(623) 262-3210
Serving Yavapai County

Stazenski Construction
(See our ad on page 136)
542 N. Hwy 89
Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-2633
www.stazbuilder.com

Tierra Verde Builders
400 Finnie Flat Road #1C
Camp Verde, AZ  86322
(928) 567-2477
www.tierraverdebuilders.com

TLC Construction
(See our ad on page 107)
(928) 925-1342
www.tlcconstructionofprescott.com

Trinity Builders, Inc.
(928) 460-0075
www.trinitybuildersinc.com

Triple E Construction
(See our ad on page 117)
540 N. 6th St. #F
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-3056
www.tripleeaz.com

Womack Enterprises
(928) 445-6094
www.womack-brothers.com

GENERAL 
CONTRACTORS: 
ENGINEERING, 
EXCAVATION,
GRADING & PAVING
Asphalt Paving & Supply
2425 N. Glassford Hill Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-6363
www.asphaltpavingsupply.com

CLM Earthmovers
(928) 445-1918

Copperstate Paving & 
Construction
(See our ad on page 86)
403 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 445-0931
www.copperstatepaving.com

Earth Resources 
Corporation
(928) 775-2795
www.ercarizona.com

Fann Contracting, Inc.
1403 Industrial Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-0170
www.fanncontracting.com

FNF Construction, Inc.
115 S. 48th St.
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 784-2910
www.fnfinc.com

Headwaters Construction
(928) 636-6976

Prescor Builders
(See our ad on page 113)
609 Western Avenue
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 778-7043
www.prescoraz.com

Ringler Excavating
(928) 899-0012

Savage Development, Inc.
(See our ad on page 157)
(928) 717-0024

Specialty Paving & Grading
(See our ad on page 114)
503 EZ St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 777-8411
www.specialtypaving.net 

Technology Construction
5430 Side Road
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 777-0099

The Watkins Companies
(928) 925-5648

Vastco, Inc.
425 Industrial Dr.
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-3880
www.vastco.com

GENERAL CONTRACTORS: 
GREEN BUILDING
Benttree Custom Homes
(See our ad on page 60)
(928) 443-5484
www.benttreecustomhomes.net

Carrington Homes
(928) 445-9711
www.carringtonhomesaz.com

Crystal Creek Builders Inc.
(See our ad on page 45)
255 E. Sheldon St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-3200
www.crystalcreekbuilders.net

Evergreen Homes
(928) 445-0006
www.evergreen-homes.com

Haley Construction Company
(See our ad on page 123)
(928) 445-1281
www.haleyconstructionaz.com

Prescott Builders of AZ, LLC
(See our ad on page 155)
(928) 717-0147
www.prescottbuildersofaz.com
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R.E.S. Contracting, Inc.
(See our ad on page 67)
(928) 776-0301
www.prescottbuilder.com

Sun Pine Homes
2957 N. Hwy 89 #A, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-6600 Ext. 7
www.sunpinehomes.com

Triple E Construction
(See our ad on page 117)
540 N. 6th St. #F, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-3056 • www.tripleeaz.com

GENERAL CONTRACTORS: 
HISTORIC RESTORATION
Ability Remodeling & Home Services
(See our ad on page 151)
530 S. Montezuma St. Suite C
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 458-6044
www.abilityprescott.com

Haley Construction Company
(See our ad on page 123)
(928) 445-1281
www.haleyconstructionaz.com

Renovations, 
Your Complete Remodel Resource
(See our ad on page 86)
142 S. Alarcon St., Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-8506
www.renovationsaz.com

GENERAL CONTRACTORS: 
RESIDENTIAL/CUSTOM
2-A-T Construction LLC
(480) 304-0045
Serving Yavapai County

Ability Remodeling & Home Services
(See our ad on page 151)
530 S. Montezuma St. Suite C
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 458-6044
www.abilityprescott.com

Acklin Brothers Construction
(928) 778-4007
www.acklinbrothersconstruction.com

Aspen Valley Homes
(See our ad on this page)
697 6th Street, Suite 503
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 708-9877
www.aspenvalleyhomesaz.com

Bancroft Homes
(928) 515-0550
www.bancrofthomesaz.com

Bella Construction, Inc.
(928) 713-4315

Benttree Custom Homes
(See our ad on page 60)
(928) 443-5484
www.benttreecustomhomes.net

Board by Board, Inc.
(See our ad on page 142)
(928) 442-1387
www.boardbyboard.com

Branson Homes & Remodel
(See our ad on page 82)
(928) 499-8786
www.bransoncustomworks.com

Carrington Homes
(928) 445-9711
www.carringtonhomesaz.com

Circle C Construction
(See our ad on page 126)
1190 W. Rd. 1 North
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-4660
www.circle-c-const.com

Crystal Creek Builders Inc.
(See our ad on page 45)
255 E. Sheldon St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-3200
www.crystalcreekbuilders.net

Culhane Contracting, LLC
(928) 713-8199
www.culhanecontractingllc.com

Custom Castle Builders
(928) 925-8809

DeCarol Company
(See our ads on pages 101 & 134)
(928) 541-7912
www.decarolcompany.com

Desert Development & Design, Corp.
(928) 777-0022
www.desertdevelopmentaz.com

Designer Homes By Szabo, LLC
(928) 717-9326
www.designerhomesbyszabo.com

Don Savage 
Building Contractors, Inc.
(928) 445-1307
www.donsavagebuilders.com

Evergreen Homes
(928) 445-0006
www.evergreen-homes.com

Greseth Builders
(928) 445-9572
www.gresethbuilders.com

Haley Construction Company
(See our ad on page 123)
(928) 445-1281
www.haleyconstructionaz.com

Hughes Building Company
(See our ad on page 144)
1235 Willow Creek Dr.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 717-0033
www.hbc-az.com

Headwaters Construction
(928) 636-6976

J.Co. Contracting, LLC
713 N. 5th St.
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 277-4617
www.jcocontracting.com

James & James Construction Corp.
697 6th Street #502
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 778-3003
www.jandjconstructioncorp.com

JEBCO Construction Companies
140 N. Montezuma St. #108
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-7976
www.jebcocc.com

John T. Barenz Construction
(928) 778-3343

Kenson Construction Co.
6135 Corsair Ave.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-5192
www.kensonaz.com

KNA Construction, Inc.
488 EZ Street
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 778-6932

Laipple Construction
(928) 445-6865

Mandalay Homes
1955 E. Commerce Center Cir.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 277-4817
www.mandalayhomes.com

Moloney Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 150)
(928) 533-3376
www.moloneyconstructionllc.com

NJ Builders, Inc.
(See our ad on page 53)
(928) 708-0292
www.njbuildersinc.com

Northstar Builders
325 W. Gurley St. #201
Prescott, AZ  86301
www.northstarbuildersaz.com

Premier Development AZ, LLC
(See our ad on page 149)
1305 Westridge Dr.
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 227-2043
www.premierdevelopmentaz.com

Prescor Builders
(See our ad on page 113)
609 Western Avenue
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 778-7043
www.prescoraz.com

Prescott Builders of AZ, LLC
(See our ad on page 155)
(928) 717-0147
www.prescottbuildersofaz.com
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R.E.S. Contracting, Inc.
(See our ad on page 67)
(928) 776-0301
www.prescottbuilder.com

Reed Brothers Construction
(928) 778-2020
www.reedbrothersconstruction.com

Renovations, 
Your Complete Remodel Resource
(See our ad on page 86)
142 S. Alarcon St.
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-8506
www.renovationsaz.com

Ridgeline Builders, LLC
6640 Intercal Way, Ste. B
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 710-7194
www.ridgelinebuilders.com

Savage Development, Inc.
(See our ad on page 157)
(928) 717-0024

Skill Center Workshops, LLC
(928) 262-3210
Serving Yavapai County

Stazenski Construction
(See our ad on page 136)
542 N. Hwy 89, Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-2633
www.stazbuilder.com

Stoney Creek Builders
(See our ad on page 112)
(602) 885-3932
www.stoneycreekbuildersinc.com

Steve Craig 
Custom Painting & Construction
(928) 646-0313
www.stevecraigpaintingand
construction.com

Sun Pine Homes
2957 N. Hwy 89 #A, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-6600 Ext. 7
www.sunpinehomes.com

Tierra Verde Builders
400 Finnie Flat Road #1C
Camp Verde, AZ  86322
(928) 567-2477
www.tierraverdebuilders.com

TLC Construction
(See our ad on page 107)
(928) 925-1342
www.tlcconstructionofprescott.com

Trinity Builders, Inc.
(928) 460-0075
www.trinitybuildersinc.com

Triple E Construction
(See our ad on page 117)
540 N. 6th St. #F, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-3056
www.tripleeaz.com

Womack Enterprises, Inc.
(928) 445-6094
www.womack-brothers.com

Yavapai Design Build
(928) 776-0382
www.yavapaidesignbuild.com

GLASS & MIRRORS
Bennett Glass & Mirror
722 E. Sheldon St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-1180
www.bennettglassaz.com

D&M Enterprises
Serving Quad Cities 
Auto & Heavy Equipment Glass
8831 E. Valley Road
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(928) 772-4117
www.dmglassllc.com

GRASS (ARTIFICIAL/
SYNTHETIC TURF)
Arizona Stone & 
Architectural Products
(Product Only)
601 N. Lake Valley Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-0828
www.arizonastone.com

Blue Raven Landscape + Design
(928) 379-6479
www.blueravenlandscape.com

Forever Lawn Northern Arizona
(928) 606-3426
www.foreverlawn.com

Guardian Landscape, LLC
(See our ad on the back cover)
(928) 379-0063
www.guardianlandscape.com

Hacienda Del Ray Landscaping
(See our ad on this page)
(928) 713-6333
www.haciendalandscaping.com

Landscape Now, Inc.
(928) 458-0425
www.landscapenowinc.com

Prescott Flooring Brokers
Material Only
(See our ad on page 52)
401 W. Goodwin St.
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-2544
www.prescottflooringbrokers.com

Prescott Landscape Professionals
(See our ad on page 131)
(928) 830-3480  
www.prescottlandscape
professionals.com

RE & Sons Landscape
(See our ad on page 135)
(928) 533-7425
www.resonslandscaping.com
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Synthetic grass can help you 
maintain a beautiful, green 

yard year round.

- Landscaping - 
- Stonework -

- Artifi cial Turf -
- Patios -

- Water Features -
- Curb Installations -

- Putting Greens -
- Playgrounds -

- Dog Runs -

ROC#166690

Hacienda Del Ray, L.L.C.

Landscaping & Artificial Turf

NEW
Extended
15 Year

Warranty

Now Is The 
Time For Grass

8534 E. Laredo Dr., Prescott Valley
928-713-6333

HaciendaLandscaping.com
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Tri-City Earthworks & Labor/
Tri-City Home Improvement Pros
(928) 830-3810
www.earthworksandlabor.com

Vicente Landscaping
(See our ad on page 140)
(928) 636-1601
www.vicentelandscaping.com

Yavapai Landscaping
6640 Intercal Way, Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 910-4147
www.yavapailandscaping.com

Zebrascapes, LLC
422 N. Arizona Avenue, Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 830-4061
www.zebrascapes.com

GRID/TILE CEILING SYSTEMS
Chartier Drywall, Inc.
655 Brannen Ave., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-1191

GUTTERS
Arizona Seamless Gutters
703 6th St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-1818
www.arizonaseamlessgutters.com

Gale Contractor Services
(928) 778-0222
www.masco.com

Willbuilt Seamless Gutters
2170 Lillian Lane, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-0904
www.willbuilt.net

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Prescott Area Habitat for Humanity
1230 Willow Creek Road, Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-8003
www.prescotthabitat.org

HANDYMAN/HOME REPAIR
Handyman & Construction Services
(See our ad on this page)
(928) 771-0405

Tri-City Earthworks & Labor/
Tri-City Home Improvement Pros
(928) 830-3810
www.earthworksandlabor.com

HEALTH CARE SERVICES
Cornerstone Family Chiropractic
2225 E. St. Rt. 69, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 237-9477
www.cfc4familyhealth.com

Precision Spinal Care
3733 Karicio Lane, Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 442-0202
www.precisionspinalcare.net

Prescott Valley Chiropractic
3088 Robert Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-0522
www.prescottvalleychiropractic.com

HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY GUARDRAIL SIGNS
Arizona Highway Safety Specialists
762 E. Road 2 south
Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-8934

HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS
All West Fire Protection Systems, LLC
(See our ad on page 93)
2957 N. State Rt. 89., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-7861
www.allwestfire.com

B&W Fire Security Systems
8544 E. Eastridge Dr., Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-8008
www.bwfiresecurity.com

Safeguard Security & Communication
(928) 772-0155 
www.safeguard.us

HOTEL – EXTENDED
STAY/CONFERENCE
Hampton Inn & Suites
(See our ad on page 2)
2901 N. Glassford Hill Rd., Prescott, Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-1800
www.hamptoninn.com

Residence Inn By Marriott
(See our ad on page 110)
3599 Lee Circle
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 775-2232
www.marriott.com/PRCRI

SpringHill Suites In Historic Downtown Prescott
(See our ad on page 110)
200 E. Sheldon St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-0998
www.marriott.com/PRCSH

HVAC
AC Medic Heating & Air, LLC
(See our ad on page 156)
1050 Spire Dr. #L, Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 848-6224
www.acmedicaz.com

Arizona Heating & Cooling
700 N. 6th St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-9378

Balanced Heating & Air Conditioning
(928) 592-7069
www.balancedheating.com

Chino Heating & Cooling, Inc.
(See our ad on page 42)
550 N. Hwy. 89, Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-2955
www.chinoheating.com

Connolly Electric & Mechanical
Cottonwood, AZ  86326
Sedona/Verde Valley
(928) 649-9684
Prescott/Tri-City
(928) 445-5301
www.connollyelectric.net

Goettl’s High Desert Mechanical
(See our ad on page 111)
4650 Old Highway 279, #A, Camp Verde, AZ 86322
Sedona/Verde Valley
(928) 567-2200
Quad Cities
(928) 772-2751
www.goettlshdm.com

Moyer’s Heating & Cooling
(See our ad on facing page)
Quad Cities 
(928) 772-4346
Sedona/Verde Valley 
(928) 282-2659
www.moyershvac.com

One-Hour Air Conditioning & Heating
6741 Corsair, Prescott, AZ 86301
(855) 663-4687
www.pitzersonehour.com

Prescott Valley Heating and Cooling, LLC
(928) 458-8177
www.pvhac.com

Skill Center Workshops, LLC
(928) 262-3210
Serving Yavapai County

TDK Comfort Systems, Inc.
(See our ad on page 114)
Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-0846
www.tdkcomfortsystems.com

Verde Sol-Air
724 N. Industrial Dr. Bldg 1, Camp Verde, AZ 86322
(928) 567-5315
www.verdesolair.com
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Yavapai Plumbing & Heating
(See our ad on page 70)
(928) 776-7025
www.ypeinc.com

HYDROSEEDING
Manzanita Landscaping
(928) 848-8025
www.manzanitalandscapinginc.com

Prescott Landscape Professionals
(See our ad on page 131)
(928) 830-3480
www.prescottlandscape
professionals.com

Vicente Landscaping
(See our ad on page 140)
(928) 636-1601
www.vicentelandscaping.com

IN-FLOOR 
RADIANT 
HEATING
Skill Center Workshops, LLC
(928) 262-3210
Serving Yavapai County

TDK Comfort Systems, Inc.
(See our ad on page 114)
1940 S. Hwy 89 #D
Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-0846
www.tdkcomfortsystems.com

INSULATION
Arizona Seamless Insulation
703 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-1818
www.arizonaseamlessgutters.com

Banker Insulation of Northern AZ
5790 Fulton Road
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(928) 772-2544        
www.bankerinsulation.com

Gale Contractor Services
(928) 778-0222
www.masco.com

Wolf Insulation
(928) 634-7223

INSURANCE
Brown & Brown of Prescott
1055 W. Iron Springs Road
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-3540
www.bbprescott.com

State Farm
Eric Strobel Agency
2485 N. Great Western Dr. #E
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(928) 772-8338
www.ericstrobel.com

The Mahoney Group 
Clyde Marshall
3636 Crossings Dr. #B
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-1900
www.mahoneygroup.com

INTERIOR DESIGN
Lantana Design Studio
(See our ad on page 144)
1235 Willow Creek Dr.
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 717-0033
www.lantanaaz.com

IRRIGATION 
MATERIALS
Earthworks Garden Supply
(See our ad on page 45)
2531 N. Hwy 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-3972
www.earthworksgardensupply.com

Ewing Irrigation
8267 E. Pecos Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-9803
www.ewing1.com

IRRIGATION 
SYSTEMS
Blue Raven Landscape + Design
(928) 379-6479
www.blueravenlandscape.com

Creative Outdoor
(928) 445-1096
www.creative-outdoors.com

Guardian Landscape, LLC
(See our ad on the back cover)
(928) 379-0063
www.guardianlandscape.com

Landscape Now, Inc.
(928) 458-0425
www.landscapenowinc.com

Little’s Landscape & Design
(928) 308-7670
www.littleslandscapeanddesign.com

Manzanita Landscaping
(928) 848-8025
www.manzanitalandscapinginc.com

Prescott Landscape 
Professionals
(See our ad on page 131)
(928) 830-3480 
www.prescottlandscape
professionals.com

RE & Sons Landscape
(See our ad on page 135)
(928) 533-7425
www.resonslandscaping.com

RRS Landscape Solutions
(See our ad on page 66)
(928) 848-2058
www.rrsplanthealthcare.com

The Joshua Tree Landscape Co.
Prescott
(928) 778-6116
Verde Valley
(928) 204-1408
www.joshuatreescape.com

TLC Sprinkler Repair, Inc.
(928) 541-0061
www.tlclandscapingandsprinklers.com

Vicente Landscaping
(See our ad on page 140)
(928) 636-1601
www.vicentelandscaping.com 

Yavapai Landscaping
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 910-4147
www.yavapailandscaping.com

Zebrascapes, LLC
422 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 830-4061
www.zebrascapes.com

KITCHEN & BATH DESIGN
Ability Remodeling & Home Services
(See our ad on page 151)
530 S. Montezuma St. Suite C
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 458-6044
www.abilityprescott.com

Board by Board, Inc.
(See our ad on page 142)
(928) 442-1387
www.boardbyboard.com

Lantana Design Studio
(See our ad on page 144)
1235 Willow Creek Dr.
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 717-0033
www.lantanaaz.com

NJ Builders, Inc.
(See our ad on page 53)
(928) 708-0292
www.njbuildersinc.com

KITCHEN & BATH 
REMODELING
Ability Remodeling & Home Services
(See our ad on page 151)
530 S. Montezuma St. Suite C
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 458--6044
www.abilityprescott.com

Able & Ready Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 146)
7245 E. 2nd St., Ste. #C
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-6178
www.ablereadyllc.com

Branson Homes & Remodel
(See our ad on page 82)
(928) 499-8786
www.bransoncustomworks.com
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Board by Board, Inc.
(See our ad on page 142)
(928) 442-1387
www.boardbyboard.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

DeCarol Company
(See our ads on pages 101 & 134)
(928) 541-7912
www.decarolcompany.com

Moloney Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 150)
(928) 533-3376
www.moloneyconstructionllc.com

NJ Builders, Inc.
(See our ad on page 53)
(928) 708-0292
www.njbuildersinc.com

Reed Brothers Construction
(928) 778-2020
www.reedbrothersconstruction.com

Thompson’s Remodeling 
Specialists, LLC
(See our ad on page 118)
(928) 778-6407
www.thompsonsprescottaz.com

Tri-City Earthworks & Labor/
Tri-City Home Improvement Pros
(928) 830-3810
www.earthworksandlabor.com

Yavapai Design Build
(928) 776-0382
www.yavapaidesignbuild.com

LAND DEVELOPMENT / 
LOTS & ACREAGE
Arizona Natural Design
(928) 899-0963
www.arizonanaturaldesign.com

Prescor Builders
(See our ad on page 113)
609 Western Avenue
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 778-7043
www.prescoraz.com

LANDSCAPING & 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Earth Resources Corporation
(928) 775-2795
www.ercarizona.com

Earthworks Garden Supply
(See our ad on page 45)
2531 N. Hwy 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-3972
www.earthworksgardensupply.com

Prescott Dirt, LLC
(See our ad on page 40)
www.prescottdirt.com
Prescott 
3215 Willow Creek Road
(928) 636-5844
Prescott Valley 
7563 E. Hwy 69
(928) 775-9030

Willow Lake Rock
(See our ad on page 116)
1054 Commerce Dr.
Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 445-5890

Yavapai Block & Precast Co.
(See our ad on this page)
1389 Masonry Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-4340
www.yblock.com

LANDSCAPING – EROSION 
CONTROL/XERISCAPE/
WATER FEATURES/ 
COMMERCIAL & 
RESIDENTIAL
Autumn Blaze Construction
(See our ad on page 71)
(928) 710-4210
www.autumnblazeconstruction.com

Blue Raven Landscape + Design
(928) 379-6479
www.blueravenlandscape.com

Creative Outdoor
(928) 445-1096
www.creative-outdoors.com

Guardian Landscape, LLC
(See our ad on the back cover)
(928) 379-0063
www.guardianlandscape.com

Hacienda Del Ray Landscaping
(See our ad on page 167)
(928) 713-6333
www.haciendalandscaping.com

Jonny’s Tree & Landscaping
1038 Commerce Dr.
Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 830-4977
www.jonnystreeandlandscaping.com

Landscape Now, Inc.
(928) 458-0425
www.landscapenowinc.com

Little’s Landscape & Design
(928) 308-7670
www.littleslandscapeanddesign.com

Manzanita Landscaping
(928) 848-8025
www.manzanitalandscapinginc.com

Prescott Landscape Professionals
(See our ad on page 131)
(928) 830-3480 
www.prescottlandsca
peprofessionals.com

RE & Sons Landscape
(See our ad on page 135)
(928) 533-7425
www.resonslandscaping.com

RRS Landscape Solutions
(See our ad on page 66)
(928) 848-2058
www.rrsplanthealthcare.com

The Joshua Tree Landscape Co.
Prescott
(928) 778-6116
Verde Valley
(928) 204-1408
www.joshuatreescape.com

TLC Sprinkler Repair, Inc.
(928) 541-0061
www.tlclandscapingandsprinklers.com

Tri-City Earthworks & Labor
(928) 830-3819
www.earthworksandlabor.com

Vicente Landscaping
(See our ad on page 140)
(928) 636-1601
www.vicentelandscaping.com

Yavapai Landscaping
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 910-4147
www.yavapailandscaping.com

Zebrascapes, LLC
422 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
422 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 830-4061
www.zebrascapes.com

LIGHTING
K’s Lighting, LLC
(See our ad on page 124)
735 Sixth St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-1623
www.kslightinginc.com

LOG HOME CHINKING
Stoney Creek Builders
(See our ad on page 112)
(602) 885-3932
www.stoneycreekbuildersinc.com

Western Sealant Company Inc.
(See our ad on page 177)
(928) 778-3112
www.westernsealantaz.com

LOG HOMES
Arizona Natural Design
Expedition Log Homes
(Log Home Dealer Only)
(928) 899-0963
www.arizonanaturaldesign.com
 
Stoney Creek Builders
(See our ad on page 112)
(602) 885-3932
www.stoneycreekbuildersinc.com
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MANUFACTURED/MODULAR 
HOMES/RELEVELING/
REPAIR/REMODELING
Home Tech Foundation Systems
(928) 759-2000
www.hometechaz.com

Robinson’s Manufactured
Home Service
(928) 899-1001

MANUFACTURED/MODULAR 
HOMES/ANCHOR/
FHA TIE-DOWNS
Home Tech Foundation Systems
(928) 759-2000
www.hometechaz.com

MARBLE (COUNTERTOPS,
SHOWER SURROUNDS)
Arizona Tile
(See our ad on page 96)
(Material Only)
625 Holiday Dr., Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 776-1070
www.arizonatile.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Greenlee Designer Surfaces
(See our ad on page 3)
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
(928) 717-1814
www.greenleesurfaces.com

Granite Transformations
(623) 581-5056
www.granitetransformations.com

Precision Marble & Granite
(See our ad on page 108)
1102 Willow Creek Road
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-7642
www.precisionmarbleinc.com

Primera Carpet One Floor & Home 
Bringing Home Interiors To Life
(See our ad on page 69)
7785 E. Hwy. 69
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-6310
www.carpetone.com

MASONRY BLOCK/SUPPLIES
Yavapai Block & Precast Co.
(See our ad on facing page)
1389 Masonry Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-4340
www.yblock.com 

MATTRESS/BEDDING
William Thomas Mattress Gallery
(See our ad on page 81)
1100 Hwy 260, Cottonwood
Fry’s Shopping Center
(928) 634-6782

MEDIATION
Robert C. Kozak, PLLC
Bob Kozak
3619 Crossings Dr. Suite B
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-7140

MEMBERSHIP 
WAREHOUSE
Costco Wholesale
3911 E. Hwy 69
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 541-2204
www.costco.com

METAL/STEEL BUILDINGS
Circle C Construction
(See our ad on page 126)
1190 W. Rd. 1 North
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-4660
www.circle-c-const.com

High Desert Buildings & Barns
(928) 232-0101
www.highdesertbuildings.com

JEBCO Construction Companies
140 N. Montezuma St. #108
(928) 778-7976
www.jebcocc.com

Kenson Construction Co.
6135 Corsair Ave.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-5192
www.kensonaz.com

Outlaw Welding
(928) 899-3562

Prescor Builders
(See our ad on page 113)
609 Western Avenue
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 778-7043
www.prescoraz.com

Stanley Steel Structures
1537 S. Bates Road
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
(928) 634-6703
www.stanleysteelstructures.com

Stazenski Construction
(See our ad on page 136)
542 N. Hwy 89
Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-2633
www.stazbuilder.com

Steel Erection and Maintenance
Serving Arizona
(928) 757-2211
(602) 541-0472
www.steelerectionaz.com

MILLWORK
Timberline Woodworks Inc.
1040 Sandretto Dr., Ste. A
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-8589
www.timberlinewoodworks.net

MOLD ABATEMENT
Service Master of Prescott
8330 E. Pecos Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 445-9205
www.servicemasterofprescott.com

MOLD INSPECTION 
Service Master of Prescott
8330 E. Pecos Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 445-9205
www.servicemasterofprescott.com

Western Technologies, Inc. 
(See our ads on page 62 & 63)
1040 Sandretto Dr., Ste. C
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 443-5010
www.wt-us.com

MOLD TESTING
Western Technologies, Inc. 
(See our ads on page 62 & 63)
1040 Sandretto Dr., Ste.95C
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 443-5010
www.wt-us.com

MUNICIPALITIES
City of Prescott
(See our ad on page 57)
201 S. Cortez St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 777-1100
www.cityofprescott.net

Town of Chino Valley
202 N. State Route 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-2646
www.chinoaz.net

Town of Dewey-Humboldt
2375 S. Highway 69, Suite 12
Humboldt, AZ 86329
(928) 632-7362
www.dewey-humboldt.net

Town of Prescott Valley
2501 E. Civic Circle
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 759-3000
www.pvaz.net 

Yavapai County 
Development Services
1120 Commerce Drive
Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 771-3214
www.yavapai.us

MURPHY BEDS
Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

We Organize-U
2675 N. State Rt. 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 458-7323
www.weorganize-u.net

NURSERY/GARDEN 
SUPPLIES
Earthworks Garden Supply
(See our ad on page 45)
2531 N. Hwy 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-3972
www.earthworksgardensupply.com

Lowes 
2300 E. State Route 69
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 541-8640
www.lowes.com

OSHA TRAINING
(See Safety Training)

PAINT & SUPPLIES 
Dunn-Edwards
www.dunnedwards.com
Prescott
1048 Willow Creek Road
(928) 227-3575
Prescott Valley
6572 E. 2nd St. #A-B
(928) 772-7748

Sherwin Williams
www.sherwin-williams.com
Prescott
435 Miller Valley Road
(928) 771-9511
Prescott
225 W. Willis St.
(928) 778-5120
Prescott Valley
6650 E. 2nd St.
(928) 775-9926

PAINTING
B&M Painting
(928) 636-8281
www.bandmpaintingaz.com

Century Painting
697 N. 6th St., Ste. 304
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-2374
www.centurypainting.com

Certa Pro Painters
(928) 499-2571
www.certapro.com

Douglas E. Noble Painting
(928) 772-5434
www.douglasenoblepainting.com

J & J Painting
(928) 778-1575
www.jandjpaintingprescott.com

Mile High Painting LLC
(928) 772-8854
www.milehighpaintingaz.com

Pinon Painting
1032 Fair Street
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 778-2902
www.pinonpainting.com
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Steve Craig 
Custom Painting & Construction
(928) 646-0313
www.stevecraigpaintingand
construction.com

Tri-City Earthwork & Labor/
Tri-City Home Improvement Pros
(928) 830-3810
www.earthworksandlabor.com

PAVERS
Autumn Blaze Construction
(See our ad on page 71)
(928) 710-4210
www.autumnblazeconstruction.com

Blue Raven Landscape + Design
(928) 379-6479
www.blueravenlandscape.com

Creative Outdoor
(928) 445-1096
www.creative-outdoors.com

Guardian Landscape, LLC
(See our ad on the back cover)
(928) 379-0063
www.guardianlandscape.com

Hacienda Del Ray Landscaping
(See our ad on page 167)
(928) 713-6333
www.haciendalandscaping.com

Landscape Now, Inc.
(928) 458-0425
www.landscapenowinc.com

Little’s Landscape & Design
(928) 308-7670
www.littleslandscapeanddesign.com

Manzanita Landscaping
(928) 848-8025
www.manzanitalandscapinginc.com

Prescott Landscape Professionals
(See our ad on page 131)
(928) 830-3480  
www.prescottlandscape
professionals.com

RE & Sons Landscape
(See our ad on page 135)
(928) 533-7425
www.resonslandscaping.com

The Joshua Tree Landscape Co.
Prescott
(928) 778-6116
Verde Valley
(928) 204-1408
www.joshuatreescape.com

Tri-City Earthworks & Labor
(928) 830-3810
www.earthworksandlabor.com

Vicente Landscaping
(See our ad on page 140)
(928) 636-1601
www.vicentelandscaping.com

Yavapai Landscaping
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 910-4147
www.yavapailandscaping.com

Zebrascapes, LLC
422 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 830-4061
www.zebrascapes.com

PAVERS – MATERIAL ONLY
Arizona Stone 
& Architectural Products
2601 N. Lake Valley Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-0828
www.arizonastone.com

Prescott Dirt, LLC
(See our ad on page 40)
www.prescottdirt.com
Prescott 
3215 Willow Creek Road
(928) 636-5844
Prescott Valley 
(928) 775-9030
7563 E. Hwy 69 

Willow Lake Rock
(See our ad on page 116)
1054 Commerce Dr.
Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 445-5890

Yavapai Block & Precast Co
(See our ad on page 170)
1389 Masonry Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-4340
www.yblock.com

PEST CONTROL
Hughes Pest Solutions
(928) 899-3346
www.hughespestsolutions.com

Orkin Pest Control
(See our ad on page 120)
8230 E. Pecos Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-2419
www.getorkin.com

Patriot Pest & Termite Control
(See our ad on page 147)
2989 Centerpointe East Dr.
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 443-1566
www.patriotpestcontrolaz.com

PLAN ROOMS
A & E Reprographics
www.a-erepro.com
Prescott 
1030 Sandretto Dr., Ste. F
(928) 442-9116
Prescott (Downtown) 
222 S. Montezuma St.
(928) 445-3815
Prescott Valley 
8010 E. Hwy. 69, Ste. D
(928) 772-0054

PLANTING SOIL
Earthworks Garden Supply
(See our ad on page 45)
2531 N. Hwy 89
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-3972
www.earthworksgardensupply.com

Prescott Dirt, LLC
(See our ad on page 40)
www.prescottdirt.com
Prescott 
3215 Willow Creek Road
(928) 636-5844
Prescott Valley 
(928) 775-9030
7563 E. Hwy 69 

Willow Lake Rock
(See our ad on page 116)
1054 Commerce Dr.
Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 445-5890

PLUMBING CONTRACTORS
Arizona All Service Plumbing
(See our ad on page 47)
11855 E. Wood Dr.
Dewey, AZ  86327
(928) 775-6550
www.azallserviceplumbing.com

Benjamin Franklin Plumbing
6741 Corsair
Prescott, AZ 86301
(877) 236-1776
www.pitzersbenfranklin.com

Dan D Plumbing, LLC.
(928) 775-5739

Paragon Plumbing, Inc.
(928) 775-2343

R.E.D. Plumbing
11800 E. Berry Dr.
Dewey, AZ 86327
(928) 772-9296
www.redplumbinginc.com

Skill Center Workshops, LLC
(928) 262-3210
Serving Yavapai County

The Plumbing Store
(See our ad on page 153)
501 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-7120
www.theplumbingstoreaz.com

Verde Sol-Air
724 N. Industrial Dr. Bldg 1
Camp Verde, AZ 86322
(928) 567-5315
www.verdesolair.com

Yavapai Design Build
(928) 776-0382
www.yavapaidesignbuild.com

Yavapai Plumbing & Heating
(See our ad on page 70)
(928) 776-7025
www.ypeinc.com

PLUMBING FIXTURES/
SUPPLIES
Hughes Supply
(See our ad on page 88)
3100 N. St. Rt. 89
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 445-8032
www.hughessupply.com

The Plumbing Store
(See our ad on page 153)
501 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-7120
www.theplumbingstoreaz.com

Yavapai Plumbing & Heating
(See our ad on page 70)
(928) 776-7025
www.ypeinc.com

POWDERCOATING
RAW Customs
(928) 636-7299
www.rawcustomsaz.com

PRESSURE GROUTING
Arizona Foundation Solutions
(602) 470-1311
www.foundationrepairsaz.com

Kullberg Pressure Grouting
(See our ad on page 164)
(928) 759-2727
(480) 515-1755
www.kullbergpressuregrouting.com

PRINTING/COPYING
A & E Reprographics
www.a-erepro.com
Prescott 
1030 Sandretto Dr., Ste. F
(928) 442-9116
Prescott (Downtown)
222 S. Montezuma St.
(928) 445-3815
Prescott Valley
8010 E. Hwy. 69, Ste. D
(928) 772-0054

Sir Speedy
(See our ad on page 77)
1961 Commerce Center Circle
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-4332
www.sirspeedyprescott.com

PROMOTIONAL 
PRODUCTS
Sir Speedy
(See our ad on page 77)
1961 Commerce Center Circle
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-4332
www.sirspeedyprescott.com

PROPANE
Barrett Propane
(See our ad on page 132)
1555 W. Iron Springs Road, #5
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 636-1600
www.barrettpropane.com
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Yavapai Bottle Gas
(See our ad on page 154)
2170 Concord Dr.
Dewey, AZ 86327
(928) 776-9007
www.yavapaigas.com

RADIO PARTNERS
Arizona’s Hometown Radio Group
3755 Karicio Lane
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-8289
www.azhometownradio.com
KDDL – “Cattle Country”
94.3 FM & 103.1 FM
www.cattlecountryradio.com
KPPV – “The Mix” 
106.7 FM & 100.7 (Flagstaff)
www.kppv.com
KQNA – “Talk of the Quad Cities”
1130 AM  99.9 FM  95.5 FM
www.kqna.com
JACK – “Cottonwood & Quad Cities”
94.7 FM
www.jackfmarizona.com
KUGO – “Travelradio at the 
Grand Canyon”
102.5 FM
www.travelradioUSA.com

RADON TESTING/
REMEDIATION
Arizona Foundation Solutions
(602-470-1311
www.foundationrepairsaz.com

Western Technologies, Inc. 
(See our ads on page 62 & 63)
1040 Sandretto Dr., Ste. C
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 443-5010
www.wt-us.com

RAINWATER HARVESTING
Arizona Seamless Gutters
703 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-1818
www.arizonaseamlessgutters.com

Blue Raven Landscape + Design
(928) 379-6479
www.blueravenlandscape.com

Ewing Irrigation
(supplies only)
8267 E. Pecos Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-9803
www.ewing1.com

Landscape Now, Inc.
(928) 458-0425
www.landscapenowinc.com

Manzanita Landscaping
(928) 848-8025
www.manzanitalandscapinginc.com

Prescott Landscape Professionals
(See our ad on page 131)
(928) 830-3480 
www.prescottlandscape
professionals.com

Vicente Landscaping
(See our ad on page 140)
(928) 636-1601
www.vicentelandscaping.com

REAL ESTATE/RESIDENTIAL 
& COMMERCIAL
Prescor Builders
(See our ad on page 113)
609 Western Avenue, Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 778-7043
www.prescoraz.com

RECYCLING
Waste Management 
(See our ad on page 89)
2671 N. Lake Valley Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 237-0366
www.wm.com/us

REMODELING/RESTORATION 
CONTRACTORS
2-A-T Construction LLC
(480) 304-0045
Serving Yavapai County

Ability Remodeling & Home Services
(See our ad on page 151)
530 S. Montezuma St. Suite C
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 458-6044
www.abilityprescott.com

Able & Ready Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 146)
7245 E. 2nd St., Ste. #C
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-6178
www.ablereadyllc.com

Acklin Brothers Construction
(928) 778-4007
www.acklinbrothersconstruction.com

Aspen Valley Homes
(See our ad on page 166)
697 6th Street, Suite 503
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 708-9877
www.aspenvalleyhomesaz.com

Board by Board, Inc.
(See our ad on page 142)
(928) 442-1387
www.boardbyboard.com

Branson Homes & Remodel
(See our ad on page 82)
(928) 499-8786
www.bransoncustomworks.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Circle C Construction
(See our ad on page 126)
1190 W. Rd. 1 North
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-4660
www.circle-c-const.com

Crystal Creek Builders Inc.
(See our ad on page 45)
255 E. Sheldon St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-3200
www.crystalcreekbuilders.net

Culhane Contracting, LLC
(928) 713-8199
www.culhanecontractingllc.com

DeCarol Company
(See our ads on pages 101 & 134)
(928) 541-7912
www.decarolcompany.com

Haley Construction Company
(See our ad on page 123)
(928) 445-1281
www.haleyconstructionaz.com

Handyman & Construction Services
(See our ad on page 168)
(928) 771-0405

Kenson Construction Co.
6135 Corsair Ave., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-5192
www.kensonaz.com

Moloney Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 150)
(928) 533-3376
www.moloneyconstructionllc.com

NJ Builders, Inc.
(See our ad on page 53)
(928) 708-0292
www.njbuildersinc.com

Prescott Builders of AZ, LLC
(See our ad on page 155)
(928) 717-0147
www.prescottbuildersofaz.com

Reed Brothers Construction
(928) 778-2020
www.reedbrothersconstruction.com

Renovations, 
Your Complete Remodel Resource
(See our ad on page 86)
142 S. Alarcon St., Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 445-8506
www.renovationsaz.com

Stoney Creek Builders
(See our ad on page 112)
(602) 885-3932
www.stoneycreekbuildersinc.com

Thompson’s Remodeling Specialists, LLC
(See our ad on page 118)
(928) 778-6407
www.thompsonsprescottaz.com

TLC Construction
(See our ad on page 107)
(928) 925-1342
www.tlcconstructionofprescott.com

Triple E Construction
(See our ad on page 117)
540 N. 6th St. #F, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-3056
www.tripleeaz.com

Womack Enterprises, Inc.
(928) 445-6094        
www.womack-brothers.com

Yavapai Design Build
(928) 776-0382
www.yavapaidesignbuild.com

RETAINING WALLS – 
MASONRY
Autumn Blaze Construction
(See our ad on page 71)
(928) 710-4210
www.autumnblazeconstruction.com

Blue Raven Landscape + Design
(928) 379-6479
www.blueravenlandscape.com

Creative Outdoor
(928) 445-1096
www.creative-outdoors.com

Guardian Landscape, LLC
(See our ad back cover)
(928) 379-0063
www.guardianlandscape.com

Laipple Construction
(928) 445-6865

Landscape Now, Inc.
(928) 458-0425
www.landscapenowinc.com

Little’s Landscape & Design
(928) 308-7670
www.littleslandscapinganddesign.com

Vicente Landscaping
(See our ad on page 140)
(928) 636-1601
www.vicentelandscaping.com

Yavapai Block & Precast Co.
(See our ad on page 170)
(Material Only)
1389 Masonry Way, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-4340
www.yblock.com

Zebrascapes, LLC
422 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301, (928) 830-4061
www.zebrascapes.com

RETAINING WALLS – STONE
Autumn Blaze Construction
(See our ad on page 71)
(928) 710-4210
www.autumnblazeconstruction.com

Blue Raven Landscape + Design
(928) 379-6479
www.blueravenlandscape.com

Creative Outdoor
(928) 445-1096
www.creative-outdoors.com

Dunbar Stone Company, Inc.
1041 Commerce Dr., Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-7880
www.dunbarstoneinc.com
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Guardian Landscape, LLC
(See our ad back cover)
(928) 379-0063
www.guardianlandscape.com

Hacienda Del Ray Landscaping
(See our ad on page 167)
(928) 713-6333
www.haciendalandscaping.com

Landscape Now, Inc.
(928) 458-0425
www.landscapenowinc.com

Little’s Landscape & Design
(928) 308-7670
www.littleslandscapinganddesign.com

Manzanita Landscaping
(928) 848-8025
www.manzanitalandscapinginc.com

Prescott Landscape Professionals
(See our ad on page 131)
(928) 830-3480 
www.prescottlandscape
professionals.com

RE & Sons Landscape
(See our ad on page 135)
(928) 533-7425
www.resonslandscaping.com

The Joshua Tree Landscape Co.
Prescott
(928) 778-6116

Verde Valley
(928) 204-1408
www.joshuatreescape.com

Vicente Landscaping
(See our ad on page 140)
(928) 636-1601
www.vicentelandscaping.com

Yavapai Landscaping
6640 Intercal Way, Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 910-4147
www.yavapailandscaping.com

Zebrascapes, LLC
422 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 830-4061
www.zebrascapes.com

ROAD/DRIVEWAY CHIP 
SEALING
Earth Resources Corporation
(928) 775-2795
www.ercarizona.com

ROOFING – RESIDENTIAL & 
COMMERCIAL
Arrow Roofing
8991 E. Valley Road #C
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(928) 443-8633
www.arrowroofingaz.com

Badger Roofing
(See our ad on this page)
8800 E. Long Mesa Dr., Ste. A
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 771-8770
www.badgerroofing.net

Bradshaw Mountain Roofing
(See our ad on page 74)
8734 E. Long Mesa Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-1145

BZ Roof’N
(See our ad on page 43)
(928) 237-0788
www.bzroofnprescott.com

Central Basin Roofing, Inc.
331 N. Arizona Ave.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-5819
www.centralbasinroofing.com

Command Roofing
8312 E. St. Rt 69
Prescott Valley, AZ  86314
(928) 759-5557
www.commandroofingaz.com

Granite Basin Roofing
(See our ad on page 87)
1225 Gail Gardner Way
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 772-9222
www.granitebasinroofing.com

Heritage Roofing
(See our ad on page 133)
www.heritageroofingaz.com
(928) 910-2765

Legacy Roofing, LLC
9386 E. Florentine #900
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 460-4430
www.legacyroofingllc.com

Roofing Systems of Prescott
(928) 778-5017

Sebastian & Sons Roofing
(See our ad on page 78)
(928) 925-8393
www.sebastianandsonsroofing.com

Superior Roofing of Northern AZ
(928) 775-0060
www.superiorroofingofaz.com 

SAFETY TRAINING
D&O Crane
MSHA Training 
(928) 649-8283

Sharp Safety Consulting
Everett Sharp
Authorized OSHA Trainer
(928) 713-7184

SANDBLASTING
RAW Customs
(928) 636-7299
www.rawcustomsaz.com

SAW/TOOL/
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
Able Saw
(See our ad on page 130)
625 Miller Valley Road
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-6371
www.ablesaw.com

SCREEN DOORS/
RETRACTABLE 
Arizona Breeze Retractable
Screen Doors
(928) 533-3336
www.abretractable.com

SCREENS (DOORS & 
WINDOWS)
Prestige Security Doors
(See our ad on page 95)
www.prestigesecuritydoors.com
Prescott 
600 E. Sheldon St.
(928) 541-7900
Cottonwood
513 S. Main Street
(928) 204-1222

Prescott Screenmobile
(928) 713-8684
www.screenmobile.com

SECURITY CAMERA 
SYSTEMS
All West Fire Protection Systems, LLC
(See our ad on page 93)
2957 N. State Rt. 89
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-7861
www.allwestfire.com

B&W Fire Security Systems
8544 E. Eastridge Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-8008
www.bwfiresecurity.com

SECURITY DOORS & 
SCREENS
A-Action Welding
1514 Shoup St.
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-2579
www.a-actionwelding.com

First Impression Ironworks
(480) 588-4811
www.firstimpression
securitydoors.com

Prescott Screenmobile
(928) 713-8684
www.screenmobile.com

Prestige Security Doors
(See our ad on page 95)
www.prestigesecuritydoors.com
Prescott 
600 E. Sheldon St.
(928) 541-7900
Cottonwood
513 S. Main Street
(928) 204-1222
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SEPTIC & WATER TANK 
SUPPLIES
Hughes Supply
(See our ad on page 88)
3100 N. St. Rt. 89
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 445-8032
www.hughessupply.com

Yavapai Block & Precast Co.
(See our ad on page 170)
1389 Masonry Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-4340
www.yblock.com

SEPTIC REPAIR/
INSPECTIONS/CLEANING
JT’s Septic
(See our ad on page 59)
(928) 632-7077

SEPTIC SYSTEM
DESIGN & INSTALLATION
Ringler Excavating
(928) 899-0012

Savage Development, Inc.
(See our ad on page 157)
(928) 717-0024

SEWER & DRAIN CLEANING
Arizona All Service Plumbing
(See our ad on page 47)
11855 E. Wood Dr.
Dewey, AZ  86327
(928) 775-6550
www.azallserviceplumbing.com

Paragon Plumbing, Inc.
(928) 775-2343

R.E.D. Plumbing
11800 E. Berry Dr.
Dewey, AZ 86327
(928) 772-9296
www.redplumbinginc.com

The Plumbing Store
(See our ad on page 153)
501 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-7120
www.theplumbingstoreaz.com

Yavapai Plumbing & Heating
(See our ad on page 70)
(928) 776-7025
www.ypeinc.com

SHOWER DOORS
Bennett Glass & Mirror
722 E. Sheldon St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-1180
www.bennettglassaz.com

Precision Marble & Granite
(See our ad on page 108)
1102 Willow Creek Road
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-7642
www.precisionmarbleinc.com

SHOWERS: 
TILE, MARBLE, 
TRAVERTINE
Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Greenlee Designer Surfaces
(See our ad on page 3)
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
(928) 717-1814
www.greenleesurfaces.com

SHREDDING
SERVICES
Sir Speedy
(See our ad on page 77)
1961 Commerce Center Circle
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-4332
www.sirspeedyprescott.com

SIDING
Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Optum Home Solutions
725 N. 73rd Ave., Suite 124
Phoenix, AZ 85043
(623) 388-8899
www/reliantcapitolllc.com

Tri-City Earthworks & Labor/
Tri-City Home Improvement Pros
(928) 830-3810
www.earthworksandlabor.com

SIGNS FABRICATION 
& INSTALLATION - 
COMMERCIAL
A&B Sign Company
691 6th Street
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 445-6995
www.absignco.com

Morgan Sign Company
704 E. Moeller St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-6336
www.morgansign.com

SIGNS – HIGHWAY 
CONSTRUCTION 
GUARDRAIL
Arizona Highway Safety Specialists
762 E. road 2 South
Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-8934

SNOW 
REMOVAL
Blue Raven Landscape + Design
(928) 379-6479
www.blueravenlandscape.com

Guardian Landscape, LLC
(See our ad on the back cover)
(928) 379-0063
www.guardianlandscape.com

Landscape Now, Inc.
(928) 458-0425
www.landscapenowinc.com

Little’s Landscape & Design
(928) 308-7670
www.littleslandscapeanddesign.com

Manzanita Landscaping
(928) 848-8025
www.manzanitalandscapinginc.com

Prescott Landscape Professionals
(See our ad on page 131)
(928) 830-3480
www.prescottlandscape
professionals.com

Vicente Landscaping
(See our ad on page 140)
(928) 636-1601
www.vicentelandscaping.com

Yavapai Landscaping
6640 Intercal Way
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 910-4147
www.yavapailandscaping.com

Zebrascapes, LLC
422 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 830-4061
www.zebrascapes.com

SOFFITS
METAL/VINYL
Arizona Seamless Gutters
703 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-1818
www.arizonaseamlessgutters.com

SOLAR 
ENERGY
Rooftop Solar, LLC
(928) 213-5670
www.rooftopsolar.us

Southface Solar Electric
(480) 636-1800
www.southfacese.com

SOLAR 
PLUMBING
Arizona 
All Service Plumbing
(See our ad on page 47)
11855 E. Wood Dr.
Dewey, AZ  86327
(928) 775-6550
www.azallserviceplumbing.com

R.E.D. Plumbing
11800 E. Berry Dr.
Dewey, AZ 86327
(928) 772-9296
www.redplumbinginc.com

TDK Comfort Systems, Inc.
(See our ad on page 114)
1940 S. Hwy 89 #D
Chino Valley, AZ  86323
(928) 636-0846
www.tdkcomfortsystems.com

Verde Sol-Air
724 N. Industrial Dr. Bldg 1
Camp Verde, AZ 86322
(928) 567-5315
www.verdesolair.com

SOLAR TUBES 
& SKYLIGHTS
Arizona Window Wizard
Installation & Service
SolaTube Only
(928) 775-8964

Badger Roofing
(See our ad on page 174)
Material & Installation
8800 E. Long Mesa Dr., Ste. A
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 771-8770
www.badgerroofing.net

Builders Wholesale, LLC
Material Only
801 White Spar Road.
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 778-6655
www.buildersprescott.com

Eric & Sons
Material & Installation
(See our ad on page 127)
6640 InterCal Way
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 775-2880
www.ericandsons.net

Granite Basin Roofing
(See our ad on page 87)
Material & Installation
1225 Gail Gardner Way
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 772-9222
www.granitebasinroofing.com

The Door & Window Store
Material Only
487 E Z St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-6400
www.prescottdoors.com

SPAS/SAUNAS/
HOT TUBS
Arizona Hot 
Tub Company
(See our ad on page 73)
6947 E. 1st St.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-9884
www.azhottubco.com

Tuff Spas
121 S. 39th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(623) 939-0851
www.tuffspas.com
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STUCCO/PLASTERING
Sanders Plastering Systems, LLC
(See our ad on this page)
(928) 632-5008
www.sandersplastering.com

Taylor Plastering, Inc. (928) 772-7522

SUN ROOMS/PERGOLA
SHADE & PATIO COVERS
Eric & Sons
(See our ad on page 127)
6640 InterCal Way, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 775-2880 • www.ericandsons.net

Stanley Steel Structures
1537 S. Bates Road
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
(928) 634-6703
www.stanleysteelstructures.com

Sunburst Patios
6263 Copper Hill Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-8229

TILE REPAIRS
Greenlee Designer Surfaces
(See our ad on page 3)
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way
(928) 717-1814
www.greenleesurfaces.com

Mile High Tile
(See our ad on page 102)
3250 Gateway Blvd #140
Prescott, AZ  86303
(928) 713-2924
www.milehightile.com

TREE & PLANT HEALTH CARE
RRS Landscape Solutions
(See our ad on page 66)
(928) 848-2058
www.rrsplanthealthcare.com

TREE REMOVAL/TRIMMING/
CHIPPING
Jonny’s Tree & Landscaping
1038 Commerce Dr., Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 830-4977
www.jonnystreeandlandscaping.com

TUB/SHOWER CONVERSION
Able & Ready Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 146)
7245 E. 2nd St., Ste. #C
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-6178
www.ablereadyllc.com

Arizona All Service Plumbing
(See our ad on page 47)
11855 E. Wood Dr.
Dewey, AZ  86327
(928) 775-6550
www.azallserviceplumbing.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Granite Transformations
(623)-581-5056
www.granitetransformations.com

Moloney Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 150)
(928) 533-3376
www.moloneyconstructionllc.com

Precision Marble & Granite
(See our ad on page 108)
1102 Willow Creek Road
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-7642
www.precisionmarbleinc.com

Optum Home Solutions
725 N. 73rd Ave., Suite 124
Phoenix, AZ 85043
(623) 388-8899
www.reliantcapitolllc.com

The Plumbing Store
(See our ad on page 153)
501 6th St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-7120
www.theplumbingstoreaz.com

Thompson’s Remodeling 
Specialists, LLC
(See our ad on page 118)
(928) 778-6407
www.thompsonsprescottaz.com

Yavapai Design Build 
(928) 776-0382
www.yavapaidesignbuild.com

UNDERGROUND UTILITIES: 
EXCAVATION & INSTALLATION
Copperstate Paving & Construction
(See our ad on page 86)
403 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301 • (928) 445-0931
www.copperstatepaving.com

Earth Resources Corporation
(928) 775-2795 • www.ercarizona.com

Savage Development, Inc.
(See our ad on page 157)
(928) 717-0024

UTILITIES
Arizona Public Service
(See our ad on page 97) • www.aps.com

UniSource Energy Services
(928) 771-7298 • www.uesaz.com

WASTE: YARD & MEDICAL
Waste Management 
(See our ad on page 89)
2671 N. Lake Valley Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 237-0366
www.wm.com/us

WATER & FIRE DAMAGE 
RESTORATION
Moloney Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 150)
(928) 533-3376
www.moloneyconstructionllc.com

Service Master of Prescott
8330 E. Pecos Dr., Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 445-9205
www.servicemasterofprescott.com

Triple E Construction
(See our ad on page 117)
540 N. 6th St. #F, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-3056 • www.tripleeaz.com

WATER PURIFICATION
Arizona All Service Plumbing
(See our ad on page 47)
11855 E. Wood Dr., Dewey, AZ  86327
(928) 775-6550
www.azallserviceplumbing.com

Kinetico Quality Water
www.kineticonaz.com
Prescott Valley 7485 E. 1st St.
(928) 772-5020
Sedona 2697 W. St. Rt 89A
(928) 282-2115

R.E.D. Plumbing
11800 E. Berry Dr., Dewey, AZ 86327
(928) 772-9296
www.redplumbinginc.com

The Plumbing Store
(See our ad on page 153)
501 6th St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-7120
www.theplumbingstoreaz.com

Yavapai Plumbing & Heating
(See our ad on page 70)
(928) 776-7025 • www.ypeinc.com

WATER/WASTE WATER 
PIPING SUPPLIES
Dana Kepner
6723 Corsair Dr., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-1433
www.danakepner.com

The Plumbing Store
(See our ad on page 153)
501 6th St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-7120
www.theplumbingstoreaz.com

WATERPROOFING
Arizona Foundation Solutions
(602) 470-1311
www.foundationrepairsaz.com

Western Sealant Company Inc.
(See our ad on page 177)
(928) 778-3112
www.westernsealantaz.com

WEED CONTROL
Guardian Landscape, LLC
(See our ad on the back cover)
(928) 379-0063
www.guardianlandscape.com
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Sanders
lastering

ystems LLCLLC
PS

www.sandersplastering.com
• Conventional Stucco • Stucco Restoration Systems

• Residential/Commercial
Call for a FREE inspection  

and consultation

928-632-5008
ROC 291273 ROC 291272

SINCE 1993

Simply
ut...P

We will do what we say! 
We will create an expectation…

then exceed it!

     the finest 
Stucco Restoration and new 
       Stucco you will find! 

     the finest 
Stucco Restoration and new 
       Stucco you will find! 

Sanders
romise:P

 Stucco Restoration
 New Stucco Systems
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Landscape Now, Inc.
(928) 458-0425
www.landscapenowinc.com

Manzanita Landscaping
(928) 848-8025
www.manzanitalandscapinginc.com

Prescott Landscape Professionals
(See our ad on page 131)
(928) 830-3480
www.prescottlandscape
professionals.com

Prescott Tree & Weed Spray
(928) 458-5472

RRS Landscape Solutions
(See our ad on page 66)
(928) 848-2058
www.rrsplanthealthcare.com

Zebrascapes, LLC
422 N. Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 830-4061
www.zebrascapes.com

WELDING
A-Action Welding
1514 Shoup St., Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 445-2579
www.a-actionwelding.com

Outlaw Welding (928) 899-3562

The Iron Worker
1076 Spire Dr., Prescott, AZ  86305
(928) 445-2560
www.ironworker.webs.com

WELLS/PUMP
INSTALLATION & SERVICING
Dan McGee Drilling & Pump
(928) 636-4576

R.W. Turner and Sons
3471 N. Hwy. 89, Chino Valley, AZ 86323
(928) 636-2771

WINDOW COVERINGS 
BLINDS/SHUTTERS/SHADES
Blind Brothers Arizona
(See our ad on page 128)
230 N. McCormick St. #A
Prescott, AZ  86301 • (928) 776-1845
www.blindbrothersaz.com

Interior Logic
(See our ad on page 119)
710 N. Montezuma St.
Prescott, AZ 86301 • (928) 443-0900
www.interior-logic.com

The Blind Brothers
(DBA) Blinds Shutters & Shades
437 S. Main St., Ste. 3
Cottonwood, AZ 86326 • (928) 634-2423
www.theblindbrothers.com

The Picture Window, Inc.
634 E. St. Rt. 89A, Cottonwood
(928) 634-8442
www.thepicturewindowinc.com

WINDOW COVERINGS
CUSTOM DRAPERIES
Blind Brothers Arizona
(See our ad on page 128)
230 N. McCormick St. #A
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 776-1845
www.blindbrothersaz.com

The Blind Brothers
(DBA) Blinds Shutters & Shades
437 S. Main St., Ste. 3
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
(928) 634-2423 • www.theblindbrothers.com

The Picture Window, Inc.
634 E. St. Rt. 89A, Cottonwood
(928) 634-8442
www.thepicturewindowinc.com

WINDOW TINTING 
OFFICE AND HOME
Protint, LLC (See our ad on page 148)
(928) 772-5971
www.protintarizona.com

WINDOWS
Builders First Source
(See our ad on page 55)
6601 E. 2nd St., Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-1221 • www.probuild.com

Builders Wholesale, LLC
Material Only
801 White Spar Road, Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 778-6655
www.buildersprescott.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303 • (928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Foxworth Galbraith Lumber
(See our ad on page 61)
Material Only
430 N. 6th St., Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-2525 • www.foxgal.com

Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 443-3212
www.prescottdesigncenter.com

Prescott Window and Door
(See our ad on page 79)
Material & Installation
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way • (928) 772-0438
www.prescottwindowanddoor.com

Optum Home Solutions
Material & Installation
725 N. 73rd Ave., Ste. 124
Phoenix, AZ 85043
(623) 388-8899
www.reliantcapitolllc.com

The Door & Window Store
Material Only
487 E Z St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-6400        
www.prescottdoors.com

Triple E Construction
Pella Certified Contractor
(See our ad on page 117)
Material & Installation
540 N. 6th St.
Prescott, AZ  86301
(928) 778-3056
www.tripleeaz.com

WINDOWS/
SLIDING DOOR 
REPAIRS
Arizona Window Wizard
Installation & Service
(928) 775-8964

WINDOWS – 
REPLACEMENT
Bennett Glass & Mirror
722 E. Sheldon St.
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-1180
www.bennettglassaz.com

Branson Homes & Remodel
(See our ad on page 82)
(928) 499-8786
www.bransoncustomworks.com

Central Arizona Remodeling
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.centralazremodeling.com

Moloney Construction, LLC
(See our ad on page 150)
(928) 533-3376
www.moloneyconstructionllc.com

Prescott Window and Door
(See our ad on page 79)
Prescott Design Center
6640 Intercal Way, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 772-0438
www.prescottwindowanddoor.com

Optum Home Solutions
725 N. 73rd Ave., Suite 124
Phoenix, AZ 85043
(623) 388-8899
www.reliantcapitolllc.com

Triple E Construction
(See our ad on page 117)
540 N. 6th St. #F, Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-3056
www.tripleeaz.com

Windows N More
3250 Gateway Blvd #108
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 772-1085
www.windowsnmore.com

Window World of Northern Arizona
101 Airpark Road #H
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
(928) 649-9111
www.windowworldnoaz.com

928-778-3112 
info@westernsealantaz.com

ROC #147713

WaterproofING specialists

BELOW-GRADE WATERPROOFING
Foundation Walls • Retaining Walls

WATERPROOF DECK SYSTEMS
New Construction

Repair/Replace existing Caulking & Sealants
Doors & Windows • Driveways & Patios

Western Sealant Co., Inc.
Serving Prescott & Arizona Since 1987 
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PRESCOTT TRUE VALUE HARDWARE
846 Miller Valley Rd. • 928-445-6422 • www.PrescottTrueValue.com

• Hardware
• Electrical
• Plumbing
• Paint
• Lawn & Garden
•  Paint and Paint 

Sundries
• Power Equipment
• Kitchen Shoppe
• Power & Hand Tools
• Gourmet Foods
•  BBQ Grills & 

Accessories
• Outdoor Furniture
• Portable Appliances
• Christmas Shoppe

• Plants and Shrubs
•  Indoor/Outoor 

Fountains
•  Bird Feed and 

Supplies
• Service Center
• Small Engine Repair
•  Screen Repair and 

Remake
• Lamb Repair
• Knife Sharpening
• Chain Saw Sharpening
• Lock Re-Keying
• Key Cutting
•  Propane Refi ll and 

Exchange

BEHIND EVERY PROJECT IS A TRUE VALUE
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